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G�e,y-M_ � Blake held the position of Director, National 

Security Agency,from July 1962 to May 1965, which was 

his last assignment before retirement from the 

Air Force.. After graduating from West Point in 1931, 

he served as a Communications Officer with the 

Army Air Corps Unit in Hawaii. He set up the Army 

Airways Communications Office in Alaska, entered the 

Research and Development field at Wright Patterson 

Air Force Base and served in various additional command 
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positions in the United States Air Force� He commanded 

the U.S. Air Force Security Service before he was 

assigned as DIRNSA� The Silver §tar was awarded to 
JqJ..f.l, General Blake for �allantry on December 7, �,at 

Pearl Harbor. General Blake will discuss his military 

career and in particular his assignment at NSA. The 

interview is taking place in General Blake�s residence 

in Universal City, Texas. Interviewer is Bob Farley. 
Ge-ne,--a.l 

..GQ.R-Blake desires that these two tapes be classiijed 

TOP SECRET - HANDLE VIA COMINT CHANNELS ONLY. This is 

NSA Oral History Interview No.07-84. 
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. 
?irst of all� General Blake, thanks much, much, much 

i or seeing nie.. I have been looking forward to this for 

�long time: In fact, you are the reason I am here� I 
. 
■ just tied in a few other interviews, 

I I in the area. � 

Quite a few Air Force SIGINT types live here. 

Right, right. Irwin Labbe, Colonel Labbe.A:,be� 

I don't recollect him. 

Labbe, he was an OPS Officer for a long time.. On this 

interview, I want to concentrate primarily on your 

career as it relates to the intelligence operation and 

basically your tour at NSA. We can talk at any level 

you consider that you would like to talk about._ 

The level is up to you. 

�- All «<\h.l-

����\ll'e can put a level on when we get 

through .. 

We'll put 

you wan t• 

we'll try 

a TOP SECRET - SENSITIVE - CODEWORD, whatever 

1JJ\s� ��I say, I have a lot of questions an d 

and hurry through them, but I am sure in your 
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discussi�ns, you� probably:answer some of the 

questions,�- To set the stage, Sir, let's talk

about your pre-military life� your background, hobbies, 

anything� before you entered the Academy. 

I grew up in a small town of northern Iowa called 

Charles City, born in 1910, left there to go to 
Not 

West Point in 19270 not a particularly eventful life. 

I always thought how green and inexperienced I was when 

I went off to West Point in June 1927. I had just 

graduated from high school three weeks before that and 

had no idea when I graduated that I would go to 

West Point. A few days after graduation, Congressman 

J-l 0w'.-t1 l...,_), I called1 I had applied and a last minuter, 
vacancy came up and he offered it to me, so with 

virtually no notice I took off. I was 16 years old, � 

which is a little younger than you are allowed to enter 

West Point, but they do make exceptions if you are 

fairly close to 17 on July 1st when you enter. My 

birthday is July 22nd so I was 22 days short of 17, so 

I paid my way for the first 22 days� {Laughter) 

Interestingly enough, in my class was another later 
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Director __ , Marshall Carter. p. 
Oh, yes�tt 

He was also 16, and he always chided me for be��i�q 
o,,.:t ,, ,, d 

him as class baby. (Laughter) I hadn't been north of 

Minneapolis, east of Chicago, south of Des Moines, or 

west of Sioux City, and I was pretty green1�� 

OKJJ/· 
u l{tl 

�no foreign language. My first year at 

West Point was quite a struggle, but I managed to get 
_ \V\ f e. tb::hta. \l 't , 

through and did better as I went on., .iA����=--- , , . , I 

\mean. I wound up� 55th in the class,.._ 

iiltit.. G f!. � ,4--r # 

l I j 

of C..O&l\.<.se 
@e>ursa- at the end of 

(Y'-' p.P· 

F 1�be. � '-a.<, 
the�, I think I was about 

290 p1;e,( laugh�er) � 

So we can brush over it quickly" the West Point period, .. � 

just one question, did they teach any intelligence at 

all in any of the courses durin� yourA:_A,f fu.• 1ear.?I. 

I don't recall a single thing that was related to 

intelligence� It was pretty much basically a mixture 

of, oh# I don't know what you would call it, not 

Social Sciences really, Liberal Arts, I guess� 
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was the word given to it. It was a mixture of 

Liberal Arts and Engineering. Actually v you graduated 

with a Bachelor of Science degree. Looking back on it, 

there were things that loomed so very large in my later 

career that we got very little of. 

Huh. 

I think about 20 hours of radio.JV 

Oh, yes. 

�I spent much more time learning to ride a horse than 

I did about airplanes, for example. (Laughter) 

My gosh! �sas'tj���0A.,�vv�n 

what branch of the Service were you commissionedt.+ �? 
Well,. I was commissioned in the Coast Artillery Corps. 

There are only certain branches that you are allowed to 

apply for, and you applied for them in the order of 

your class standing. For example, the 

Corps of Engineers usually had about 15 or so vacancies 

and they went traditionally to the top members of the 

class. By the time you got down to 20, why the 

Engineer vacancies would be gone. You could not apply 
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for the Air Corps as a basic branch� You could apply 

if you passed a physical examw You were automatically 

detailed to learn to fly and if you successfully 

graduated from the flying school� which was a year's 

training,and became a pilot, then you were transferred 

to the Air Corps. So for the first year while I was 

learning to fly, I would sign my name, 2d Lt, CAC(AC), 

meaning that I was detailed to the Air Corps at that 

particular time. 

I see. You went to the Fort Monmouth S ignal School 

soon thereafter? 

Well,, that was later. I came here to Randolph 

Air Force Base in September '31 to learn to fly. We 

were the first class at Randolph. Randolph was a brand 

new establishment and they were consolidating their 

primary and basic flying school here. From there I 
�4\. went to a Pursuit Squadron•� are called TAC Fighter 

Squadrons now. It was the 55th Pursuit Squadron -- it 

is now the 55th TAC Fighter Squadron stationed in 

England. I spent a couple of years there and then I 

spent a year at the Signal School at Fort Monmouth. 
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The Air Corps Technical School, which was at 

Chanute Field, Illinois, had a communications school, 

but it burned down and in '34, t35 they held a special 

course at Fort Monmouth which was a mixture of 

instruction by the Air Corps instructors and by the 

Signal School people� When I finished that, I went to 

Chanute Field for four years from '35 to February '39 

instructing in the Commun ications School, which was 

moved back to Chanute �a�ter that !;--(� d��L .. 
�. � e,-U �tY "1/ r4'-;.A.,,,J;,i ;,.,.,.,,,Pat Chanute, I inter-viewed the 

Historian from there so we won't go into Chanute� 

Sir, the Communications Officer School, did they teach 

you how to use codes and ciphers, or instruct you on 

any cipher machines at all? 

Yes, we had a course in codes and ciphers, concentrated 

quite a lot on1�I think it is called the M-95. I-t-

The disk? 

Do I have the r ight name? 

A4/.\A- Nw\�t'1. f,�"' . 
�� N\;,t"\ +'t-lr• 
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You are close. 

I was close. 

Right., 

ilif BZCKAP 

And b\� the disk cipher: has, I think, t[WA :i,£_} ·---���-
AA "�41�-----�'\._,, &:::- -��-�� 
Jl;lt'disks on an axle and you line them up andA then on 

you can use it. We also played .around with 

cryptanalysis and I remember that that kind of 

fascinated me� It maybe was a precursor to.my later 

interest, although it probably didn't have too much to 

do with it. I found that a lot of fun to play 
,:_tt· 

arouna,A-.lt was very elementary obviously,t,t),l 

Of course. .A""'i -t-\ .+0 �I+ f,.Oli.S mos l '\ I. 

0[tlds.t�/y�i)fount the number of such and such 
a"""l.. 

a letter and assume that's an "E" �'\,(\}.��t"'\t�\jlttthat 

sort of thing. 

Sir, did you remember the nomenclature of any of the 

radio receivers, or any of the equipments that they 

exposed you to? 

Well, the Air Corps at the time was, of course, 

serviced by the Signal Corps and so I remember the 
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radio that was used for air to ground communications, 
:f-t: 

not by the pilot• '1n was called the SCR-187, and that 
, �o 

was actually a set that was also used in tanks�� the 

philosophy there was, of course� to make the maximum 

use of equipment across the board in the various Army 

activities� The pilot set was known as SCR-183, that 

was the way he talked to the tow.er. I don't remember 

too much of the numbers. A \ 
n , ·_ . ,, \�\L-\' S ,.,- e ()_ "t • , �--)'A��� 

• ·.._A'! 

�--...... ,..___-+-,-�-------__,.._· ____ -r--.t-'T',,.'"------=--�fo • • --OU. � 

; ,,,,Jhu)\�� i-: ----� •O'f (d.f�\_ Si r , I ��A your � you ta 1 k about the 

land base flight from Hawaii to the Philippines. This 

was a pioneer flight and you got the Distinguished 

Service Cross. 

Well,_)k'(}f!'\ji�:l$;._
� 

who took part, got it. 

I see. Now I was g=-to ask about the 
w U-L "fi\e_ ,1 d 

communications. �rA__..A,.b� communications1 efficient is 

the word I use, and were you able to remain in contact 

with the controllers throughout the flight, and the 

speciality of the communications people on board other 

than yourself? 

Well, the radio operator, of course, was the position 
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that tried to keep track, make position reports and 
\kt_ 4-

that sort of thing, receive weather reports. �answer to 

your question depends a lot on what leg of the flight 

you are talking about� 

Oh, I see. 
i.ytl 

It was a kind ofAaround about way to get from Hawaii to 

the Philippines� This was the first land-base flight 

between those two locations� Congress before 

World War II had refused to fortify Guam, and that 

included having an airfield there. So there was no 

airfield on Guam. So to get to Clark, which was our 

destination in the Philippines, we flew first to Midway 

and Wake and then flew pretty much directly south. 

That was an interesting part of the flight because that 

took us over the Mandated Island5.twhich Japan had 

�since World War I and that was mystery� Nobody knew 

much about places like Truk_,!�� 

-jA:and other storied narnesAtt,,,-
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JJ;-in the Pacific military affair5; to Port Moresby in 

New Guinea. From Moresby to Clark was a little far for 

a direct flight so we flew due west to Darwin, and then 

from Darwin to Clark.. This is pretty much flying the 

two short sides of a right angle triangle because the 

hypotenuse was a little�- From ���H 

� to -�idway and Wake communications was 

satis factory. We didn't really communicate too much 

because since we were going to fly over the 

Mandated Islands we weren't particularly interested in 

telling the Japanese that here was a flight of B-l�'s 

meandering around that part of the world. We didn't 

send anything at all, of course, we flew at night at 

high altitude across the Mandated Islands. 

Communications was pretty spotty with the Australians �� 

c'- :Y&<t 'c\: 
Moresby and Darwin and we had trouble 

getting decent weather reports out of the Philippines. 

We wound up landing at Clark in the beginnings of a 

typhoon which made it a rather sporty operation, but we 

all managed to get down. 
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OJi At\ n �\.it .. � 
���answers it, I think, Sir. I wanted that 

on the record primarily for my own curiosity. That's 

great. You were with the 18th Composite Wing in Hawaii 

in '39, I see, and were you there until Pearl Harbor? 

Yes, I was stationed there at Pearl Harbor and I stayed 

on in the Pacific actually until November 1945. My 

Headquarters moved to the Philippines when we reentered 

Manila in early '45, probably January or February. 

gt,,· . Sir, just a question on the Unit in Hawaii. I 

doubt if you had an intercept mission at all. Were you 

provided any communications intelligence, your Unit, 

any communications intelligence or any other type 

information and, if so, from where and how frequent. 

Are you talking about during World War 1rfA,,- 7 

No, no, prior to World War II, Sir, probably 

'39, '40, '41 period. 

Well, I was not provided any intelligence directly, you 

know you get some from messages and things like that. 

We were pretty well alert to the fact that we probably 

would be at war with Japan and the situation in Hawaii 
I q4t J 
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was pretty much one of preparation� For example, we 

had missions related to the defense of Japan. The 

War Plan had three phases -- Phase 1 was anti-sabotage, 

Phase 2 was defense against air attack, and Phase 3 we 

called "Die on the Beaches" (laughter), and at that 

point we were presumed to be under amphibious 

assault�-:\{;�-

Yes 

�air activity was finished, beaten, and 
� So 

was also out of the picture. -,ihunder those 

the Navy 

circumstances, if you were in an Air Corps Unit, say, a 

Bomb Squadron, you had an auxiliary assignment. Most 
W014.I J 10 

of usAto the 35th Infantry and we would shoulder a 

rifle and become Infantrymen to help defend against the 

amphibious assault. I recall, we were rather put out 

by this, we, the Air Corps people there. That phase of 

readiness we thought was greatly overemphasized. The 
l·h d'l.a..\-A 

35th Infantry had Detachments on� and we were 
u.)� ,flJ_ 

training for Phase 3. Meanwhile, 'P!'/added a whole new 
to Two , LJ e... \\�l 

Bomb Group going from one Group� Wing.,...-,t-t...� 
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i ncreased ��we had taken o n  the B-17 6 which flew in 

ther e  for  the f i r st time i n  June 1 4 1 .  We wanted to 

wo r k  on Phase 2 and here we we r e  lea rni ng how to be 

bet t e r  /nfantrymen. A� 
;lies A ls o  
c0t,a'h�l\.a'\l�u� w e  had st rong obj ections to  the phasing . 

The reason for that was two-fold . .  Phase 1 ,  which we 

were in on December 7th ,  def ense aga i nst sabotage , the 

airplanes we re all pull ed togethe r nose to ta i l  on the 

ramp . Reason : so the I n fa nt ry ca n guard them with 

less people , instead of being out on the .,/r-b'.•,.,,.h..L-z4 

where they have some prot ect ion against attack . 

r 

Second � a radar network was bei ng i nstal l ed in  1941 and 

the circumstances wer e  that  unde r Phase 1 ,  that 

remained in construction  status , that i s ,  it was not 

operational . The Corps of  Enginee r s  a nd the 

Department of Engineers was doing the b r ick a nd morta r 

wor k  and the Department Signal Off icer ( telephone 

rang } \� The rada r network which was fa irly wel l  along 

and could have been use ful  on Decembe r 7 th was s t i l l i n  

cons t ruct i on sta tus . As we went i n t o  Phase 2 ,  defense 

1 5  
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against air attack, the rules were that the rada r 

network would be turned over to the Air Corps 

operationally and , in effect , the construction work and 

installation work wou ld k ind of phase down into a n ao 

what they could, but don ' t  i nterfere with its · 

operational use".  The Air Corps felt that we should 

not have a sepa rate Phase 1 ,  that . defense against 

sabotage was a function that should be performed at all 

times, obvious ly with more emphasis on pre-war -. There 

should only be two Phases -- Defense Aga ins t Su rprise 

Air Attack, and Die on the Beaches -- and that 

recommendation was made to the Depa r tment Commander in 

June 1941 and he turned it down. And there was a 1 
A _ _ � tf as dcrff 

chart, which incidentally I had Mr . .,a�-get for me 

because I have never been able to lay my hands on it, 

but this was a very telling cha rt. It was 

approximately t he 8 00 mile circle, which was the search 

range for B-17 1 s and Navy Patrol Boats , and Oahu , 

Pearl Harbor, was at the center of this circle� and 

what was represented here in different segments was 

different k inds of attack s howing the at tack that stood 
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ou t was December 21st. The reason for that was the 

greatest amount of darkness and in tha t  pa rticular 

time, given the 8 0 0  mile search range , a carrier f leet  

could stay outside that search radius , steam in unde r 

cover of darkness, and launch at dawn and s trike 
uJ.J,zL 

Pearl Harbor� a.nd�no night radar or anything like that, 

yoY coyJ d .  - it was very, very diff�cult to  prevent that 

attack. And that would be December 21st at 8 o ' clock 

in the morning . I t  happened December 7th at 7 : 5 5 . 

.r\,��(\j�e� Do you have pre tty horrible memories 

of December 7th, o r  no? 

I wouldn � ·t say horrible, it was not a pleasant morning 

obviously._ 

I know , but� the Silver Star I noticed for 

'allantry ,. � 

Well, I suppose I deserved it . The control tower 

should have been a very dangerous place. I t  turned out 

not to be . 

You we re s tay i ng on du t y  up t here? 

Well, I was Communicat ions Of f icer respons ible for the 

tower and other communicat ions but , also , I was 
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� 
Base Commuaieatior"rS Of f icer who i s  the Airf i e ld 

Manager . And we had this  fl i ght of B-17 1 s due in at 

8 o ' clock from the Wes t  Coas t and I was down at 

Bas e  Operations waiti ng for them ,, to see that they were 

properly par ked J crews looked aft er and the usual 

funct ions o f  the Airport Manager. So all of a sudden 

we  hear this  big " k arroppp". I raced ou t s i de and here 
:-did: 

�� 
��, h4t-\I\ 1 a.\" \ \ V\ e- • :Ct:. 

was a dive bomber � had bomb
#,

d a ig depot -0a at 

the south end of t he �. ul led up and we could 

see th is � red ci rcle under the wing ., Wel l ,  no guess "'> Yll) 

as to what the hel l  had happened. And so1 of course ,  I 

raced up to the tower becaus e  we want ed to warn these  

planes coming in what had happened and try to  get  them 

safely on the  ground , which we  succeeded i n  doing. 
t/it:. fu.W'-

Al though they a l l  didn ' t  land n i ce ly at aiel{�lt one of 
co 

them landed on Kahuka 6r41l8'·tf gol f Gou rse , a couple 

of them landed at Bellows , a l ittle f ield on the eas t 

side of the i s land , one of them , as I recall , was on 

Maui . We got � .��-\f\\'some of them in between the two 

attacks ,  there were two attacks , so we we r e  pretty 

lucky on that one � But the reason the tower wasn ' t  
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dangerous is kind of interesting from the Jap 

intelligence point of view. Target folders were 

captured from some of the Jap planes that were shot 
,..Co-t-

downe IlO\ many were shot down,. but there were a few , 

and this target folder listed the Operations Building , 
� which was in the center of the -��-ttt"� line, and had the 

control tower on top of it, listed . that as the 

Officers Club. ( Laughter ) And the reason for that is 

kind of interesting. The Officers Club actually was 

opened up on New Year ' s  Eve 19 40, Xn other words , 

1 1  months before the war_. Prior to that time., not 

having an Of ficers Mess� if we wan ted to have a social 

functi on of some kind, a dance , for example , we would 

hold it in the Operations Building, because the 

Operations Bui ld i ng was of fices and the tower structure 
�� -?"hap� 

along the -a� line and then kind of 11 T" s� a 

section behind it which was a Wing Br iefing Room , and 

it had a s liding door down the center so you could 

divide it up into two group br ief i ng rooms. So that is  

whe r e  we would have all  our par t ies . Just move a ba r 

in there and have a dance. But the Japs had it listed 
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as the O� ficers Mess so they d idn ' t  shoot at it , they 

didn 't drop a bomb on it. You would thi nk that 

somebody would have had as a target an opportunity the 

control tower, where/ver i t  was, but trrat wasn ' t the 

case. 

I 1 ll be darned . That ' s  an interesting story . 

I should have been thoroughly shot ,up and gotten the 

Silver Star post�humously . ( Laughter ) '--" 
Better this way . Sir, can we run over just- lightly 

Wor ld War I I  then? I noticed that you were sent to 

Alaska in 19 4 2 to set up the � t,.. C:� m tA. 'C", i c. ..r..Tt � :s: .,. 

�� 1 (\�� 

"t-s · t ' 43 ?  t ctlf� 1 
• .......Jr,Sl 1. -

Yes . 

0-P set up the Air Communications Office for Alaska 

and agai n equipmen t s, if you remember, type radio sets, 

you r prime problem , whether you worked with the 

Navy COMM Stat ion up there? Do you recall much abou t 

that ? 
� � 

Well , I don ' t  remember -�about� equipment because t he 

name of the game was to set t l e  a feud between pr imar i ly 
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the Army, but with some Navy overtones , and the CIA .  

The CIA had a large number of Airway Communications 

Stations in Alaska and there was an Executive Order 

passed early or just before World War II, Vfhat the 

Executive Order said was that in case of hosti lities 

the CIA Airway Communications Stations would come under 

the Executive Control of the War Department. In the 

Pacific, where I was running AACS, which was the 

Army Air Corps Airways Communications Control Tower s/ 

weather reports� ai ds to navigation 

communications, "'
-a

<7<'") a4-q air ground, r ,� <') 

that sort of thing., there were two CA stations 

involved , one in Honolulu and one in San Francisco� 

They came under my operational control .,  � one in 

Honolulu d id at f irst ; and they were having some 

trouble with the one in San Francisco. The CIA boss in 
_ _ . ..,_______ fi �  

._ _____ _.l wantedA this emergency to build a lot of 

permanent construct ion ,  the War Department ' s  rules were 
u se:. 

�temporary cons t ru c t ion ,· and the re was a big  
S 1 y\(,.e-

fight going on t a�I had success ful ly taken over 
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KV Air in Honolulu, they said well maybe Blake can • 

4 JO. So 
settle this San Francisco flap, �'b:it�they gave me KSF 

in u: Francisco • .&&-i\sh.e\v\>t.ui\JJe,W 
�were flying a lot of airplanes from the 

West Coast to Hawaii , and then on to Australia . I ran 

that, too, for the firs t nine months of the war before 

the Air Transport Command came in. ,_ So I went back to 

San Francisco and , to make a very long s tory short , 

going to do it with  the District Engineer ' s  
1-t construction , -31, would be temporar y  cons truct ion, 

specifically , World War I I  barracks , and we would � 

furnish t he equipment to expand the number of �H 

posit ions and all that sort of thing and, if he didn ' t  

like it, he could complain to Washington. And that is 

the way it went. So with this big feud going on in 

Alaska , well, if Blake did  it in Hawaii , we ' ll create 

an Air Communications Office for Alaska, one Colonel 

and one Sergeant• � -

You were a Colonel then? 
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ye..>, 
rf'e(,,a.JN, I was a Colonel . 

Good, you w
� 

in a hurry . 

Yes, I did7 Th�t· was characteristic in those days. 

And so , well , thi s horr i fied me because , i n  the f irst  

place , I knew I was going to Alaska, and, second, I had 

a firm conviction that the way to do this was to 

delegate this Executive Authority to the AACS boss , as 

they had done in the Pacific. So I persuaded them to 

send me , not transfer me r to Alaska to s et up this 

off ice wh ile on temporary  du ty. And so I spent a 

couple of months up the r e  cruising around, plying 

people with hot but tered rum, f\.,th' ( laughter ) f.blt and 
{ 

generally getting the thing straightened out. �.,.. 

discovering the that the AACS guy was at least ha lf at 

fault in the way he was operating and suggested that we 

get a new one up there that could pour oil on troubled 

waters and operate the th ing the way I had in the 

Pacific , which was essentially to tell the CIA this is 

what we want � now you run i t . 

Right . 

Now you know I am not trying to be a hard-nosed boss , 
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but delegate ������ ��-�1E�nML.e...�v.c;:Jti-�H.0w.,..,we 

�dealing with � duds. And that is the way it 

worked out � I went back to my war in the Pac i fic . So 

it was essentially a political job, I had nothing to do 

with equipment, I don ' t even remember Box lw 

Good, that ' s  fine . You were in Hawaii sti l l  on V-J Day 

when the Japs surrendered? 

Well , I was in the Phi lippines . 

Were you there? I see. 

My Headquarters  moved to the Philippines in  ear ly 194 5  

so in Auqust ' 4 5 when this all broke out, I was /J,ri,./ 
I V\.  

actually Kort McKinley, right outside Man i la .  

Any fond memories about that day? 

Well, it was a very exciting day , of course . We knew 

nothing about the atomic bomb� but many of us were 

convinced the Japs were flat on their face$ 1fheir 

shipping was gone , their cities were in horrible shape. 

I guess everybody thought they would probably cont inue 

to kamikaze the whole operation and it would take a 

hundred thousand deaths to conquer Japan andAwere up to 
-rh,�e. 

our eyebrows in planning for OLYMPIC• �"- was 
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1\.'\.t<<. 
another name � � were two i nvasions. � 

Yes , yes, I have forgotten the name o f  the other one .  

I have, too . OLYMPIC �� I think was Honshu , the , 
main island, so that was what we were engaged in  when 

the atomic bomb brough t an end to a l l  of i t .  

Thank goodness . 

Although I guess the Jap historical1¥ , I believe the 

Japanese had sent some fee lers out even be fore the 

atomic bomb so maybe they would have been smart enough/ 
fo�i\,the J;'mpe ro� at least , who was a moving fo rce in 

all this
1 

LU. would have been smart enough to say , "We l l, r·, w� 
let 1·s surrender .. n The a tomic  bomb/··�, cataclysmi c  na t ure..., 

obviously gave him a psychologic�l  edge in what  he was 

apparently trying to do anyway � 

Right . Sir, when did you come back from "the 

Philippines? 

I arrived back in the United States November 2, 1945. 

Gosh , soon thereafter the war then?  

Oh , yes, I had been out t he r e  s i nce March ' 3 9. 

You had enough points ? 

I developed infect ious hepatitis .. I was yellow as a 
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Chinaman at that point . ( Laughter ) 

Where were you assigned in the States then? 

was shortly thereafter transferred to Japan t o  command 

the Air Transport Command , Western Pacific Operation, 
J\\c. � l � L la�O 

and General Harold J.!tCt\!:�an
c
took over AACS and I was 

his Deputy for the next  period. 

Was there a problem then , the war had ended, and there 

was a cutback in personnel and probably fundi ng, sli m  
Wo...s 

budgets, tA.-�s� there a problem at Langley trying to 

keep things continu ing at the same pace of operations? 

Well, the problem, of course , was to phase 

� 
of attention spent on that, and moving 

around. We moved to Gravely Point, which is next to 

Washington National Airport , the Air Transport Command 

was there and at Langley was the Air Weather Service 

ti A ' ,  �sc &.t- e.  c� J 
and the Army Air �{A ... Communications System , 

� • \;  \...,. 

which , of course ,  was what I was with. The Weather 

Service and the AACS were  moved to  Grave ly Point .  They 
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were under the Air Transport Command as subor dinate 

/nits and Langley was being readied as the new home for 

the Tactical Air Command. 

Right. 

So phasi ng down was the name of the game . I recall one 
{J/,-J 

crash trip I had to take. It was actually�around -the 

world-trip, ti�- I think it was February 19 4 6 ,  fher e 

were a number of air fields and the associated 

communi cations and other fac ilities that had been built 

around the wor ld in Nor th Africa , and through the 

Middle East and India , and across the Pacif ic and up 

the Canadian coast, Goose Bay, places like that , a-ae-
-Tht s- �  -rhe. 

�e were called National Interest Stations, QA_� 

theory there was that with World War I I ,  land plane 

flying across the oceans had come of age and there 

would be a tremendous expansion of commercial aviation 

using those same types of trans�ort aircraft. Of 

course, tha t is what happened � The idea was to try to 

preserve these National Interest Stations unt il  

discussi ons with various governments could take place 

and these facilities could be transferred and this 
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network not just collapse with the end of the war. 

Well, it was hard to tell who was going to be there. 

There was a point s��an�
4

you had a certain number 

of points, you just sl4:l-e and said "Goodbye" and went 
So 

home. ��they told General Saville , who was 

Deputy Commander of Air Transport Command, you take a 

weather guy and a communicator and you go visit these 

places, and you find out what needs to be done to 

preserve this National Interest potential .  So we flew 

across the Atlantic , to North Africa and the 
't)}µ 

Middle East and up to China, we were not too much 

interested in China from this point of v i ew but 

General Mar shall was there as the big honcho . t� 

Yes 
He, ··AalDat� had a C-5 4  ass igned to  him and it needed 

three engine· changes and some other maintenance , and so 

rather than try to do all that out there they simply 
� \'-leW ef 1 

gave Saville a � better shap�, C-5 4  and said, " you 

take th i s  to Ma r shal l  and pick h i s  a i rplane up and come 

home in it. " So we did that .  That was an interesting 

trip, but it was sort of characteristic of the t imes . 
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Post-war problems were predominant and it was phasing 

down and accommodating change rathe r than aus tere 

budgets. 

Good . In 1 47 you moved to R&D at Wr ight Pat terson. 
tffll. A ar 

In '47 I went to the -9tJ:1war College for a year, and 

then to R&D at Wright Patte rson . 

OK, then let 's just pi ck up Wright Patterson . Two 

ques t ions: were you primarily concerned with R& D for new 

ai rcraft equipments, COMMS systems , radar and 
. � 1 navigational � -------

sort of concern? 

, across the board� was i t  thi s 

Well, it was across the board . Actually , there was an 

organization called t he Electronic Sub-Division whi ch 

had been a Signal Corps activity stationed at 

Wright Field and it was there to support 

A� Air Force operations of all kinds insofar as 

electronics was concerned . So it dealt with airborne 

as well as ground. Most o f  the · g round radar and things 
,� �,V � tt\C"Y\.-t. 

l ike that and, � landing systems and what have 

you , was at Rome , New York, the depot at Rome. Much of 

the pure research business was in an old broken down 
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warehouse called the Cambridge Research Center � I think 

that � s  the right name, Cambridge some or another � which 

was in Boston and that was the beginning of what ' s  now 

Hanscom and actua l ly had a great impetus , this was 

later on , on what ' s  now cal led the Miracle Mile, 

Route 128 , around Boston . 

Oh, yes. 

I was later sort of a mid-wife in all that. So here 

was this Electronic Sub-Division, which was transferred 

lock , stock and barrel to the new Air Force, you see , 

and it was headed by an Army Brigadier General 

Torn Reeves , who had transferred to the Air Force, and I 

was Chief of Operations . And then in 1 49, I believe it 

was , they decided they wanted to put in the 

Armament Lab somebody with some black box experience,. 

and transfer certa in things like the auto-pilot and so 

forth from other laboratories . It was the begi�ning 
f.,J , rk. 

really of the idea of an integrated airplane � all 

of the electronic and hydraul ic, and guida nce .. ;it' The 

theory was that  the devices tha � . ste�red the airplane 
�l W\. It , 

ought to also be avai lable to � , ...... c . I recall  
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that the bombing system in those days in the 

Armament Lab was an interesting thing� It had an 

optical sight, very complicated af fair, of course, that 

you ae�l � a i m the > could visually look at the target 

and with the computer and so forth, figure_ out when do 

I push the button. It also had a Signal Co rps radar 

that could perform the same function in bad weather. 

These two were incompatible � One was to make a very 

complicated matter over-simplif i ed .. The optical s i ght 

worked on rectangular coord inates r and the radar worked 

on polar coordinates# � in order to fit these 
e��u 

things together so they would work for the � as 

a single system, a thing called the A-lA Interconnect 

was d
D

vi ed nd this black box turned out to be bigger 
ti; e 1 1l1ev a f � � 

than • the radar . So one of  � first pro jects :.G-f 

the Armament Lab was the high speed bomb director, 

which was the first time that al l the elements of a 

bomb aiming arrangement was combined into a single 

development tailored to go into an a i rplane . And� � 

���,f as a matter of fact , some of the o�ring of 

that development f,�\/,6�are sti ll fly ing. 
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BLAKE Which shows you how long they last . 71 __________ _.,,. 
-�wt,--z1:'cA//6e••\ .. J!'b�1\g/t �- �e interesting phase of  that, the first 

contract was the IBM Company, and their President , 

Thomas Watson , Sr . ,  came in to see me in the 

Armament Lab and he had one simple question. 
t\ 

Is this 

really something that ' s  high on your Listt' He said, 

11We haven ' t  gone in much for defense contract ing . We 

feel a little guilty about that . We would like to pick 

something to compete for which is new, challenging , and 

damn well needed . n  And I said, " Well , this one and a 

similar project , which had already gone to Hughes for 

fighter aircraft , intercepters • MX-179 that was called ., 

� are the top two projects in this laboratory. " I 

explained , you know, the old background where you buy 

this f rom th.is manufacturer, and this from this 

manufacturer, and you would buy an airplane , and these 

were called GFE, Government Furnished Equipment, and 
�/7� 

you would tell the company maki ng the airplane , -alr � 

now , when you bui ld this  a irplane , make a place for al l 

these things , 
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Oh, I see. So that was really the beginning then of 

IBM becoming involved in supporting defense. $ 

::(�becoming involved in that so rt of thing, you know. 

I have no recollection at all of how and when they got 

involved as they have been , as you know , for NSA . That 

is a totally different rt,(;, s-;i v..at,·lh'\ ,. 

Of course , of course. 

• kjl\!�� may have done that much earlier . I would 

expect g iven their bas ic technology ,  which is, of 
�t 

course, computers � the heart of it,t.a-- .:1 
____./ --------------

�hey may have been involved in the cryptologic 

business even earlier than that , I j ust don 1 t know . 

Right . Si r ,  how useful to the R&D people were captured 

enemy equipments and us ing the state-of-the-art 

developed by the enemy, using for making new equipments 

for U . s  .. 

I don�t  ever recall this , i t  may be that I didn i t pay 

enough a ttention to i t �  I have a gut f eel i ng though 

that U. S. technologYJ in  the k ind of world in which I 

operatedt essent ially the elect ron i c  wo rld, probab ly 
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was out in front and we didn ' t  learn all that much . 

Good. 

That is just my gut feeling� I can ' t  prove that . 

Well, that is very satisfying to hear that . 

Well, it could be that way , but I don ' t  have much 
1 ' 0k 

personal recollection of  � boy, that gadget the re  

really opened our eyes " .  I don ' t  recall that at al l. 

Good � Sir, in this time period now, with the 

establishment of AFSA and the establishment of  the 

Air Force Security Se rvice , we can sort of gloss ove r  

that, do you have any comments on the Air Force 

attitude when AFSA was establi shed? 

I had no associat ion with that or the Security Service 

until sometime in the summer of  � late \%\l!b,i,, /�. 
-, 

�::� � O'Donnell, Wright Air Force 

personnel, called me in • I was at the Pentagon at the 

t ime as Assistan t DCS OPS, and they wanted to assign me 

to the Security Service. And as far as my recollect ion 

goesx that ' s  the f i r st t ime I had paid much a t tent ion 

to the Secur ity Service. 
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OK , f ine. We'l l pick that up later, but I want to talk 

about the assignment as Di rector of Communications in 

the Office of the Deputy Chief of S taff for OPS and you 

established pioneer operat ional circuits using scatter 

COMMS, and other quest ions , new equipments, new 

procedures, any innovations in codes and ciphers , did 

we have scrambled communications yet, COMSEC, OPSEC and 

real problems ,. things like that .. I don ' t  want to pile 
. o rt. � � .� ... Hz. 

it all ,-1._ ift{il"'about the scatter communications first , 

S.ir . 

Well, scatter came about because we were putting in 

radar network from Newfoundland to Frobisher , which is 

up the Labrador coast, � Goose Bay, there was a 

chai n ,  I believe, of eight r adar stations , 

approximately 1 7 5-200 mi les apart, forbidding country ,  

and the plan called for conventiona l  microwave 

transmissions between these various stations , which 

would mean , of course, a series of  microwave towers 

about every 2 5- 50 miles depending upon terrain , up t his 

coast . 

Uh-huh. 
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END OF TAPE ��,, 

TAPE I of II  - SIDE 2 

BLAKE 
jl u a.� 

�xciting because it meant that we could scrap all 

those intervening microwave stations and instead put a 

single scatter station at each radar site which, of 

course� had to be developed with access, and place for 

people to live r and logistics support, and everything 

else . So we not only would have a much cheaper 

arrangement, but we would get away from the horrendous 

maintenance problems of servicing these microwave 

stations which probably would be unattended as they are 

commercially, but would have to be visited 

occasionally� and so on and so fo r th � This was such an 

exciting prospect, scatter was fairly new then, and 

the re  was some gamble i nvolved. I went to my bos s  and 

I said, " I  think we ought to go for this . "  And I had a 

briefing , you know t how much money we would save, and 
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so on and so for th ,  and I always look back on that . My 
�-Lr:� 

li f etime act i ve duty and ietiremen-e- involvement i n  the 

Federal budget was pa i d  for i n  that one deci sion� 

Never mi nd any othe rs that m ight have been equal l y  

use ful .  To g e t  the earl ies t  poss i ble test that we 

cou ld ,  we commissioned the Bell Labs , a fellow 

George Gilman that I worked with , I remember George 
7)./.2-

because I made a bet with him on this_ w-e put i n  f rom 

Newfoundland to �\I don ·' t remembe r where the othe r end 
) � 

was1 /4j but it was k i nd of a l-ength that we would have to 
So 

use , and so we put tha t in and it was successful , 31' we 

went ahead and had a tar ge t  date , of cou rse, for t hes e  

scat ter s tations and it was Washi ngton ' s  B irthday about 

195 5 , I would say , along i n  the r e  somewher e � � the 

bet I made wi th G i lman was tha t  i f  I got a telephone 

cal l , one of the thi ngs t ha t  you could do over s catte �  

because i t  was broadband l ik e  microwave ,  was you could 
att. ;t:/4,, 

have �e voice circu i ts, and so forth , and other 

communi cations up and down that li ne by narrow channel 

H� and so forth/ could really do that . And I was at 

home in Falls Chu r ch on the night of December 2 2 nd and 
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I got a �all from John McDavid , who was a Signal 

Office r  for Northeast Air Command in Newfoundland , and 

he was calling me from Frobisher over the scatter 

network-. 
� � 7?!-UJf l 

I owed George Gilman a 

bottle of bourbon which I pa id him at the 

IEEE Convention in New York a couple of weeks later. 

( Laughter ) 

Oh, yeah � Let 's tal k  about new equipments procedures. 

Were there any innovations in codes and ciphers during 

your tenure as Director of Communications? 

I remember very little related to codes and ciphers . 

We were pretty much getting those from the 

National Security Agency, who was responsible for them. 

My pr incipal role was ��\fwwhile we were superintending 

the overall use of them, kjM- was defending the 

elect ronic budget in the Congress, which I did for four 

successive years , the P20 0  Budget. ��d I recall, 

part icula rly in COMSEC , repeated failures to beat 

targets, and I was constantly apologizing to the 

Congress , " Sorry, Sir , we didn 't spend that money you 

gave us last  year , but we s ti ll need i t, and here � s  
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why, and. here ' s  the amount, and here ' s  what we hope to 

get out of it� " That was my biggest frustration in the 

whole P200 thing . The othe r things that we were after r 

that ' s  when the DEW Line Radar came in , and the 

SAGE System for Air Defense Communications, the whole 

SAC Communications Network was be fore the Congress at 
So 

that time 1 � we had a lot to say ta Congress about 

electronic money and we were pretty successful in 

almost all cases � We had some slippages, but not 

enough that I recall frustrat ion , but I sure recall a 

lot of frustration on that COMSEC stuff� 

Good ,. Well that ties in with another one, 'talking 

about COMSEC or OPSEC , as Director of Communications , 

did you institute  any new procedures whereby the pilots 

would try to_ be conscious of Communications Security 

and not chatter and use basic codes e-f' whatever they 

were inst ructed to do? 

Well, this was a periodic campaign. Looking back on 

it, I thi nk I would have to, ""9 as a Monday morning 

quarterback� rplead guilty of not paying as much 

at tent ion to that as I would have i f  I had been with 
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the Sec�r ity Service before I was D i rector of 

Communications. 

I see. So it was a continuing problem? 

It was a continu ing problem, but I pushed i t  a lot more 

and with more s uccess when I was Commander of the 

Security Service than I did as Director of 

Communicat ions .. 

I make that admission with some regret 

W--£,; c� - ( laughing ) When you were Assistant 

Deputy Chief of Staf f for OPS in � 56 you s erved on the 

permanent Joint Board for Defense. You mentioned this, 

but I had a question. Were there any decisions made by 

this Board on any joint intell igence collection effort 

or project? 

We were almost totally related to the Air Defense 

business. That was really the purpose of 

that was what we worked on � I don ' t  recall a 

single thing related to the subject of your question. 
a&.�--
Alrl4lrt-, Sir , Just a few minutes ago you talked about 
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being cal led in and asked whether you would like to be 

ass igned to the Security Service and you became 

Commande r of that Securi ty Service,. Would you talk 

about the major problems that you encountered when you _ 

assumed the command . 

Well, I only encounter ed one which you might say the 

i nstant assumption of command and that was in relation 

to the National Secur ity Agency . My predecessor, a 

Major General named Hunt Bassett. if 

Oh� yes { laughing) . . .  

He i s  l i ving here, incidentally . 

Is  that right ? 

Hunt was car rying on a terri fic feud with Ralph Canine 

who was then the Director of NSA and, of course, in my 

mind , I have always looked on Ralph as the father of 

modern NSA.  fAP' I didn ' t  pa rticularly know it at the 

time., I �� �J-(J.J�ith, the Security Serv ice, 
k • stor-1 -o 61.�1 , � �  1 V\1.s .. taP� t1-'1v as Directo7 of the �� of the � 

of NSA , and how important Canine ·'· s strong-willed 

defense of the centrali zed nature of NSA.- I remember 

remarking to Lou Tordella when I was Director , I said , 
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nyou know,- Lou , sometimes this  Agency comes up with the 

r ight Director at the r ight time . " I said, " Somebody 

like Canine to fight for a strong central organization .  
1{ � 
� he Gad- been here, it  would have made a lot of 

difference . Someone like me, good at compromising and 

finding ways around the problem, I would probably have 

failed • � I think if Canine had to handle t.••k\_ fv.,b i�; 

and the CCP 7 which I always thought was my biggest 

contribution , I think Cani ne would have failed. " 

Anyway, here was this feud . Bassett , even in one of 
Se1 

our conversations, equated NSA and the Kremlin• � in 

an equation , NSA is to the Kremlin as Ralph Canine is 

to Stali n .: 

Wow ! 

Well, I had my first staff meeting , and I have never 
,, I f  

been a new broom in the sense that I go in and sweep 

everything out and then start over. That has never 

been my way .. But I did "new broom'' one thing at that 

first meeting� I said , " I  am we�ry of the argumen ts and 
� t a.. 

discuss ions , I would call � feud, that ' s  go ing on 

between our Command here and NSA, /hat is simply 
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between �y predecessor and t he Director , and I j ust 

want to say tha �s stopped herewith , They are our 

operational boss and it ' s  ill-becoming , I don ' t  ca re 

whose fault it is, or the background of it , I am not 

interested in  it . It stops ! I want that t horoughly 

understood right now. " 

Sir, was the area of controversy primarily in the 

mission, the responsibili ty of the Security Service , or  

the guidance from NSA? 

Well , the specifics are a little hazy at this point, 

but I am fairly certain that the bottom line of this 

was Canine ' s  unwillingness to delegate sufficiently to 

the Security Service . I mean, it is one thing to stand 

strong when you are being forme� and so forth, and 

getting all this control over the three Cryptologic 

Agencies , but you don ' t  run them that way, if you want 

a harmoni ous arrangement . I think Ralph •·s side of thi s  

feud dealt primarily with failure to delegate 

�ufficientlyJ and on Bassett ' s  side was failure to win 

some accommodation of the Service views . I am sure it 

was complicated by the fact that they couldn ' t see each 
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other as. often as the two chaps 
? fvSG 

in Washington,_11 • and 

ASA. � 
�- -:er\. ml\ t'I\\.V\.l , 

eLARE 

l o o l2 1 V\  j 
�h 

it was� the pot calling the 
:. 

kettle black, and what was called for was a clean slate/ 

and I have to say that since my Director was S"a. )vl. � \  

S'a..'<'<'- �a..- A., �y\S� whO:��n Air Force Officer , which may 

have had some influence in how he would 
-H\E.. �,+«-t�T , o,... ��J wo�U 

treatt �aturally have some bias even when you try to r:. O'-" V'l. 
be completely unbiased

""-
"his e-i-d Service activity • ).S\l't--

� had a very close personal relationship . He was in 
He 

the class of 1·2a, 1.-re was Company Commander of the 
f� a� W h�r- :C 

Company I was a N-ebi in 1 � J  came to Kelly the last 
A he 

four months of Flying Schoolj -•�and his wife lived 

r ight next doorf I was mar r ied to a classmate ·, s sister � 
�e 

in August '32  while I was going through Kelly) JtfE were 
()4/ tJ+-' ,-ll- {"3.i,tb l'\e 11n �  .. t. ' 

/d(J---'"t- assigned ¾"fl World War I sort of ��(,,,,.. , 

v� \.�1. � one-story 'bu�U l� q rd:z'L four married apartments , side 
• S'am"''i 5a'V'f-. {OYJ_ 

by side. Betty and �aney �aafor:'-at lived in the one next 

to my late wife and r . p� 
FARLEY Yes .• 
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$, 
.,.,.�al:.,'QC when I became his subordinate ,  there was a 

relationship there that starts with a totally different 

viewpoint and he knew, of course , what I had said about 

the necess ity to recognize our rela t ionship. 
��,, 

He was a fine �meAy.. I remember .  

Yes, he was s yeah, yeah. 

Sir , had the ELINT controversy arisen by this time? 

This was the problem of who would manage and who would 

control the collection of electronic intell igence . 

Yes , that was on the books at that time and continued 

as a mat ter of some cont roversy and in a combinat ion 

for some time ,  as I recall.. 

Right . 

It is still going on. 

It has been sort of like a tennis game , but I guess the 

Air Force has it now for sure � Before we move to 

DIRNSA , any comments on your assignment as 
.)1,,.,v PAC!.A F 

Vice Commander a.Ae Chief, and Chief of Staff in PACO� 

and� CONAC? Anything that s tands out that you 

would like on the record for NSA? �� 

Oh , I don ' t think w e  ought t o  take
;.. 

time ._ + 
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-A,rfl I have taken a lot of time already, it is a quar ter 

of ten now ... There is one thi ng about CONAC. The 
P4atlf 

assignment at PAGOF was a very pleasant assignment, of 
� course. My boss ,l) O ' Donnell ,  J:,> was the Commander of 

that flight to the Philippines , 

had been a friend for years• }clU I loved Hawaii ,  

and it was totally away from intelligence and other 

mat ters. Oh , I continued to have an interest in it 

obviously , but when you are Vice Commander you tend to 

kind of keep your nose out of that DCSe j:; don 't want 

the front office running the staff , so �e tendency 
.:).� 

is to kind of back away and leave11 them.. In  CONAC I was 

flabbergasted when I was put on the three-star list as 

Commander of CONAC , whi ch r uns the Reserve Program/ 
U.:t 

because I �had a nickel ' s  worth of experience with 

it, 1here were some people , notably  one a classmate of 

mine, Major General Robert Eaton • Bob Eaton , who had 

had a lot of Reserve experience 'and at the time was the 

staff man in the Pentagon. 
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Right . 

And here was this three-star Field Command down in 

Georgia and instead of giving it to Bob Eaton , they 

gave it to me. I thought to myself , I said , " Eaton 

must be livid at this point . " And I didn ' t know IJt at 

the time that I was given that assignment to keep me 

4}s 
from retiring � t"���j.\

/\tl'
a matter of fact , I 

was going back to talk to people in New York and AT&T • 
1he� 
� had offered me a very interesting assignment with 

no conflict of interest at all , and I was going back 

for final d iscussion on that in June1 ' 59 when this 

whole thing broke and Rosie O ' Donnell's mother died and 

I had to cancel that. When he came back, he told me 
�\_ '/DI,<.., 

t� are on the three-sta r list and it  will be out 

tomorrow . "  And he said , '' I know that you planned to 

retire , 11 he said, " I  hope you. think i t  over . " I said , 

"Well, we ' ll talk it over at lunch , my wife and I t  and 

I •  11 let you know." I went home to lunch and two �� 

- Aides came in sheepishly with their hands behind 

their back , and they said, "Si r , we know we are not 

supposed to give you anything , bu t hope you won ' t  
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mind ,. " and they handed me this lit t le box which had two 

of these three-star things you put on your collar.  
1\ .:C J 0 Y\.· -l  k't\� • 1h1s 

Beautiful. 

,ti,V-' � And I thanked them, and I said , "�i:ANe-\oA�i.! 
ha. s To 10 � 
of going· before the Senate and i t  wasn ' t  e ffective 

� ,� 
i� the 1st of October, and all that sort of thing.� 

_, So --j! '-.-? .. u'""'- ·z:,, � _::z:;&...,.,..._, II ,., . , I w i 11 wea r these . " I 

didn ' t  say �nything about my quandry. I looked at my 

wife and I said, " You know , they wouldn ' t  understand if 

I did anything else but accept it ! " She said., " I  have 

been thinking our boys would feel the same . "  They were 

both Junior Officers in the Air Force at the time . 

They are both Colonels now . So I went to the phone and 

called Rosie and said, " Rosie, I must have rocks in my 

head , but if the Chief wants to make me a th ree-star 

General, I am honored . "  

That 's  great . 

I didn '' t find out until much later that LeMay had pu t 

me on ice at CONAC because he wanted to nominat e  me as 

Director of NSA. That ' s  the reason I br ing this story 
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�f'"'  10-0 J · .,,, , that ' s  great . 

A;ptc;{u.4"' Jack Frost was under some nebulous status 

because o f  the Marti n/Mitchell case� 

Yes . 

I didn ' t  know that becau s e  Jack was a World War II 

friend and I very much felt badly about corni ng i n  over 

his prostrate 

.. .  .-and he understood that , �½,, 

It happens ,  Sir . When you became DIRNSA i n  Ju ly i 6 2  

and you anticipated it , what unresolved problems were 

f:a. 1 !  o u..t 
passed from Admi ral Frost? Was there  any � i n  

✓ 
t�e D�p spy case , and then Mar t in and Mi t chell? 

� hadn ' t  been resolved? 

Mart i n  and Mi tchell was s t i l l a t rauma in the Agency . 

.,...L/_J/1_ r-'. ]) (A""\ a. f 
The ��

case , of course , happened later on on my 

watch , � 

�- Y i  /. l>'-'-"h, .. y 
�

Jllrw, case was one that I had to  f ro nt for , and 

it took a lot o f  footwork . It may be , I never thought 

about thi s ,  but look i ng back on i t , it  may well be that 
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coming so soon after the Martin and Mitche l l  case , 

which was a more important case, obviously, than the 

nJll �case, and the sa9ri fice of Frost in that one • � I 

�U ' ;h�, may have been �to get rid of a second 
,,a,,,c 

Director so soon, tho�gh I may have bene fitted by 

Frost ' s  demise. 
ax.d_ 

It was a case of far less impo rt, � 

it took a lot of talking to Congressmen and the 

White House 1 Defense Department, and so on and so 

forth . 

Right . Sir;  you have probably answered this question 

already, but you inherited a reorgani zation� in that 

reorganized NSA as well  as a Second Management Board 
:btl-

which had bee·n established by Frost 1 � you continue 

the declared objectives or eottnsel or revise the 

guidance? 

I don ' t  remember . 

You don't? �� 

That facet of NSA, I don ' t  remember too much about 

actually. It must not have been very important to me 

at the time . 

Wel l , I think you said earlier that you didn 'r t consider 
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yourself  a r;.�:.w b.roo.,i F so P,� 1yb� you just let it  dr ift . � 

I don ' t  reci:i:. l  com.� r. g ou t -:..:i th any g reat management 

· .nto one of the big ones . 

_/OU were gett ing your feet on 
Cn5 1 s  .• 

t�e ground came the Cubcn I would like to · tal·k 

- about the support �: s:-; the if rli te House , the . J:CS , the 

st.ate Depar ·tm�nt , and so forth , and the White  House 
·- • 

w1'a.
l::- ,. 

�!-_T Room , � do _r �-_: 1 1 r tJ r • l l  about that?  What y�u 
.. -
did . ·  . ., 

There a re two things abou t· th�t that I remember most 

vividly.  F i r st� has to do with the USIB , the 

I,n,te.t l igencr::! Board which Che Qi r ector , of . course , is an .. 
·-M,--· �,l,c :: -

a 
1h,s . ·, 

� mem1?�r ; :a-nd we wer e  meet i ng.� parti£!ularly 
.. 

t: .t .? -;., 

. centered on a weekf:r .. d ,  and we_. wer e  meeting almost 

,. 
�-'- would t'ecess for a few- hours so the staff  could 

·ty.pe someth ing·, ar·1d then we · would come back ag�in , and 

the bas ic que�tion we we ce_ a�dressing is , if  we 

belly-up to the Russians r wh�t will -�hey do? Well , I .. 
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am sure you rea l i ze how hard that question is because 

you talk about intent , you see , and you don • t  read any 

messages that give you intent � And I recal l our f i nal 

paper on the subject to the President , pretty much 

bottom line is "we think the Russi ans will blink " , and 

so Kennedy did go ahead w ith essentially the blockade 

approach , and so on and so forth , and tha t  leads up to 
, �� . r e�  e \'Y'-b r a.  V\Cfif! , 

the second �ignifi cant  -�������A There were ., 
(( el).. \,a.. ) ) 

Russian ships steaming for the Phi lippinesfand from 

aerial reconna issance 1 as I recal l it , we were 

convinced that they car ried miss iles and so what 

happened to those ships was a crucial indi cator � 

And we flashed that into all the 1-----------
: people that you tell  this to . � 

: Yes � Did you mean that the Russ ian ships were going to 

:the Philippines or Cuba? 

bh, no , they were going to Cuba . 

OK ,  you said . . . 

They were out in the mid-Atlant i c  r you see .. 

OK, you mentioned Phi lippines, and I • •  o 

EO 3--. 3b (3) 
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Did I say Phi l ippines? 

OK, Cuba . We wanted to corr ect that for the 

transcript. 

Yes , correct that. 

��-M � ,  S i r . 

I don 't  know whe r e  the Philippines came in there. 

Anyway, they were enroute to Cuba and they were out in 

the Atlantic. I don ' t r emember how far away from Cuba 

they were, but they tu rned around and went home. And 

it was a SIGINT i ndicator that  was the f irst pos i tive 
� �hr �shev 

intelligence that ��1-P"F���� had blinked and, of course , 

a g reat sigh of re lief in  the whole USI B Comrnuni ty ,. _ 

Oh , I never heard what Kennedy had to say about the 

subj ect, bu t he mus t have had a sigh of relief also. 

That :_r:s right ,. Sir , I was work ing the Wa tch Commi t tee 

area at the same time � I k,d.d..::( . 
.A I\ L'<:  and I know pretty much 

that there was much SIGINT used. What percentage of 

SIGINT was used in the USI B  discussiOQS? 

A lot of it � As a matter of fact, my : general 
. 

impression of USI B  ove r  the thr ee years I served on it 
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was that., in terms of hard r ock intelligence, SIGINT is 

the predominant source . 

Good. Sir , did you have to make many command-level 

decisions or  ad j ustments in collection or dist ribution 

of product during the Cuban crisis , or did you have a 
7 good OPS Officer , o:r  did s• 1meoee , , .. 

I didn I t make many personally .. The emphasis, 

obviously, went on trying to get informationa .iffi:d, �  
� -rt 's 

��11 gat=i_nt-o-.=;::::;�,s" not my way of delegating 
;-1 t},it }r4I.L 

rea lly to say, "� now , we want to emphasize this , 

now you come back i n  with the specific tasking for my 

approval. 0 I didn ' t  do that . I think if I had I wou ld 

have been the biggest thorn in the side of progress 

that you could possibly imagine� 

You were wise. 

You often Attf'get it in daily briefings and things like 

that , you know, we have taken these down and put these 

up1 or we double our effort here and we had to sacrifice 

this for awhile. I suppose at_ the t ime I might have 
\ IJ 'r..'j :, 

said , nwell tell me more � wl!th " i f  I was cur ious '■ I 

don ' t  recall ever making tha t  k i nd of speci fi c  " drop 
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this circuit and pick up this  one . " 

Well , that ' s  low level . 

Well, I wasn ' t  smart enough to do that to begin with 

( laughter ) ,  I was smart enough to realize that. 
�'-c., .a-, 

Sir , did you � ring�down � phone to the 

White House, or the SIT Room , or CIA, or State!,c,..., 

Yes� there was a special phone there that l inked pretty 

much the USI B  members and I think , it seemed to me, 

that there was a White House Watch Phone on it too, 

although I am a little haz y  on this . The general 

pattern, in my time, was that we didn ' t by-pass CIA too 
�t:

much to communi cate with the White House �- ft was 

pret uch �'bMY'tiM1 the CIA ' s j ob., 
I ' 

That was 

to brief the President at 

the I nterface, the Community with the President, and so 

I don ' t  recall too 

�- l. th the White House . I recall a lot of them with Mt  cay\ll.. 

ver 

. Cfii1tr phone . 
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FARLEY Marshall Carter was the Chairman of  the Watch 

Committee, as I recall , during tha t critical period. 
A ,/ i/ 1 Me.CM � 

Yes. Well � MaKoen , . I remember �, was present BLAKE 

during a lot of that Cuban stuff# But you are right ,. 

the Deputy Director classically t-li.f se..- ve1 1;;:;e- as C ka \,. M � tt.  • 

_./ 
-Pf!/l·�r � /1 C\ <"' �---e::::,,,-/ 

-----
--

-
:-c:_-:- u l., <=> c;:;> 

D'ff J\ Vl'D 
-p,...Q... D "- � 

/'� o=e- to start with, of course , was Dicky Helms, and he 

FARLEY 

BLAKE 

FARLEY 

BLAKE 

FARLEY 

BLAKE 

pretty much worried about that sort of thing w 

Sir , is  there anything else abou t the Cuban Erisis  we 

should record? 

I don ' t  think so� 

We looked pretty good-. µNSA looked pret ty good during 

. that � av- ; s ·;s-. 

Yes, we w�re ef fective in tha t cirisis, I think � 
tillr..2.--tv . 

Let ' s move on to another ��v When you moved in to 

take command of NSA, what was your view when you became 

awa re o f  the cl iques in the Agency , and the tight 

control exercised by some high level civi lians? Did 

you attempt to correct it immediately? 

Well, on this subject, I always lead the law of /(k,,(.... 

). ,� 4; 
Tordella . I had a great deal of respect for � There 
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were many activ i t ies there that gene rally fel l  in the 
�,a...,.1��1 eJ ,. • 

�• R'i>MEM � ca�egory , and activity of  that kind tends .JzL . 
toA cliquey. The security features of that were 

.• 
extremely sensitive, •

1
he numbe

l 
of people limited , and 

I took the view about and things like that� ikl 
� are now out in the open as a result of the 

40z-� ""Yu 3 3 J e.  i'a lace '.' 

Yes -

Unfo r tunately,,.
f 

Xhe t ime J/(.,�w� · 
That it would be better for NSA and for those 

activities if I left that to Tordella, and that was our 
·• 

working relationship. And so while I usually had a 
J J;e,,. � � r-1 rn � -I;. c 

general knowledge of this ���A-f(f� and that Cc-nt r �rtM eM.i; _., 

��Nt, I made no attempt to be really 

knowledgeable about i t  and, therefore, jus t  less 

involved s ecurity-wise. Maybe that ' s  an odd� fft'-

-=- Ne , tbe.t 6s fin@. ,. �  ----

�- but Directob come and 

'!'hat · s a point . 

. for them to become a repository of every las t little 
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� Se. c.-.'e t 
S� never struck me as being r eally ve ry useful . 

Very fine . {V' 
There were so many of them anyway that if you tried to 

do that, �robably misstJ some things you ought to 

be doing . 

Yes . That ' s  a good answer,  Sir, I like that . Let ' s 

switch to Congressional Committee Hearings and the 

festimony by DIRNSA before some of them. How difficult 

was it to tel l  the complete story unde r the security 

restr ictions imposed on you? 

We ll, it was ve ry difficult and, therefor e 1 we didn't 

do it. And my technique for that dealt with two 

gentlemen who were ve ry coopera tive and being able  to 

talk more  frankly to them and l et them see to it that 

the rest of the Committee didn ' t  g et too far af ield was 

obviously a tremendous boon to the Director and his 

budge t activities . Those two gentlemen we r e  

Gerald Ford , who was in the House Appropriations s i de, 

and Senator Russell, who occupied a similar position on 

the Senate side . And I would have a private meeting 

with those two only � 
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. .  � and we would talk rather frankly
1
��A.hfl.J tended 

to concentrate 

'-tif a! lfl( SHF. 

.:--- financially and I would answer their questions 

freely and when this session was over, in effect, they 

were satis fied� And when we held the classified 

hearing with the rest of the Committee, I suppose they 

talked to their Commit tee people and said, '-'We have sat 

down to all the fine , highly classified , details of 

this., " That was my technique, and it worked 

beautifully . 

I see. Sir , during some of t he public hearings where 

you had the entire Commit tee participating,. reading 

some of the testimony looks to me like some of the 

Congressmen were deliberately antagonistic or anti-NSA , 

or were they j ust plain unfr iendly? 

Well, I don ' t  know . fv��¼ I can ' t  give you any 

names/' •but I recall that sort of thing . Perhaps I 

tend to brush this of f because when I was Director of 

Communications for the Air Force , I spent four years 
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giving a lot of Congressional testimony, not only the 

budget1 but I remember one commit tee was investigating 

a flap involving the ARK-34, which was a new 

UHF Airborne Communications System that was in a big 

flap wi th RCA and became the sub jec t  of Congressional 
-� s� 

investigations,�I became the lead witness1 �t I was 

. really an old hand on the Hill and so maybe I. was a bit 
°) t'ltU"'� 
ena�rgd to tendency to kind of attack the 

Defense Department witnesses a b i t  unfriendly about all 

the money that was being spent ; and probably bridling 

somewhat at the security restr ictions that their own 
� µ  
Chairman were imposing as ind icated by wha t I had to 

say about Mr .. Ford and Mr. Russell. But I don 't have 

any burning recollection of
A

an�t A ,  B ,  o r  c ,  and 

perhaps it ' s  because you come to expect that and it ' s  

like water off a duck's back 

and doesn ' t  become something you live with the rest 

of your life• jeii\o4_wv� You go home and forget it. 

Right� Sir, was there a single " Intell igence Oversight 

Committee" dur i ng that per iod, or  were there two ad hoc 
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committees on the Senate side and the House s ide? 

Well, I regret to say , I don 't r emembe r the format ion 

of Overs ight Committees and I don ' t  know historically 

when were they formed . 

I think that was a little bit later. I think . before 
�. �ey �1e. 

that ��ere single., � on the Hous e side and one on 

the Senate side . 

I don ' t  have any recollection of ever appearing before 

an Overs ight Committee such as you read about now with 

Goldwater 

. . .  what's this New York fellow ' s  name who quit? 
tne1n:li 8- ,  M f .hA- ... _ .., 

i. • ,..,- . on , r--• # .  !!=b!�J"'l;;1a�11c=1aai1R-.. , I M.a�0 ka'n. . n-e,.., 
!4gyrfai?:aR and, of course, Frank Church . �� was on 

�: 
� and he was a-1'4 ,,-,,,_,,_, 11 

to blow t he lid , I r ecal l, 

just reading the papers . >'-

Right. When you partic ipated or were involved in 

budget hearings, in gene ral, did rou achieve most of 

the funding tha t you wanted? 

6 1  
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For the most part. Our big  fight really was the 

Pentagonx who were the CCP aspects in terms of how the 

overall budget for the three Cryptologic Servi ces and 
tA S �  fu. 1 ly 

the NSA fit together, and that the money was t13e.f..edJ7:u:d 

programmed and results measured,. My recollection of 

the budget process was that the real hurdles were from 

blt e. a"l company in the Pentagon rathe r  than over b• < h 

on the Hill. 

I see , )o,-\9,W Was this t ime an austere period? Was 
7'77� 

it more difficult to get money when you were DIRNSA 
�y\.� 

than before that � subsequent to that? 

Well r I have no way of measuring before and after. It 

was not easy, it took a lot of homework and we had to 

be a little hard-nosed to ourselves to begin with- f� 

1,t was a time of growth for NSA, of  course, a new 

building was being built , we were in a pos iti on of 

cons iderable favoritism in terms of  our mission and the 

whole growth of =� electronics, I think , obviously 

reflects in an activity of that kind . My recollec t ion 

is a pretty successful three years in terms of 

resources. 
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Yes , very much . Sir ,  would you try to discuss your 

meetings and association with Dr � Fubini • �· r have 

heard so much about thi s  man , I am j ust wonder ing 

whether i t  was his modus operandi or was he t ruly a 

d i ff icu l t  person with whom to deal , or was his 

reputation distorted? 

Wel l ,  from my point of view , I don • t know wha t  

reputation you are putting together from what you sa i d  

introduci ng the subject , I guess, my g uess would be 

tha t maybe it ' s  di storte� because I saw him so much 

that I probably saw all sides of h i m  and we had , I 

th ink , essentially a work relationship tha t was 

productive . I t  had its moments of conflict and seri ous 

discussion� He was a b r illiant man ,  scienti f ica l ly he 

was utterly fasc inated , I always thought -, w i th the 

nature of the cryptolog ic operation . It was the sort 

of thing that appeals intellectually to a man like  

Fubini. Thi s  led , of  course , to a cons iderable probing 

in the kind of detail that normally a man i n  t hat 

posit ion i sn � t goi ng to fool with . But he was so 

cur ious about i t , he was so intellectually st imulated , 
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and sometimes this has some good results his 

questions and his suggest ions and so I really looked 

on that face t as one of those plus and mi nus thi ngs and 

you politely try to respond to his i n t e llectual 

curiousity in a very small detail � I am sure 

confessing , "Look, Gene, I don ' t know enough about that 

kind of detail•+ /4lJ,r I 'll send a guy down who does . -

OK 
1 1

I f  �-;,ant-eg:. to chat with h i m, that would be f i ne . I f  

you have any suggestions , please communicat e them to me 
Fl � 1 5 

rathe r than tell him what to do � � natu re was 

such that that ' s  a lesson he had to learn because his 

tendency would be to start reinven ting with our low 

level enginee r who knew al l a bout this 
�� 

Together -t.aey start inventing. Some of th i s  interplay 

probably was usefu l .  

Right. 

But when you start chang ing things and issuing new 

di r ect ives and say,. "Well , let's do th is, " instead of 

that , my problem was to get him in channels , and I 

think by and large we managed to do tha t. 
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Excellent . 

The care and feeding of Fubin i  became one of my 

pr incipal chores, and I like to think the way he acted 

when we were together and when I left that essentially 

there was a s ituation of mutual admiration for our 

respective personalities and ways of doing business 

that produced a useful rather than a disastrous r esu lt . 

It was the � ind of situation that could be disastrous � 

Some of this centered around the CCP� of course.  There 
,, 

Fubini was merely  reflecting Robert McNamara ' s  pull 

things in from a �J'-'1.AJAd� broad decis ion point of 
,✓ -LI view to the Defense Department , and that ' s  what ....a-e 

McNamara� regime is famous for and , of course., it has 

pret ty much continued in that vein ever since. The CCP 

was the mechanism for that.. The problem of NSA was to 

retain sufficient control over the preparation of the 

CCP and the compromises and the �decis ions, and not have 

those made for us without the benefit of the kind of 
a""l 

give and take � family discussion that we could bring 

to it. And here again, I look back on that as being 

not total ly s uccessful, but I was satisfied with it1 

6 5  
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a11d if s.em1sone 

famous for square danc ing and the Travis Trophy 

( laughter ) and that suits me fine* � "f.f I had talked 

to that author , which I would not have done., ( laughter ) ,  

� if he had asked me, "What do you think was your 

most important contribution to the National Security 

Agency? " ,  I would say, "Bringing the CCP on board and 

the new relationship with the senior officials in the 

Defense Department . " � Vance was involved in this.., 

too , I had quite a few dealings with �, not on my 

initiat ive• I had never tried to bypass Fubini to get 

to Vance, but � would often call both of us in on some 

very important matter . And so as I look back on i t, 

that ' s  the place where I contributed the most to the 

mission of the Agency . 

Excellent. I am very pleased with that . 

And that is followed closely by , a new team work wi th 

the Cryptologic Agencies. I am the only Director who 

ever served as the Chief of Cryptologic Agency� which 

struck me as rather odd. I would think that over the 

years that this would happen more often than that. 
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It would. be good basic t ra in i ng , wouldn ' t  i t ?  

Well, it has its merits. 

Sir, would you care to comment on Jack O ' Gara? Did you 

have much dealing with O'Gara? 

Yes, we had a lot of dealings with O ' Gara ( laughter ) 

and the care and feeding of o �Gara presented some of 

the Fubini-type problems, but never seriously enough. 

Jack could be helpful and sometimes we had to 

straighten him out� and sometimes we had to 

accommodate, particularly if he happened to be 

ref lecting some directive. A flamboyant character• I 

always 

� 

got along. 
a:t a.., 

Yes , I knew him when he worked 9-Ut e£ lower echelon at 

the Hall . Let '' s move to another area, Sir. During 

your tenure at NSA, were there �ny maj or internal 

�risis that you had to resolve, and I am talking about 

compromises , spies , defectors , a
y�k,.., wi th the 

SCA ' s? � A_,,./- l> CA. 1\ h-f 
There was the �

,
affair , of course , whi ch we 
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already �alked about . 
� , 

I don ' t  recall any SCA crisis• 

\fe had a relationship with people there that was very  

fruitful , Dick �..g??¥ j,.,. of  course , I knew 

well because he had worked for me when I was in the 

Security Service, and I ' m  trying to remember the name 

of the Army fellow�..now 

TAPE II  of II  - SIDE 1 

FARLEY 

BLAKE 

FARLEY 

BLAKE 

FARLEY 

BLAKE 

Let ' s  see , I don ' t remember who was the Chief of the 

Army Security Service then . 

He was a shor � kind of chubby fellow , bald-headed . .W 
"Ro lya. � 

wasn •, t Raw.];a;±-a-? • ( spelli org?z-7] 

No, but I think the head of thef:;:l'Navy Cryptologic 
:r "-a.J 

Services., knowing � had their j ob, gave me a leg up in 

teamwork with them. We didn't have any problem� with 

them � 
t2�l�� 
Alr�, Si r .. 

Navy ' s  effort 

something that you had to decide- on.
f'act on? 

I don't even remember what  TRS s tands for . 
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Sea.bo<VlCZ. 
That ' s  the "9£AeOR� Collection Operation ,  the Technical 

Research Ships. 

Oh, the Technical Research Shi#yes , SIGINT ships . 

You know, the PUEBLO and khel� oih-u--s ,-------
My recollection of that is that that was a very, very 

potentially useful exercise and we tried to give s t rong 

support to it. I don t t recall any feuds over this . 

OK 
-�d)-L 

We may have .wacked them back from a dol lar point of 

view simply because that often had to be done , but I 

don ' t  recall any crises where the Navy got up in arms 

and said NSA is stabbing us in the back . 

Yeah, and I think you certai nly favored also the 

Air Force Airborne Collection Operation. 

Yes :, these were new and there were some inklings that 

someday they might have some satelli tes, too, and I am 

happy to see that come about later on. 

Sir� how strong was the influence on NSA by other 

Intelligence Community Agencies , the CIA, and State, 

and DOD, and FBI ?  

Well , this mostly took place , as I r ecall, i n  US IB i n  

6 9  
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terms of_ what they wanted us to do and they were valued 

customers . We would often be in conversations� 

par ticularly the Navy fellow , I don ' t  remember his name 

either ,  I heard him on TV the othe r 

daY • ij\Roger Hillsman 

� . .  and Roger was a very likeable fellow and very 

inte lligence-minded and he and I would on the d� 

occasionally, but I don't recall any knock down, drag 

outs where they said  you are not doing what we want you 

to do , or please do this , we need it ... Our whole 
we. 

attitude was these guys were customers• we a r e  not 

doing this just for our 

and if we think it is useful in this direction, our 

first response ought to be, "Yeah, let ' s  try that .. " 

Good . Sir , there was one point where CIA was doi ng a 

lot of covert collection and they wanted to publish 

their own product with their own serial, and this was a 

controversial ar ea - � you remembe r that , Sir ? 

Yes , I remember that, and it seemed to  me , as I r ecall # 

7 0  
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I left that one to Lou for some reason or another to 

sort it out,!' 
ti)IJ!� 
.. 7\1� fine, fine . 

He and Dick Helms were thick as thieves and I reca l l  

enough about that sort of thing that my tendency was to 

say, 11 Lou, see if you can put that one in ..,, l ,-ce. ' r�- .I? l'< J.. } 1 1' 
Good enough. 

You probably will want to interview him. ,,,.· 

You know , I have been trying to for two years and he 

won 't talk . ., 

He won ' t? 

But I will tell him I interviewed General Blake � 44 � 
If I get up for the Travis Commiss ion and see Lou , I ' ll 

have to chide him on that . 

Good. 

I think any history of  NSA that doesn ' t  have a lot of 

Lou Tordella input i s  grossly i nadequate. 

Absolutely .  Sir, do you have any comments on the 

controversial subj ect that has been plaguing NSA and 

its precessor Agency for years, -that the Agency is a 

producer of raw mater ial rathe r than f i ni s hed 

7 1  
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intelligence 1 and we got this  from DIA later ?  

No , no , that I treated when I became involved in  it 

from time to time as an interesting� intellectually 

philo-sophical argument . Obviously , if we are  read ing 

their mail to the extent that you get a messa9e that is 

absolutely incontrovertible and you hand that to 

somebody that needs that information, you handed . him 

finished in�elligence. If he prefers to call it "raw" 

and put his own stamp , I believe, on it, that ' s  his 

privilege. that ' s  his j ob really. I f  he starts , and of  

course he does with great glee and gusto1 i f  they ever 

started which I never recall a case , by say i ng , " Well , 

we ' re not too sure that these guys know what they are 

talking about , 11 because we were usually the fir st- °'this 

one thing that I always admired and certainly 

supported, that to the extent that it is raw and 

requires some analysis, and has got some holes in it, 

and I recall a famous message having to do with the 

Tonkin Gulf and the single word , I don ' t  know what that 

word was now, but I recall being briefed on this 
w b.t 

par t icular subject , � was that  wo rd , was i t  •1.- key "  
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and it cast some shadow on the Tonkin Gulf message that 

I guess still exists. 

Yes, 

But I never fought about that.� I dismissed it  • .,,l,il; �t 
depends, it may be raw as can be, and it may be 

finished, or maybe somewhere in between , and I expect 

the customer to receive what we give them with whatever 

analysis we may tack on tending to validate or say, 

"Wa i t  a minute, now don ' t pu t $ 1 0 0  on this one , the 

odds are a bit long , " and as long as we were honest ,  I 

never worried about that; because we produced a lot of 

f i nished intelligence. 

I know, call it what you will � Sir, you may have 

answered this , how deeply were you personally involved 

in the Bross Committee , '· 63 , ' 64, in their discussions 

and decisions and actions? 

Well , I remember the Commi ttee and I don ' t really 

remember how much I met wi th them. Don ' t  even remember 

how it turned out . 

OK , well I can check tha t, and you talked about the CCP 

already. Relationship with other pr9ducers, were you 

7 3  
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pleased �ith the agreements between the Agency and the 

Second ( the Br itish ) , Second Party O rganizations, and 

was the division of effor t mutually beneficial? 

Well , I don't recall any great discussions over the 

fine print of the contract, and I probably didn ' t  pay a 

hell of a lot of attention to the exact terms of the 

contract. I regarded it as an arrangement that w.as 
.z/� U 

already mad� ::aed J 1ad the potential for useful 

contributions � probably given the resources and the 

capabil ity for the ones involved , and I am tal king 

about GCHQ 

and NSA in 

one-sided. 

and the Canadian and the Australian outf its 

r� terms of who got what ,. ,� reJty 

But historically , it � of course, had its 

great benefits in War World II . Maybe we continued to 

live on that. I recall., and I visited all of  these 

activities at one t ime or another , GCHQ more than any 

other; I visited Austral ia only , once• � net 

recollection is that to conf irm my one-sided feeling 

about the matter , pr imarily because what I saw was 

pretty old fashioned. But I was never motivated to 

say , "Well�  let ' s  th row this in the ash can , or let ' s  
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change the rules . "  I s imply conti nued by personal  

- relat ionship with the Di rectors of those  act i v i t ies to  

try to  promote a useful a r rangement .  

- - -
• • •

•
•

• • • • • ■ • •· • • • • • •. •
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� 
and he came to NSA and we .Q.Stcnsi �ely gave him the red 

carpet , but we didn ' t  give him the keys tQ the back 

room. I don J t think he ever real i zed tha C.  

Good. 

I am sure he went away, "Boy , NSA really Save me the ra.�c h. t \\,-

#:11 Kansas .. " On a visit l r I made a 

point to put myself at his d isposal. I said, "I wou ld 

like to visit you r field stations , "  and Fe is 

the only word to descr ibe them4 �� wha t we 

got there didn 4 t have much to do w ith better SIG INT, 

but hopefully it had the potential of having something 

to do with keeping our own more sophisti�ated 

a the extent that that didn ' t  happen6 I guess I ' d 

have to say I didn't accomplish anything. 

Uh-hum. 

But that was my purpose with respec t  to how much S IGINT 

we gott I don't suppose under those circumstances I was 

too excited about it . I recall ·one little incident 

with great pleasure because it was kind of unique. 
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, · . 
When yo� go:�o - � l ! military establishment and you .. .  
are a disti�gu.ished visitor that they turn the .. :• .. . . Honor Guard• out. for, their rule is that you command . .. . . . 
that Honor ·Suard� You are not just there along side . . . . . . 
the Commander , but you actually command it . Now for a . . . . . . 
foreign vi�itor with a language problem , and so on and . . . 
so forth , :technicalI3 they do that, but they give .the . . . 
commands . · 

. . • 
a . 

I see. . . . . 
Well, I f-ound out about- this, and I don ' t  remember the . . • . . Jle 
name of eh�s chap, tall �ark-haired fellow• he was our 

head man I : . I Jim Harri�s�i--------..... ,------------------1 
11, 

Harris , that ' s  it , Harris � 'lie was traveling with me, 

je/Ji I said � "What do you say ·_I _____ ,.t Is this very 

complicated.? " "No ,  you give only three or four 

commands. " :  So I learned those.. Another interest ing 

thing about the way this ceremony takes place is the 

troops respond , and when you say to them , "Welcome 

soldiers, " ] __________________ _.I I have 

forgotten the commands that I learned , but I told 
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1l • • • • • •• . . 
I_ said � . '!Wot.rra· y�u mind �·f I issued �he commands 

Boy, he was fasc�nated. And �he t roops 

were fascinated. Here was th�s American three-star 

General .. . .  

Good . 

Which means? 

That ' s  the "Welcome, soldiers. " 

Oh , I see, I see . 

That ' s  when they come back with
_
l _____ 

�
r ( Laughter) 

What does that give them , the port  arms ; or the present 

arms, � 

No , that ' s  

Oh, I see. 
uJ� 

• wl:L@R you 
'You.-¥etl come to 

later. -fu1 

)f'teet 
first �them , you say kind o f  "Welcome., " 

the salute position, which I think was 

present arms , but I don ' t  recollect that , then you come 

back to norma l position, and you walk by just as you do 

in the U. S .  Honor Guard. So the commands I had to 

learn, I think , were about four of them, very simple . 
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• 

: don ' t  
I I..., 

remember his name either. tJ,,b1i kept in touch with me , 

kept sending me Christmas ca;ds long after I retired. 

Very nice young fellOW o 

A military man? 

Yes, yes, he was . • . 
]> � \ V)'\.a.:t' J_ e;_ Y\ C\ 

Wasn ' t  Belm.ar, Kl @.i:n., Del 

. u.n¥''\ 
Good .. A general question, Sir . J\s� your 

\,,J a.� 
tenur3J � the Third Party relationship across the 

board worth the investment at the risk of a poss ible 

loss of intell igence as a resul t of a compromise? 
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Well , I �on ' t  think we gave them enough so that there 

was a tremendous risk in compromise,. I don ' t  recall 

this was a heavy investment, maybe my memory i s  faulty 

on that score . All I can say is that I was not 

motivated to make any dramatic changes either - up or 

down .. 

Good , that's fine. I think that covers the Second . and 

Third Party _ without any problem. And you have already 

answer ed part of this ,  but just let me ask agai n .  What - -
projects and programs �ff\.how are we doing for time, a 

7 Co\"\. 
half hour . v\(7Mi we make i t  for a hal f hour? 

Oh, yeah , sure . 

Good . What projects and programs developed or 

completed during your tour are you most proud? You 

mentioned the CCP and the development of the 

association with the SCA's and the improvement i n  that 

area , but is there one or two proj ects or programs that 

might stand out? 

Well r one thing that ' s  hard to remember the specifics , 

but I recall a lot of attention , ·  a lot of money went to 

the increasing �ophistication of the computer 
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capabili_ty in the basement . 

Good. 

Par t  of this , of course , was buying new hardwa re and a 
Y'e.se. a..vc.tt , -r 

significant �par t  of it w�nt _i�to�111,-f\ remember some 
J d� ft\ CA.\ t1 - fl'\ r l  \ I O  I\. 

researchA with I BM . �� dollar projects which 

hopefully would lead to greater sophistication. 

Essentially , you ar¢ying to handle more data in .less 

t ime and, of  course, we wer e  on the threshold o f  very 

significant changes which had taken place. · ( Laughter ) 

I always use as a s imple example, I quit carrying a 

watch � I car ry this now . 
/4,�. /] ,. __ �� 

A computer , I ' ll be � A little ves t pocket �r--- - -

To go back when I was Director and put this in a box of  

some kind , I don ' t  know how big it would be , and I can 

remember some philosophical discuss ions about whether 

the basement would be big enough , the �us hope that 

this would take care of the basement� M::t if there is a 

s ingle broad area that we put a lot of 

would have to say that that ' s  probably 

remember the bes t . 
at?t?�, h� 

Excellent . And you sor t of .e lueled to 
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\J\\o..\: 
� perfentage of the Agency ' s  operation were being 

accomplished by outside contractors , Agencies , 

corporations when you were D i rector? Was that the 

beg inning, primarily the beginning , o f  the contractual 

agreements'? 

Frankly, I don ' t  recal l great emphasis on this other 

than this computer hardware. I had, of course , over i n  

Howard Barlow 1 s COMSEC shop there were contracts there 

and we were contracting essentially for communications 
-r e..\�t"\p�s 

hardware • �-j'\...�l\J\!)VW-V��� and all that kind 

of stuff, that we were expanding that. The amount of  

information collected and handled ,. I am sure increased 

dramati cally during the time I was there , not so much 

through any decisions I made� it was just the natural 

trend of  what was happening . The Air Force was putting 

in all of these Wollenweber stations. That whole 

process started, I didn i t mention this ,  the Security 

Service , I think it is very important h istorically-
"tt.,:r/4,,..., 
.wl:teR I came to the Security Se rvice, i f  I may digress a 

minute, there were no real R&D programs and no 

constructi on programs for the /ollection ftations o 
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Essentia�ly i t  was a little family that d idn J t really 

participate in these broad Air For ce programs . I had 

just come from the Pentagon defend ing these for 

everybody else and then as Chairman of the Budget  

Committee which ex officio went with the 

Deputy DCS OPS hat, so I was very, ver y  sensitive to 

the Air Force budget process,_. Here was my new command 

that had none of this and so I marked on two major 

programs ; one was to build the S IGINT stations overseas 

so they were decent pl aces to be and operationally 

efficient, and to launch an R&D program which the 

Wollenweber was one of the FR-9, I think they called 

it , was one of the maj or items financially. But 

programs like that and the Navy SIGINT ships , for 

example, the whole airborne thing, all of  this was 

piling more stuff into the building and handling it 

computer-wise and transmission-wise. I like to think 

that some of the neat ways that it is being done now, 

because you have dramatically altered the response 

time ,  I guess , 6-

- Ye3:>--
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-p, 
is the way to look at it,. and . th�se tended to be 

pious hopes or fond dreams th?i we :,were tryi ng to mov.e 

toward . I don 1 t remember how much : we succeeded moving 
♦ • 

in that direction. I like to thi nk so . We certainly : 

recogni zed the need fot that kind of change . . 
♦ 

I am talking abou t .cont tacts also 
r

· or  linguistic 

support, something• likel _ I don ' t  know if you : 

recall ' �r  not . _____ ___. 

I remember that name, but I can ' t  remember its 
�F� 

classif ied significa nce � 

I remember that, but I don ' t  remember the size of this 

or the extent of it . 

Insignificant• I would guess less than 20 people• I 

have no idea. And also contracts for management 

surveys and studies. --b--

I probably did very l i ttle of tha t  because I don ' t have  

too much faith in  that inst inct ively. I probably did  

very l i t t le of that . I don ' t  recall any , but that 
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doesn ' t  �ay that you couldn ' t  f ind one if you went 

through the books. 

Of course not. But the question , too, r ight now the 

trend is  to contract jus t  about everything out , and I 
\,J4) I> \l 

have a ques tion , wettle you think that this technique 

would weaken the effectiveness of  the Agency Analys ts , 

Engineers, Linguists, Researchers by taking away some 

of their bas ic respons ibili ties? 

Oh, absolutely . I have never been a very s trong 

believer in this sor t of thing. I find that unless you 

s tr ucture that s tudy effor t very carefully that  you 

� mos t of your time educating the study team, using 

the people that could do it themselves better �� 

I'm very chary about this technique. I think it 

needs very tight control and a very realis t ic approach 

to it . I f  we are go ing down that road , all I can say 

is I hope it works. 

I t's interesting that you say that because I remember 

some management g roup came out and in terviewed all the 

Analysts , put the notes down and bound the book and 
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sold it �ack for $ 50,000 . 

I think you are wasting the taxpayer ' s  money . 

That ' s  the tragedy . I think you have already answered 

this one .- I' 11  ask it j ust to make  sure .. comments on 

the y� value of the Collection activities by the 

TRS and the Airborne Collectors ,• was it worth the money 

for the material that they provided? 

Well, I think it was worth the money because it i s  a 

technique you have to use because it is unique in terms 

of what it can reach. When you ask , " Is it worth it? " 
-Luz.ai 

I draw an analogy with �eath care here. If you say , 

" Is this heart  operation wor th the expense? 11 -and ehe 
oa� 

answer is, "You ..Ga-fl put a price on life •" � 

Good 

� I think it is very diff icult to put a pr ice on a 

unique SIGINT source . I t  may be valuable enough in the 

right kind of a crisis that you don 't give a damn what 

it costs, and yet you may look at it historically and 

you haven 't contributed hardly anything. But because 

of the nature of  the input , you have to do it. What A does 

thi s  whole satelli te thing cost now? But i t ' s  a unique 
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look right into the heartland. I 

Yes. 

You can ' t  do that any other way. 

Right., 

What does that mean? Maybe nothing. Maybe it is worth 
� � 

the �ights 9f Kansas � So you can� t answer that 

�e, fiRe , . .  

. : except philosophically . 

Of course E of course . Sir, you mentione� Howard Barlow 

sometime ago and the Communications Security 

Organization. Did you have any problems wi th that 

/rganization , that is, irCs6=,far as maintaining control 

or keeping it under the Agency umbrella? 

I don 't think so. I always cons idered Howard a loyal 
w'ho 

subordinate � was effective in a very difficult 

area � I found some of the same f rust rat ions tha t I 

spoke o f  as Directo r of Communicat ions when I had to 

tell Congress ,  " Sor ry, that box i sn ' t  ready ye t,  but i t  
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wi ll be next year , they tell me. " 

Right .. 

And so I suppose I would needle� about those experiences 

and say, " I  see you haven't succeeded �n inventing that 

thing yet. " 

Good. 

But I do think that some of these cryptographic black 

boxes began to come of age again, perhaps because the 

time was ripe in terms of development and in terms of 

electronics� My service there and the period fol lowing 

it, and some period before , were at the beginnings of a 

real electronic revolution, 

aai.,iSMh . 
• �---------� 

exten t some of that came to fruition during 

my watch , I don ' t  know that I claim too much credit for 
:Ct 1 s .j't.t. st iha.. f ,�s 

it • � time was there. ,. 
OK. Many of the people who work in COMSEC or the 

S Organi zation have the attitude that they should be a 

separate organization, not responsibl e  to DIRNSA at 

all . In fact ,  I ' ve been chastised mysel f for re ferring 

to them as s Group, rathe r  than the S Organizat ion. Do 
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you have_ any thoughts on that ? 

Well, I recall vaguely some of that, but it never 
.:1... b \I\.-<" n , �'\. l -s s IA. � 

became an aberra�o� when I was Di rector, and I guess 

you could organize it that way , if you wanted to do so . 

There is an interrelationship, the opposite sides of a 

coin, and I always thought that was a sensible way to 

organize it . When you start reorganizing on that 

basis, some�imes the presumed advantages to the very 

people who were plugging it, turn out to be a bit 
• l�a..,.\I\. 

nebulous when you find ot1t"', "We ll now I ' ve got to 

move, " and so on and so forth, I don·• t recall that as a 

big flaP. on my watch. 
tP£l�� 
Ali� f ine . Sir , I have just a few more quest ions 

here, I am sort of picking and choos i ng . � 

Sure 

Would you care to comment on whether there was any 
� 

SIGINT post facto related to the ��of 

President Kennedy? 

No , I don ' t remember anything in that ve i n  at  a l l . I 

remember being at my desk when word of  Kennedy ' s  
Cjl .:i'1� " r• , ,,r� 

� came in , but that ' s  all . 
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��" that ' s  fine. Anothe r  question right out of 

the blue , what was your attitude toward the practice of 
, 4'f,, • �OV°r'f a_y-1" W\ e'V\-t- S 

establishingM��in the Agency? Did they 

serve a purpose? Do you think it was overdone? 

It could have been overdone. I didn 1 t have any strong 
a �  

feeling �n that. I thought they were
f

��EY� 
fl�d, 

security measure , tenain� to rest ric t  the knowledge of 

sometimes a� activity that would have been hard to 

restrict wi thout that technique. Given the · traumatic 

approach to security in an Agency like NSA, probably 

,.,...4..A ,&,,.<:�,,� ... f �.,.t'M��t s 
�� tend to get overdone, but that ' s  just an 

observation. 
t2,t,l!.�.I 
Al� Sir . Should certain material, now this is  

-ra.t�-t- 1<�'\ ��r� ., 
collected by Overhead , the TK material, �LENT KEYHOLE, 

do you think it should be made avai lable to anybody 
'1"°tJt, Sea�t- CoJe.t.,.,O'<'j,, 

with a !"OP �ET -CODEWORD clearance, or should the r e  
JJt, Co �ya:vtru-� .ft,,r 7 be another �AR� ei1m�r"t�ese people.� 

I don � t  have any thoughts on that except generally. 

Your clearance is  just  one s tep and I always thought 
A.Jlc., •� rte� -\a J.:1\ouJ ' '  

that the second step , �ta�, shoufd be carefully 

applied ,  that that ' s  the real cont rol over  how many 
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people �re involved and exactly who they are . 

OK, good .. Any comments on clandestine collection, and 
S hit.""'-r�d2, 

I am talking about Sili\:MftOCtt,, and I would like to know 

what was your position on this type of collection? 
S'"h a.� y-r, c..� . 

Tell me what SHAMRO€K • • •  
5hcl m 'r"o c "2.  

�HM1ROCK was the surveillance of U. S .  citizens , or 

picking up material from Western Union -. -'O'\ 

I remember the Western Union wastebasket . ( Laughter ) 

Yes, that ' s  right . Did you go along with that, or did 

you have any strong feelings one way or the other? 

I guess I ' m  not much of a flaming liberal when it comes 

to�� the Firs t Amendment., and all these sorts 

of �• ( Laughter ) If we gz1_uld pick something out 
_;r:;,L;t � ..,U4!r :,, 

of the wastebasket(l why not? 

Beaut iful. Thank you , Sir . Again, j ust  bits and 

pieces here, in the spring of 1964 ,  Public Law 88- 2 9 0 

was enacted provided for a full background 

investigation, provided for a three-member Appraisal 

Board to evaluate suspected security risks and the 

employment of any employee or off icer} to be terminated 

if in the national risk . What was the immediate impact 
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of the law, as you remember ? 

I don't even remember that law . 

Didn ' t  you? 

When was i t  passed? 

This was in the spring of 1964 ,  probably May ' 64, and 

the question was, do you recall whether any employees 

were discharged? 

Don ' t  recall the law, don ' t  recall any application of 

i t .  ( Laughter ) 

Fine � Also , in March ' 64, the DOD Resident Audit Group 

was established and moved into the Agency. Any changes 

that were b rought about as a result of this within the 

Agency? 

I don't remember that e ither. 

�� ':£r(� maybe this one -- the Gul f  of Tonkin 

incident occurred in Augus t '64. What actions did you 

take? Did you establish a Task Group, a SIGINT aler t ,  

any adj ustment of tasking? You talked about the 

message, the question on one word • .,_r: 

The only thing I recall  there wa-s when SIGINT became so 

crucially impor tant to whether the Tonk in Gulf incident 
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was exa�tly as it was portrayed � That was one of the 

few cases that I remember being briefed on very 

specific detail of that part icular input, and I suppose 

the reason for that was that sometimes the Director had 

to be in a position to say, "Yes, I know all about 

that, I have gone into every last detail of it, and I 

believe what we say . " That was probably the reason 

that I wanted to be on top of that particular one, but 

-ic��VJ� I wish I could remember that word. It had 

different meanings .. �� 

on exactly how the th ing was used� 

I should dig it out of the Archives and send you a 

copy, if I can . ( Laughter ) No? 

Don� t worry about it � 
att./..4LL• 
Alr i.gbt. In April ' 6 5 , I guess you were still there in 

April ' 6 5? Yes . 'tl 

Yes , but I retired at the end of May 1 6 5 , so it was 

near the end of my watch. 

OK , in  Apr�l  1 6 5 ,, we had the Dominican Er i sis , and the 

quest ion � " Did the Agency look good? Did we 
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FARLEY 

wue 
contr ibute? Did we produce , or lrElf( we ill-prepar ed for 

this type of cr is is? " 

I don ' t really know . I t  will be int e r esting to see 

what history says about that� It ' s  the kind of a 

cr isis� looking back on the things we were paying 

attention to, that I would tend to suspect that maybe 

we wer en ' t  l is tening to the right thing� in retrospect. 

You can't t?sk everything. As I r ead the papers , 

that ' s  the impression I got from Grenada., �� 

Yes, we were in bad shape . 
4"-.t-

· · · tha-e,._ we weren ' t  tasking the right things at that 

particular point , in retrospect . 

Of  course . Sir , the discuss ions concerning the need 

for a National Cryptolog ic School, it was es tablished 

in May '65 and has been in existence every since . Who 

did you select as the firs t Commandant, and d id you 

have any reasons for choos ing that indi vidual? ? 

-? � ?  • • (lo w let\: .--
Remember , was i t  -Roulette?- Wa..s ' t  

t14u�. f{o w \ e;t 
It  was �������� or Walter • . . what the hell was his las t 

I 
name.,it.,, 

Jacobs? Walt Jacobs? No? 
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/h� ( 
r • m  tryi_ng to remem�. Was i t  Roulette? I "' d  be 

surprised if I put Roulatte i n  there. Maybe I did . 

Was he the f irst Commandant?· That was a mistake. 

( Laughter )  

OK, so the reason 9\M... - - • 

I remember a lot of discussions about this school and 
t u. t  

generally feeling that it had useful potenti al 'A. that , 

you have to wait and see if the potential is realized . 

A lot depends upon the caliber of the instructions and 

who goes to it , and so on and so forth, and I would be 

interested in� has it turned out to  be a useful thing ! 

Very much so, very much so . 

Well , I am happy that it got started on my watch then. 

How much pressure • . . 
7Y� 

That isn ' t  the person I have in my .mind eye .. A 

scholarly fellow , wore glasses, medium height, � 

hair , not overly bald , could be Walt Jacobs.. Wonder 
�.&ft- ? why we put Roulette in jtlt\ SO near the end of  my tou r � I 

might have said ,. "Lou , you pick. 11 That ' s  possible. 

OK 

You have to live with who it is � 
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Right .. _Did you have pressure from outside the Agency, 

from other Agencies, for ·the establishment of a 

Cryptologic Schoolr heoause a lot of individuals from 

these Agencies are coming out to the school for 

orientation-type courseslp 

No , I recall it mostly as an in-house proposition.. I 

suppose that we saw students from other walks of life ,. 

as a useful broadening of the base of understanding . 
C ',t . :r 

That ' s  probably part of� think it was viewed 

primarily as a family institution .. 
��., 

Right.. Al� good. It has proved very valuable. 

You were involved in the Cuban €risis, the Dominican 
(}± 

Erisis , the Gulf of Tonkin, .at that time did you feel 

that there should be a centralized area to con t rol the 

operations of the Agency, and I am talking about a 

Watch Office, a Command Center ?w 

I remember we d id some planning -'� about int ernal 

arrangements, pr imarily not so much changing the 

organizational makeup, but just better facilities, a 

bette r place to do it , faster communications , faster 

analysis (1:A.,� a..V\.l be-rt-e< res rcn'\-SE.. • 
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were the things that I recall we tended to 
tZl� 

work toward rather than any sweeping change, � 

already had���) people who were cha rged with 
��� so  �¢-T"°ik J 

reporting/\..c:i'AQ- so fc th7 and I think some of that has 

come about , . as I recall , in some of my vis i ts up 

the
�
re

� 

/;fr f. ��-......... i n  the past 1 5  years or so. 

Right . The Command Center was established during your 

tenure . 

We tended to be a lit tle fragmented and mostly the 

place to do this and the facilities to cut corners and 

talk to each other, and ge
� 

the customer r apidly . 

� 
wa.• -tt\e,<'- �--- flt�l::-

1'i\_,,._�,.,if
response timeA bothered me the most.  

Right . Were you responsible for establishing the 

DEFSMAC ., the Defense Mi ssile Center , the operat ion 

combined with DIA and NSA? What do they cal l  i t? The 

Defense, Miss i le � -+Satel lite and Miss ile ll;£l (\o.,,.."t-.e< • 
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I remem�er that, but my memory doesn 't tell me whether 

it came about while I was there or  later on. Do you 

the date of its -� . .  e 51a,\, \ tshn-.�1 7� 

I don ' t  have the date , Sir. I really don ' t, ;£�� 

� 

My recollection is that it happened a bit after I left . 

the subject of considerable discussion. This 

was a whole new area- -��s'ep&Gv:r:: 

Right 

;t,¼ r  would be interested in knowing if that came on my 

watch or later. 

I '  11 find out .. 

If I were , to bet, I would say a little later. 
a£�� 
�lr� Did you support the estabiishment of such 

J,foG.s , 
units as the N�, NSA Operational Groups , which 

would side-saddle with the G-2 ' s �J __________ _. �vc.o f\\s- J - • 
the � and interpret or supp�rt or provide SIGINT 

information� t1D°\/::'.\. C\c: c:: _r : 

Well , I did support the idea that we ought to be close 

to the customer i n  the field�  That ' p  one way to  do i t. 

EO 3 . 3b ( 3 ) 
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- r  don ·' t pa r ticula r ly re�ember �u..,44J)� units  that  

wer e  actually c reated dur ing my t ime the r e . I t ' s  

poss ible that  some wer e � Certainly i t  i s  the k i nd of  a 

thing that improved our ab i 1 ity to de1 ive� 

understanding of what we have del ive r ed a 
�� 

Right . S i r , you have aa:,.,<ls,4� these 

achievements , contr ibut ions , did you ever attempt to 

implement any changes but could not do so for  any 

reason? I am wonder ing about� .tl-V\ •·P·k , V\ 1 � 

I don ' t  r emember any , but I ' m sur e  there  a re some � I 

tend to forget my fa i lures . ( Laught e r ) 

Don ' t  we all?  Don ' t  we all?  How would you compare 

your tour as DIRNSA to other Jtommand or  management 

pos i tions you held dur ing your career ?  

Wel l �  i t ' s  the only joint  Defense act ivi ty that I ever  

established so i t  had some differ ent facets  than other · 

commands I had . A fascinating operat ion in  te rms of 

what its working with and t r ying to do . I n  a way , i t  

sor t  o f  capped a lot of command expe r i ence . I not i ce 

now these young fellows � think i ng of  my two sons , for  
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example ,_ and others, command opportunities seem to be a 

lot harder to come by now . I spent 3 4  years on active 
�� 

duty , 17 of it roughly in command positions � cefflffleftding 

everything from a Detachment to a ,Mational )(gency , you 

know , Squadron , Group, Wing , Division, two maj or 
J �.z,.r-' -th� 

Air Commands, and so;fthe top of that heap is .,National 

/4ency . 

Right 

A very satisfying career because leadership is the 

bot tom line really� 

Absolutely� Sir, is there anything else? I have run 

to the bottom of the list of  my question� -•- Are there 

any other comments you have , or anything else you would 

like to p�t on the record? Any guidance to the 

youngsters coming along? ( Laughter ) Let me ask 

this 

mean to 

. wild , 

� - -
what a-bettt your attitude/\ excuse me, I don't 

l� tie. 
talk over youAthat, the transcriber will � 1 0  

r1 w\la:l- 7 
"'what did you say , what did you say "� y.ottr '[ol.(,r 

a t t i tude toward the future of the int e l l igence 

community? Are we in good shape ; bad shape? Do you 

have confidence in them? 
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Well, I _,have a great deal of confidence in them,. and I 

particularly have a g reat deal of confidence in the 

people at NSA which I have always had, and everytime I 

go back there, usua lly for the Travis Trophy , which I 
(.� 

have a sentimental interest in, a&e as an excuse to get 

some space available orders , but I'm usually tagging 

along with the Commander of the Electronic Security 

Command , and so I find myself with maybe the afternoon 

of Travis ceremony , and they very kindly ask if I would 

like to.�� kind of look around a little ,, and 

naturally I take that up, s-e- I find myself in the 

bowels of the place for a few hours just being kind of 

caught up in what that particular segment is doing . It  

is always ,. fascinating and i t  reinvigorates my 

enthusiasm for the p�ople there,, because I have a chance 

to see their own enthusiasm , their own tech confidence, 

and to some extent the end result. I think as long as 

you have that and given the nature of SIGINT as a 

potential contr ibutor to the intelligence problem 

ove rall , I think that is very com fort ing and I would 

expect, unless some very revolutionary change takes 
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place , �hich is hard to see , that i t  will  continue to  

be  the bedrock of national intell igence . 

Good . 
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;,-,,._ C 4.'i'- IA s e 

� . all that beautiful speech or rub it  out .  

Yes , I do . , No ,. no ,  i t  was beauti ful . That was 

excellent . 

.J � � 7�� .. � ��'??::;,- �:_ �-
t / I?. 

-J/� ��� �J., 

��sejl-�E��✓ --�O�BO'NJ -'?AI,Kl!NG'-A'Jl 

,� S� TI • • , . ,  

lJU"' :z/-4.L -f-:-� from the heart tend to be better , I think . 

That was outstanding and I do a�preciate that .  You 
�IC+SI�,; ' -'f&A.,1 l� rra.la.ce, •• 

mentioned the rash of 'iX�fflU w---•-����w.a;wbeing the 

most recent . Do you think that these people should be 

permitted to continue to do this type of revelation? 

Well , the answer to that is  a resounding HO , but more 
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significant is how do you go about it. -ane- we don ' t 

have what England has , for example , or the 

Uni ted Kingdom , the Official Secrets Act ,- and so the 

mechanism for doing something about disclosures , you ' re. 

confronted with the r ights of free speech and all that 

sort of thing , and the r ights of people to know against 

the necessi ty to control your  sources . And this 
l>u..'t lt.  \� to 

conflict is not going to go away . It ' s  haildift\ our 

society and , of course , the nature of those protections 

of liberty we all suppor t and don ' t  want that taken 

away -!9 So it ' s  a very difficult problem and it happens 

too often and it happens by people that should be 

willing to do better• � you have to ask yourself , 
. 7 

is i t  deliberate on their  part ,  or is i t  ignorance. -aBd 
�. '1"o 
��the extent that the media , both electronic and 

wr itten , are in this sometimes • I will only say there 

are occasions when I would like . to see a greater sense 

of responsibility by the media and to the extent they 

need to overcome some ignorance that maybe that ' s  a 
. Jir.&.t 

source of hope for some correction of this .  Jjgat 

everytime I see i t ,  all I can do i s  -say that shouldn ' t  
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have happened . 

Absolutely . Our big problem, Sir , is  the Freedom of 

Information Act . Being in the History and the 

Archives , it ' s  amazing the information that the people 

on the outside are ask ing for and it ' s  also more  

amaz !�g
1

that we  have to g ive it  to  them in  general. 
J .;t;/� �__.v� 
_j,<'\E:�- � it ' s  being much more loosely 

intended than it  really should be . 

Sir , do you have any other comments that we should 

record forever? 

I think not .-
��-

Alrf..g.b.L First of all , I do appreciate your time , and 

we came pretty close to the allocated time . 
t:V2fi4U,-

Oh , that ' s  alrigb; I j ust want to use the next hour 

to run two or three errands . . .. 

Of course , of course . I understand . 
'"""-e"" 

. • . anew L1Te17\ grab a quick lunch �nd check on Mrs ., Blake 

who I haven ' t  seen since last nigh t .  

Well , I hope she is  doing better . 

Well, we were very happy with the results . 4A{ 
That ' s  great !' 
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• 

• 

That ' s  r igh-t . Sir ,, this  has been a very , very pleasant 

experience. fJ[ 

I enjoyed rehashing old times . 

This  i s  wonderful.. It  has been a delightful interview 

and I want to thank you . ,-a. 

Let me g ive you back your microphone � 
��� 
!J r;ig-h:ty before you take i t  0££ 1 let me ask you how we 

shall classify it.. I think 'l'OP SBCRB'l' • •. .  , 

I think you will have to make that decision . I ' m not 

pr ivy to the classi fication of $Orne of the things that 

we have talked about freely ,  and I think when you 

f inish transcr ibing it ,  you will have to look i t  over 

and say ,  •What do we put on it? n 

OK, I suggest TOP SECRE'l' COIUN'l' CBAHRELS .  Sir , I am 
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going to· leave you a form. lt I don ' t  th ink Generals have 

to get a dispensation from thei r  oath , do they? But i f  

you do, I have one here a 

The Maxwell people and the Chanute people asked me to 

s ign some kind of release , wh ich I ,  of course , did .  

I can leave that with you , S ir , i t ' s  a thank you letter 

and it also contains an agreement , an accessibility 

agreement whereby you designate who should be able to 

hea; these tapes ,  who should be able to see the 

transcr ipts , and you have to designate who you would 

like to be permi tted to hear them, but there ' s  no 

urgency . You can , as I say , read those at your 

leisure# &�� I would like to take your picture 

before I go and I ' ll j ust switch this  off at  the 

moment . Thank you again ,- S i r . 
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TAPE I of II - SIDE l 

Oral History Interview 

NSA-OH-07-84 

with 

Lieutenant General Gordon A. Blake, U.S. Air Force, Retired 

19 April 1984 

Lt Gen Blake's residence in Universal City, Texas 

Security Agency_. from July 1962 to May 1965, which was 

his last assignment before retirement from the 

Air Force. After graduating from West Point in 1931, 

he served as a Communications Officer with the 

Army Air Corps Unit in Hawaii. He set up the Army 

Airways Communications Office in Alaska, entered the 

Research and Development field at Wright Patterson 

Air Force Base and served in various additional command 
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positions in the Uniteu States Air Force. He commanded 

the U.S. Air Force Security Service before he was 

assigned as DIRNSA. The Silver .Star was awarded to 
I q41, 

General Blake for ,allantry on December 7, ~, at 

Pearl Harbor. General Blake will discuss his military 

career and in particular his assignment at NSA. The 

interview is taking place in General Blake's residence 

in Universal City, Texas. Interviewer is Bob Farley. 
G .... ,'\ltl"!!l. l 

....c...A-Blake desires that these two tapes be classioed 

TOP SECRET - HANDLE VIA COMINT CHANNELS ONLY. This is 

NSA Oral Hist~ry Interview No.07-84. 
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?AR:EY 

- - ~ •,; -- -..... --~ .. ._,_ 

First of all, General Blake, thanks much, much, much 

for seeing me. I have been looking forward to this for 

a long time. In fact, you are the reason I am here. I 

just tied in a few other interviews, 

General Hetherington, Russ French, Jim Shean, 

Bob Gibson in the area. .at,,~}.,:\ 

Quite a few Air ~orce SIGINT types live here. 

Right, right. 1:-win Labbe, Colonel Labbe .. k;f\::;~~ev' 
I don't reco:lect him. 

Labbe, he was a~ OPS Officer fer a lc~g time. On this 

i~terview, : want to concentrate primarily or. you: 

caree:- as it re:a:es t= the intelligence operatiors anc 

you consider tha: yo~ wo~ld like co talk about.-

=ar. put a level on when we get 

through. 

We'l: pu: . a TOP SECRET - SENSITIVE - CODEWORD, whatever 
p..-

you want, &b.l ~I say, I have a lot of questions and 

we'll try anc h~rry through them, but: am sure in your 
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..,. ., .. 
discussions, you tAJ# probablY.;~nswer some of the 

questions,~ To set the stage, Sir, let's talk 

about your pre-military life, your background, hobbies, 

anything, before you entered the Academy. 

few days after graduation, Congressman 

Ho1,4.'·•-r) (_-,_), 1 callec. 1 ! had applied and a last :ninute 
I . 

vacancy came up and he offered it to me, so with 

virtually no notice I took off. I was 16 years old, 

which is a little younger than you are allowed to enter 

West Point, but they do make exceptions if you are 

fairly close to 17 on July 1st when you enter. My 

birthday is July 22nd so I was 22 days short of 17, so 

I paid my way for the first 22 days. (Laughter) 

Interestingly enough, in my class was another later 
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Director, Marshall Carter.~ 

Oh, yes . .tf 
He was also 16, and he always chided me for briti.l:;,n.; 

f 7 
0~ ~ " 

him as class baby. {Laughter) I hadn't been north of 

Minneapolis, east of Chicago, south of Des Moines, or 

west of Sioux City, and I was pretty green,~\ 

0
*·7"~tl 

~no foreign language. My first year at 

West Point was quite a struggle, but I manafged to get 
lll'\ ellt.s'h.t.tli"(, 

d d d b • I, II cl::rt I• through an i et te r as I went on., .JA,;1.Y a . :'-f=>t 
1 1 

, I 

mean. 
\ 

I wound up )/:4 55th in the class._ 

#, ~}ilt.. Gt:.i:AT, • I.I 

Cf C.v"'S"' 
Gea.s:a- at the end of 

rkbe ~U .. <'1 

the ~ea-E-, I think I was about 
&l,,I·. :,,>., 

290V'tt'J laughter)~ 

Sc we can brush over it quickly,. the West Point period;~ 

just one ques:ion, did they teach any intelligence at 

all in any of the courses during your,,,f41 fu.r' 1cars-""'. 

I don't recall a single thing that was related to 

intelligence. It was pretty much basically a mixture 

of, oh, I don't know what you would call it, not 

Social Sciences really, Liberal Arts, I 
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~ was the word given to it. It was a mixture of 

Liberal Arts and Engineering. Actually, you graduated 

with a Bachelor of Science degree. Looking back on it, 

there were things tha: loomed so very large in my later 

career that we got very little of. 

Huh. 

I think about 20 hours of radio.,,.✓ 

Oh, yes. 

~I spent much ~o~e time lear~ing to ride a horse than 

I did about airplanes, for example. (Laughter) 

My gosh! f~~~e':Q.;,f'.e.lJ\;C:v\JQ.:lf\j'b~V\?',,,_In 

what branch of: the Service we:e you commissior.edl'""f'- r•.,,1..-~,c:._-? 

Well, I was ccr.unissioned in the Coast Artillery Corps. 

There are only certain branches that you are allowed to 

apply for, and you applied for them in the order of 

your class standing. For example, the 

Corps of E~gineers usually had about 15 or so vacancies 

and they wer.t trad1tional:y to the top members of the 

class. By the time you got dcwn tc 20, why the 

Engineer vacancies would be gone. You could not apply 
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for the Air Corps as a basic branch. You could apply 

if you passed a physical exam. You were automatically 

detailed to learn to fly and if you successfully 

graduated from the flying school, which was a year's 

training 1 and became a pilot, then you were transferred 

to the Air Corps. So for the first year while I was 

learning to fly, I would sign my name, 2d Lt, CAC(AC), 

meaning that I was detailed to the Air Corps at that 

particular time. 

I see. You went to the Fort Monmouth Signal School 

soon thereafter? 

Well, that was later. I came here to Randolph 

Air Force Base in September '31 to learn to fly. We 

were the first class at Randolph. Randolph was a brand 

new establishment and they were consolidating their 

primary and basic flying school here. From there I ~, 
went to a PursJit Squadron•~ are called TAC Fighter 

Squadrons now. It was the 55th Pursuit Squadron -- it 

is now the 55th TAC Fighter Squadron stationed in 

England. I spent a couple of years there and then I 

spent a year at the Signal School at Fort Monmouth. 
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The Air Corps Technical School, which was at 

Chanut-e Field, Illinois, had a communications school, 

but it burned down and in '34, '35 they held a special 

course at Fort Monmouth which was a mixture of 

instruction by the Air Corps instructors and by the 

Signal School people. When I finished that, I went to 

Chanute Field for four years from '35 to February '39 

instructing in the Communications School, which was 

moved back to Chanu~e .;a,f.~er that ;{:.~J.~µ, .. ,. Li}J.~•,.,,.~ .... 1: .. IL. 
> ·,.i •:.I ,<:.A.. ;J 

• '!/ L .. , , .. ~ • t Ch t I • t • d th v 0 y•,;;_~ 1:-•-'4:,,,1..,._ ..... •• a anu e, in erviewe e 
t. , 

Historian from there so we won't go into Chanute. 

Sir, the Communications Officer School, did they teach 

you how to use codes and ciphers, er ins~ruct you on 

any cipher machines at all? 

Yes, we had a ccurse in codes and ciphers, concentrated 

quite a lot on,.~~-I think it is called the M-95. g,.. 

The disk? 

Do I have the right name? 

Atl/4,4 Nw1f!t, +,\.., . 

~ ""- N I ; ';-'1 -f c, t.t f". 
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You are close. 

I was close. 

Right. 

And j\.{'"~ the disk ciphe~ has, I think, 

Ak s/\._r~..i'.i~-·-··--··-·--- . 1 1 .-1-l ...-,.., , e :.t'..u,-rn- µV ,._ • 

JL-t!'disks on an axle and you line them up andAeheR Ofi 

you can use it. We also played .around with 

cryptanalysis and I remember that that kind of 

fascinated me. It maybe was a precursor to my later 

interest, although it probably didn't have too much to 

do with it. 
'ti-·. 

~ found thac a lot of fun to play 
i;. "'-

a r o u n d,..ti-l. t was very elementary obviously 't.t.Jl 

Of course. 'lf t,v.l':i mc-;i\"\ ia 
~m6'a.ti}.,"'\-~d\.-~&.,\.~Acount the number of such and such 

a ...... .L 
a letter and assume that's an "E" ,-t..\,(U.1ufg1)t~~\J>tthat 

sort of thing. 

Sir, did you remember the nomenclature of any of the 

radio receivers, or any of the equipments that they 

exposed you to? 

Well, the Air Corps at the time was, of course, 

serviced by the Signal Corps and so I remember the 
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radio that was used for air to ground communications, 
".f-t 

not by the pilot• a was called the SCR··l87, and that 
l\ ~" 

was actually a set that was also used in tanks,,_ the 

philosophy there was, of course, to make the maximum 

use of equipment across the board in the various Army 

activities. The pilot set was known as SCR-183, that 

was the way he talked to the tower. I don't remember 

too much of the numbers. 
'~e.i)..t• 

~::c;;,~::!!:;.~~=::'::!:::~~~~;.5=..~~~ • ' e-tf,t!U ; 
··.- IC1fA.ft'\"\ 

Sir, A ur • 
11 

you talk about the 

land base flight from Hawaii to the Philippines. This 

was a pioneer flight and you got the Distinguished 

Service Cross. 

who took part, got it. 

I see. Now I was goin to ask about the 
w u <. 11\(. •• ,, 

communications. ~r(..{t.b~ communications 1 efficient is 

the word I use, and were you able to remain in contact 

with the controllers throughout the flight, and the 

speciality of the communications people on board other 

than yourself? 

Well, the radio operator, of course, was the position 
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that tried to keep track, make position reports and 
7kc.. ........ 

that sort of thing, receive weather reports. 7e--answer lo 

your question depends a lot on what leg of the flight 

you are talking about. 

Oh, I see. 
,,.,,.,; 

It was a kind ofAaround about way to get from Hawaii to 

the Philippines. This was the first land-base flight 

between those two locations. Congress before 

World War II had refused to fortify Guam, and that 

included having an airfield there. So there was no 

airfield on Guam. Sc to get to Clark, which was our 

destination :n :he Philippines, we flew first to Midway 

and Wake and ther. flew pretty much directly south. 

That was an interes~ing part of the flight because that 

tcok us over the Mandated Islands.., which Japan had 

contro::.ledi~• 

-since World War I and that was mystery. Nobody knew 

much about places like Truk~~ 

~-'( 

~and other storied namesA:,A.,.-
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~in the Pacific military affairs., to Port Moresby in 

New Guinea. From Moresby to Clark was a little far for 

a direct flight so we flew due west to Darwin, and then 

from Darwin to Clark. This is pretty much flying the 

two short sides of a right angle triangle because the 
_2v...,,-4' l#k,.,.,, 

hypotenuse was a little-~- From ~~,.,jl\p~R 

~\; to Midway and Wake communications was 

satisfactory. ~e didn't really com.~unicate too ~uch 

because since we were going to fly over the 

Mandated Islar.cs we weren't partic~larly :nterested in 

tellir.g the Japanese tnat here was a f:ight of E-17's 

meandering arou~d :~a: pa:t of the world. We d:dn't 

send anything at all, of course, we flew a: night at 

high altitude across the Manda!ed :slands. 

Communications was pret:y spotty with the Australians ~~ 

, ".1'11/C: , Mores::y and Darwin and we had trouble 
l C X \ 

gettir.g decent wea:~er reports out of the Philippines. 

We wo~nd up :ancins at Clark in the beginnings of a 

typhoon which made it a rather sporty operation, but we 

all managed to get down. 
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(}ii Atl (I 1~-t• '1\J:; 
10\J,.~~answers it, I think, Sir. I wanted that 

on the record primarily for my own curiosity. That's 

great. You were with the 18th Composite Wing in Hawaii 

in '39, I see, and were you there until Pearl Harbor? 

Yes, I was stationed there at Pearl Harbor and I stayed 

on in the Pacific actually until November 1945. My 

Headquarters moved to the Philippines when we reentered 

Manila in early '45, probably January or February. 
l_~!'-1'' 
~ Sir, just a question on the Unit in Hawaii. I 

doubt if you had an intercept mission at all. Were you 

provided any corr.munications intelligence, your Unit, 

any communications intelligence or any other type 

information and, if so, from where and how frequent. 

Are you talking about during World War II!A+

No, nc, prior tc World War II, Sir, probably 

' 3 9 , ' 4 O , ' 41 pe r i od . 

7' 

Well, I was not provided any intelligence directly, you 

know you get some from messages and things like that. 

We were pretty well alert to the fact that we probably 

would be at war with Japan and the situation in Hawaii 
I""'' I in the summer and early fall of .. i;G ~. ~ ~l ,:>iit\,.1:,'\ 
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h s , t.az1r:-

was pretty much one of preparation. For example, we 

had missions related to the defense of Japan. The 

War Plan had three phases -- Phase l was anti-sabotage, 

Phase 2 was defense against air attack, and Phase 3 we 

called "Die on the Beaches" (laughter), and at that 

point we were presumed to be under amphibious 

assault:~~~ 

Yes 

~air activity 

was also out of the 

was finished, beaten, and 

'4' So 
picture• -,'t\unde: those 

the Navy 

circumstances, i: ycu were in an Air Corps Unit, say, a 

Bomb Squadron, ye~ had an auxiliary assignment. Most 
wc .... lJ 'fc 

of us~to the 35th Infantry and we would shoulder a 

rifle and bec~rne :nfant:ymen to help defend against the 

amphibious assault. : recall, we we:e rather put out 

by this, we, :he Air Corps people there. That phase of 

readiness we thought was greatly overemphasized. The 
H1dU.'a; 

35th Infa~trv had De~achments on~ and we were 
• Wi:. •.L 

training for Phase 3. Meanwhile, ~/added a whole new 
To t""". We... \\a..l 

Bomb Group going from one Group, Wing.....-it'b.:"6.~ 
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increased )!(J9(.~we had taken on the B-17, which flew in 

there for the first time in June '41. We wanted to 

work on Phase 2 and here we were learning how to be 

better jrifantrymen. ,M 

/f.es A{sa 
A~~/1 we had strong object ions to the phasing. 

The reason for that was two-fold .. Phase 1, which we 

were in on December 7th, defense against sabotage, the 

airplanes were all pulled together nose to tail on the 

ramp. Reason: so the Infantry can guard them with 

less people, instead of being out on the _lt:<;!(•':l:Li.,,:d'f,4 

whe=e they have some protection against attack. 

Second, a radar network was being installed in 1941 and 

the circumstances were that under Phase 1, that 

remained in construction status, that is, it was not 

operational. The Corps of Engineers and the 

Department of Engineers was doing the brick and mortar 

work and the Department Signal Officer (telephone 

rang)\'lf\ The radar network which was fairly well along 

and could have been useful on December 7th was still in 

construction status. As we went into Phase 2, defense 
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against air attack, the rules were that the radar 

network would be turned over to the Air Corps 

operationally and, in effect, the construction work and 

installation work would kind of phase down into a "do 

what they could, but don't interfere with its 

operational use". The Air Corps felt that we should 

not have a separate Phase 1, that.defense against 

sabotage was a function that should be performed at all 

times, obviously with more emphasis on pre-war. There 

should only be two Phases -- Defense Against Surprise 

Air Attack, and Die on the Beaches -- and that 

recommendation was made to the Department Commander in 

June 1941 and he turned it down. And there was a. 
A. _ U,, H a.sdorf ( 

chart, which incidentally I had Mr. -H~get for me 

because I have never been able to lay my hands on it, 

but this was a very telling chart. It was 

approximately the 800 mile circle, which was the search 

range for B-l7's and Navy Patrol Boats, and Oahu, 

Pearl Harbor, was at the center of this circle, and 

what was represented here in different segments was 

different kinds of attack showing the attack that stood 
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out was December 21st. The reason for that was the 

greatest amount of darkness and in that particular 

time, given the 800 mile search range, a carrier fleet 

could stay outside that search radius, steam in under 

cover of darkness, and launch at dawn and strike 
1",l~LL 

Pearl Harbor~.a.c.d~no night radar or anything like that, 

yew. couJ d . it was very, very dif f.icul t to prevent that 

attack. And that would be December 21st at 8 o'clock 

in the morning. It happened December 7th at 7:55. 

~~-;\J,q«~~ Do you have pretty horrible memories 

of December 7th, or no? 

I wouldn't say horrible, it was not a pleasant morning 

obviously. -
"-j""""" 

I know, but_l\got the Silver Star I noticed for 

'iallantry.~ 

Well, I suppose I deserved it. The concrol tower 

should have been a very dangerous place. It turned out 

not to be. 

You were s~aying on duty up there? 

Well, I was Communications Officer responsible for the 

tower and other communications but, also, I was 
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{~ . ._ft ...... ..; 
Base CoRWYAication9 Officer who is the Airfield 

Manager. And we had this flight of B-17's due in at 

8 o'clock from the West Coast and I was down at 

Base Operations waiting for them, to see that they were 

properly parked, crews looked after and the usual 

functions of the Airport Manager. So all of a sudden 

we hear this big "karroppp". I raced outside and here 
-/:Ad ~.~ 

was a dive bomber~ had bombed a big depot na~rorzga.r at 
l'fW~4~~ h.t.v-~p . ..- I, V\C. It 

the south end c: the~- ~ulled up and we could 

see this~ red circle under the wing. Well, no guess,~~ 

as to what :he he~~ had happened. And so, of course, I 

raced up to the t~wer because we wa!'!ted to warn these 

planes comin~ in whJ: had happened and try to get :hem 

safely on the 

Although they 

them landed en 

grc~~c. which we succeeded in doing. 
f/1.du »" 

all didn't land nicelv a: P.-iel,~, one of 
~7) • 

Ka!'!UKa 4;f?e't_Jllrr~tr ~ 1 f course, a couple 

of them landed at 9ellows, a litt~e field on the east 

side o: the island, one of them, as I recall, was on 

Maui. We got ~\-~1:\Vsome of them in between the two 

attacks, there were two attacks, so we were pretty 

lucky on that one. But the reason the tower wasn't 
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dangerous is kind of interesting from the Jap 

intelligence point of view. Target folders were 

captured from some of the Jap planes that were shot 
J(c-1;, 

down.~ many were shot down, but there were a few, 

and this target folder listed the Operations Building, 
/4,..~-::t.,t.. 

which was in the center of the -Ra~e-£ line, and had the 

control tower on top of it, listed.that as the 

Officers Club. {Laughter) And the reason for that is 

kind of interesting. The Officers Club actually was 

opened up on New Year's Eve 1940, .Zh other words, 

11 months before the war. Prior to that time, net 

having an Officers Mess,if we wanted to have a social 

function of some kind, a dance, for example, we would 

hold it in the Operations Building, because the 

Operations Building was offices and the tower structure ~~-- ~~t along the ~an-g,te: line and then kind of "T" s· a 

section behind it which was a Wing Briefing Room, and 

it had a sliding door down the center so you could 

divide it up intc two group briefing rooms. So that is 

where we would have all our parties. Just move a bar 

in there and have a dance. But the Japs had it listed 
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'f e..>, 
~{a.JJ,, I was a Colonel. 

Good, you went ~pin a hurry. 
- . . 

And so, well, this horrified me because, in the first 

place, I knew I was going to Alaska, and, second, I had 

a firm conviction that the way to do this was to 

delegate this Executive Authority to the AACS boss, as 

they had done in the Pacific. So I persuaded them to 

send me, no: transfer me, to Alaska to set up this 

office while on temporary duty. And so I spent a 

couple of months up there cruising around, plying 

people with hct buttered rum,M,v(laughter) 1~and ( 

generally getting the thing straightened o~t.itb4,A.,&v 

discovering the that the AACS guy was at least half at 

fault in the way he was operating and suggested that we 

get a new one up there that could pour oil on troubled 

waters and operate the thing the way I had in the 

Pacific, which was essentially to tell the CIA this is 

what we want, now you run it. 

Right. 

Now you know I am not trying to be a hard-nosed boss, 
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but delegate 

-~dealing with ~duds. And that is the way it 

worked out. I went back to my war in the Pacific. So 

it was essentially a political job, I had nothing to do 

with equipment, I don't even remember Box l. 

Good, that's fine. You were in Hawaii still on V-J Day 

when the Japs surrendered? 

Well, I was in the Philippines. 

Were you there? I see. 

My Headquarters moved to the Philippines in early 1945 

so in August '45 when this all broke out, I wasfi~/ 
I\'\. 

actually~Fort McK:nley, right outside Manila. 

Any fond rr.em8ries a~cu: that cay? 

Well, it was a very exciting day, =f course. We knew 

nothing about :he a:crnic bomb, but rr.a~y of us were 

convinced the Japs were flat on their :ace. (heir 

shipping was gone, :heir cities were in horrible shape. 

I guess everybody thought they would probably continue 

to kamikaze the whcle operation and it would take a 
'"'\.-~i< 

hundred thousand deaths to conquer Japan and.~were up to 
T'k~e 

our eyebrows in planning for OLYMPIC.~~". was 
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1\\t.<(. 

another name.~ were two invasions.~ 

Yes, yes, I have forgotten the name of the other one. 

I have,too. OLYMPIC~ I think was Honshu, the 
I 

main island, so that was what we were engaged in when 

the atomic bomb brought an end to all of it. 

Thank goodness. 

Although I guess the Jap historical!¥, I believe the 

Japanese had sent some feelers out even before the 

atomic bomb so maybe they would have been smart enough/ 

~tA,.iA..the Aampero~ at least, who was a moving force in 

all this 1 ~ would have been smart enough to say, "Well, 
;, ..... ~, 

let's surrender." The atomic bomb/"71 cataclysmic nature.., 

obviously gave him a psychological edge in what he was 

apparently trying to do anyway. 

Right. Sir, when did you come back from the 

Philippines? 

I arrived back in the United States November 2, 1945. 

Gosh, soon thereafter the war then? 

Oh, yes, I had been out there since March '39. 

You had enough points? 

I developed infectious hepatitis. 
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(Laughter) 

Where were you assigned in the States then? 

I came back to Langley Air Force Base as 
,; ~ .. 
,_ .. ~~>·l"_....-,·T'1." ~,-

Deputy Geffliaanet'lt:' AACS. First .zi.~;prt:~_.i.._"""a_lt:-tr----'-~-...L:..-\_ 

was shortly thereafter transferred to Japan to command 

the 

and 

Air Transport Command, Western Pacific Operation, 
(Vl C. ~ I l ll a. ~.sj'J) 

General Harold ~~e,ta~ctook over AACS and I was 

his Deputy for the next period. 

Was there a problem then, the war had ended, and there 

was a cutback in personnel and probably funding, slim 
Wb..s 

budgets,"\;,'\..Qcs~there a problem at Langley trying to 

keep things continuing at the same pace of operations? 

Well, the pr8blem, of course, was to phase down~ 

a lot of attention spent on chat, and moving 

around. We moved to Gravely Point, which is next to 

Washington National Airport, the Air Transport Command 

was there a~d a~ Langley was the Air Weather Service 
• j A .'1 Resci..le (~) 

and the Army Air _fJi<:-M:U1. t. cc .. ~ Cornmunica tions Sys tern, 

which, of course, was what I was with. The Weather 

Service and ~he AACS were moved to Gravely Point. They 
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were under the Air Transport Command as subordinate 

/nits and Langley was being readied as the new home for 

the Tactical Air Command. 

Right. 

So phasing down was the name of the game. I recall one 
t),'"' 

crash trip I had to take. It was actually~around-the 

world-trip• J'it· I think it was February 1946, '1here 

were a number of air fields and the associated 

communications and other facilities that had been built 

around the world in North Africa, and through the 

Middle East and India, and across the Pacific and up 

the Canadian ccast, Goose Bay, places like that, a.;:i.e-
-nur <. "Th • 

..tiwM;e were called National Interest Stations, Q(.~ 

theory there was that with World War II, land plane 

flying across the oceans had come of age and there 

would be a tremendous expansion of commercial aviation 

using those same types of transport aircraft. Of 

course, that is what happened. The idea was to try to 

preserve these National Interest Stations until 

discussions with various governments could take place 

and these facilities could be transferred and this 
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network not just collapse with the end of the war. 

Well, it was hard to tell who was going to be there. 

d 
There was a point sy~and~you had a certain number 

of points, you just~ and said "Goodbye" and went 
So 

home. ~they told General Saville, who was 

Deputy Commander of Air Transport Command, you take a 

weather guy and a communicator and yo.u go visit these 

places, and you find out what needs to be done to 

preserve this National Interest potential. So we flew 

across the Atlantic, to North Africa and the 
·1,v'.,.., 

Middle East and up to China, we were not too much 

interested in China from this point of view but 

General Marshall was there as the big honcho.~~ 

Yes 
>f~ 

.,/tal!)·ji, .. :~ had a C-54 assigned to him and it needed 

three engine changes and some other maintenance, and so 

rather than try to do all that out there they simply 
•~ t,.eW~(, 

gave Saville a ~better shape, C-54 and said, "you 

take this to Marshall and pick his airplane up and come 

home in it." So we did that. That was an interesting 

trip, but it was sort of characteristic of the times. 
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Post-war problems were predominant and it was phasing 

down and accommodating change rather than austere 

budgets. 

Good. In '47 you moved to.R&D at Wright Patterson. 
tffl/. A,r 

In '47 I went to the ~,war College for a year, and 

then to R&D at Wright Patterson. 

OK, then let's just pick up Wright Patterson. Two 

questions:were you primarily concerned with R&D for new 

aircraft equipments, COMMS systems, radar and 

navigational ,i.:._~ , across the board., was it this -------
sort of concern? 

Well, it was across the board. Actually, there was an 

organization called the Electronic Sub-Divisior. which 

had been a Signal Corps activity stationed at 

Wright Field and :twas there to support 
u~·~";-

~-~-m&-At Air Force operations of all kinds insofar as 

electronics was cor.cerned. So it dealt with airborne 

as well as ground. Most of the ground radar and things 
,~ si'v "'""e"" -1:.. 

like that anci, '!"'\.gtlC'9', landing systems and what have 

you, was at Rome, New York, the depot at Rome. Much of 

the pure research business was in an old broken down 
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that's the right name, Cambridge some or another, which 

was in Boston and that was the beginning of what's now 

Hanscom and actually had a great impetus, this was 

later on, on what's now called the Miracle Mile, 

Route 128, around Boston. 

Oh, yes. 

I was later sort of a mid-wife in all that. So here 

was this Electronic Sub-Division, which was transferred 

lock, stock and barrel to the new Air Force, you see, 

and it was headed by an Army Brigadier General 

Tom Reeves, who had transferred to the Air Force, and I 

was Chief cf Operat:cns. And then in '49, I believe it 

was, they decided they wanted to put in the 

Armament La~ somebcdy with so~e biack box experience, 

and transfer certain things like the auto-pilot and so 

forth from ether ~abcratories. It was the beginning 
(,,JI Th., 

really of the idea =fan integrated airplane~ all 

of the electronic and hydraulic, and guidance.,'+~ The 

theory was that the devices that steered the airolane 
a,IW\. it, • 

ought to also be available to ,~,c;{ . I recall 
=\ 
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that the bombing syste~ in those days in the 

Armament Lab was an interesting thing. It had an 

optical sight, very complicated affair, of course, that 

you satdJ aittt 1:t1, pCould visually look at the target 

and with the computer and so forth, figure out when do 

I push the button. It also had a Signal Corps radar 

that could perform the same function in bad weather. 

These two were incompatible. One was to make a very 

complicated matter over-simplified. The optical sight 

worked on rectangular coordinates, and the radar worked 
~ • ~~. f' on polar coordinates, ,-~in order to 1t these 

B"' rw-t"'~~; I.., 

things together so they would work for the eembadier as 

a single system, a thing called the A-lA Interconnect 

was d __ vi ~d nd this black box turned out to be bigger 
• rt; t11l?t .. & f ~,z- ., 

than ~ the radar. So one of first projects ~-

the Armament Lab was the high speed bomb director, 

which was the first time that all the elements of a 

bomb aiming arrangement was combined into a single 

development tailored to go into an airplane. And✓~ 

~-cbQV as a matter of fact, some of the off~spring of --that development 1o~"@'L"fs'ltMftjare still flying. 
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FARLEY Great. 

BLAKE Which shows you how long they last.:1 -----------
·'!?,Rt,~-,i\~.,.L\_ll'\i~ \!;s'c~. ~nteresting phase of that, the first 

contract was the IBM Company, and their President, 

Thomas Watson, Sr., came in to see me in the 
t\ 

Armament Lab and he had one simple question. Is this 

really something that 1 s high on your l.istt' He said, 

"We haven't gone in much for defense contracting. We 

feel a little guilty about that. We would like to pick 

something :o compete for which is new, challenging, and 

damn well needed." And I said, "Well, this one and a 

similar project, which had already gone to Hughes for 

fighter aircraft, intercepters• MX-179 that was called~ 

~ are the :op two projects in this laboratory." I 

explained, you know, the old background where you buy 

this :rom this manufacturer, and this from this 

manufacturer, and you would buy an airplane, and these 

were called GFE, Government Furnished Equipment, and 
,:-a.i'!.~ 

you would tell the company making the airplane, a:r:~ht 

now, when you build this airplane, make a place for all 

these things. 
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Oh, I see. So that was really the beginning then of 

IBM becoming involved in supporting defense.~ 

::!~becoming involved in that sort of thing, you know. 

I have no recollection at all of how and when they got 

involved as they have been, as you know, for NSA. That 

is a totally different,-i.r,, s·:i"'*t t"h'\ • 

Of course, of course. 

·A:·~~~ may have done that much earlier. I would 

expect given their basic technology, which is, of 
-.t 

course, computers ~ the heart of it,t--. 4 __ .-________ 
,,----

--~that they may have been involved in the cryptologic 

business even earlier than that, I just don't know. 

Right. Sir, how useful to the R&D people were captured 

enemy equipments and using the state-of-the-art 

developed by the enemy, using for making new equipments 

for U.S. 

I don't ever recall this, it may be that I didn't pay 

enough attention to it. I have a gut feeling though 

that U.S. technology., in the kind of world in which I 

operated* essentially ·the electronic world, probably 
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was out in front and we didn't learn all that much. 

Good. 

That is just my gut feeling. I can't prove that. 

Well, that is very satisfying to hear that. 

Well, it could be that way, but I don't have much 
•·oh. 

personal recollection of ~boy, that gadget there 

really opened our eyes". I don't recall that at all. 

Good. Sir, in this time period now, with the 

establishment of AFSA and the establishment of the 

Air Force Security Service, we can sort of gloss over 

that, do you have any comments on the Air Force 

attitude when AFSA was established? 

I had no association with that or the Security Service 

until sometime in the su:nmer of ~late \AAJi,1,_}5. 
~~------------

~:::~ O'Donnell, Wrighc Air Force 

personnel, called me in• I was at the Pentagon at the 

time as Assistant DCS OPS, and they wanted to assign me 

to the Security Service. And as far as my recollection 

goesx that's the first time I had paid much attention 

to the Security Service. 
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OR, fine. We'll pick that up later, but I want to talk 

about the assignment as Director of Communications in 

the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for OPS and you 

established pioneer operational circuits using scatter 

COMMS, and other questions, new equipments, new 

procedures, any innovations in codes and ciphers, did 

we have scrambled communications yet, COMSEC, OPSEC and 

real problems, things like that. I don't want to pile 
O\"l - '4"°i.\.\t2. 

it all,4,,llt:~.J.1'\about the scatter communications first, 

Sir. 

Well, scatter came about because we were putting in 

radar network fro~ Newfoundland to Frobisher, which is 
~.,,,t 

up the Labrador ccast, f-,iiSeed Goose Bay, there was a 

chain, I be:ieve, of eight radar stations, 

approximately 175-200 miles apart, forbidding country, 

and the pla~ called for conventional microwave 

transmissions between these various stations, which 

would mean, of course, a series of microwave towers 

about every 25-50 miles depending upon terrain, up this 

coast. 

Uh-huh. 
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BLAKE We got next to scatter thtough a couple of~ j!lfe ..... -h. 

END OF TAPE ~~tfC>RDli-1 

TAPE I of II - SIDE 2 

BLAKE 

j"t ua~ 
~xciting because it meant that we co.uld scrap all 

those intervening microwave stations and instead put a 

single scatter station at each radar site which, of 

course, had to be developed with access, and place for 

people to live, and :ogistics support, and everything 

else. So we net cn:y would have a much cheaper 

arrangeme~t, bu: we would get away from the horrendc~s 

maintenance problems cf servicing these microwave 

stations which prcbably would be unattended as they are 

commercially, but wo~ld have to be visited 

occasionally, and sc on and so for:h. This was such an 

exciting prospect, scat:er was fairly new ther., and 

there was scme gamb:e involved. I went to my boss and 

I said, "I think we ought to go for this." And I had a 

briefing, you know, how much rnor.ey we would save, and 
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so on and so forth, and I alw":)'s look back on that. My 
/l.,.;t;. .,__.,t 

lifetime active duty and ietiremeR-1:- involvement in the 

Federal budget was paid for in that one decision. 

Never mind any others that might have been equally 

useful. To get the earliest possible test that we 

could, we commissioned the Bell Labs, a fellow 

George Gilman that I worked with, I remember George 
71.,'..!-

because I made a bet with him on this* we put in from 

Newfoundland tov,\I don't remember where the other end 
J ,J.. t 

,1::,. ..... ..t:,, 
was 1 ,(vbut it was kind of a ~ength that we would have to 

So 
use, and so we put that in and it was successful. 91' we 

went ahead and had a target date, of course, for these 

scatter stations ar.d it was Washington's Birthday about 
So 

1955, I would say, along in there somewhere~~ the 

bet I made with Gilman was that if I got a telephone 

call, one of :he things that you could do over scatte~ 

because it.was broadband like microwave, was you could 
aL'C -/:,t.,. 

have~ voice circuits,,and so forth, and other 

communicatior.s up and down that line by narrow channel 

H~ and so forth/could really do that. And I was at 

home in Falls Church on the night of December 22nd and 
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Officer for Northeast Air Command in Newfoundland, and 

he was calling me from Frobisher over the scatter 

network. I owed George Gilman a 

bottle of bourbon which I paid him at the 

IEEE Convention in New York a couple of weeks later. 

{Laughter} 

Oh, yeah. Let's talk about new equipments procedures. 

Were there any innovations in codes and ciphers during 

your tenure as Director of Commu:1ications? 

I remember very little related to codes and ciphers. 

We were pretty much getting those from the 

National Security Agency, who was responsible for them. 

My principal role was k~~vwwhile we were superintending 

the overall use of them,~ was defending the 

elec~ronic b~dget in the Congress, which I did for four 

successive years, the P200 Budget. And I recall, 

particularly in COMSEC, repeated failures to beat 

targets, and I was constantly apologizing to the 

Congress, "Sorry, Sir, we didn't spend that money you 

gave us last year, but we still need it, and here's 
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why, and here's the amount, and here's what we hope to 

get out of it." That was my biggest frustration in the 

whole P200 thing. The other things that we were after, 

that's when the DEW Line Radar came in, and the 

SAGE System for Air Defense Communications, the whole 

SAC Communications Network was before the Congress at 
So 

that time,~ we had a lot to say ta Congress about 

electronic money and we were pretty successful in 

almost all cases. We had some slippages, but not 

enough that I recall frustration, but I sure recall a 

lot of frustration on that COMSEC stuff. 

Good. Well that ties in with another one1 ~alking 

about COMSEC or OPSEC, as Director of Communications, 

did you institute any new procedures whereby the pilots 

would try to be conscious of Communications Security 
t"'!. 

and not chatter and use basic codes e-r whatever they 

were instructed to do? 

Well, this was a periodic campaign. Looking back on 

it, I think I would have to,.. 1"-as a Monday morning 

quarterback~~plead guilty of not paying as much 

attention to that as I would have if I had been with 
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the Security Service before I was Director of 

Communications. 

I see. So it was a continuing problem? 

It was a continuing problem, but I pushed it a lot more 

and with more success when I was Commander of the 

Security Service than I did as Director of 

Communications./ 

~ ~~ti.lat~/\... /V vv'"' 
bA.l(:f\_ c:;:I make that admission with some regret 

FARLEY LA{a.C: t:(£1'-tl,,. (laughing) When you were Assistant 
j 

BLAKE 

FARLEY 

Deputy Chief of Staff for OPS in '56 you served on the 

permanent Joint Board fer Defense. You mentioned this, 

but I had a question. Were there any decisions made by 

this Board on any joint intelligence collection effort 

or project? 

We were almost totally related to che Air Defense 

business. That was really the purpose of the Boar~ 

.--- --· • - --·-- ------
'f:e:sr,,-. • ------ ·-----------

l~~~- that was what we worked on. I don't recall a 

single thing related to the subject of your question. 
dii,ft;¥.t,, ' 
Alfi~ Sir, Just a few minutes ago you talked about 
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being called in and asked whether you would like to be 

assigned to the Security Service and you became 

Commander of that Security Service. Would you talk 

about the major problems that you encountered when you 

assumed the command. 

Well, I only encountered one which you might say the 

instant assumption of command and that was in relation 

to the National Security Agency. My predecessor, a 

Major General named Hunt Bassett.y/ 

Oh, yes (laughing) ... 

He is living here, incidentally. 

Is that right? 

Hunt was carryi~g on a terrific feud with Ralph Canine 

who was then the ~i:ector of NSA and, of course, in my 

mind, ! have always loo~ed on Ralph as the father of 

modern NSA. ~ I didn't particularly know it at the 

time, I ~~"W-fa-u,.i r,•/'.~~· . ..,;,.,-1"~itn the Security Service, 
k1s ror-1 'D ·'·~'Jlt\ ~ 1.-.1.s [at L ,,.,._ as Di rectoc;, of the ~!U" of the ~ 

of NSA, and how important Canine's strong-willed 

defense of the centralized nature of NSA. I remember 

remarking to Lou Tordella when I was Director, I said, 
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"You know, Lou, sometimes this Agency comes up with the 

right Director at the right time." I said, "Somebody 

like Canine to fight for a strong central organi2ation. 
1{ ~'i 
~he A-ad--been here, it would have made a lot of 

difference. Someone like me, good at compromising and 

finding ways around the problem, I would probably have 

failed 1 ·~ I t:iink if Canine had to handle /tK'tiJk•(;.'4 (I.A.,b,~; 

and the CCP, which I always thought was my biggest 

contribution, I think Canine would have failed." 

Anyway, here was this feud. Bassett, even in one of 
So 

our conversations, equated NSA and the Kremlin• "'-in 

an equation, NSA is to the Kremlin as Ralph Canine is 

to Stalin. 

Wow! 

Well, I had my fi~st staff meeting, and I have never 
,, " been a new broom ir. the sense tha:. : gc in and sweep 

every~hing out and t~en start over. That has never 

been my way. But I did "new broom" one thing at that 
,l-<.,·it. :.--

first meet~ng, I said, "I am wQar? cf :he arguments and 
·it a.. 

discussions, I would call~ feud, that's going on 

between our Command here and NSA~ /.hat is simply 
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between my predecessor and the Director, and I just 

want to say tha#;s stopped herewith. They are our 

operational boss and it's ill-becoming, I don't care 

whose fault it is, or the background of it, I am not 

interested in it. It stops! I want that thoroughly 

understood right now." 

Sir, was the area of controversy primarily in the 

mission, the responsibility of the Security Service, or 

the guidance from NSA? 

Well, the specifics are a little hazy at this point, 

but I am fairly certain that the bottom line of this 

was Canine's unwillingness to delegate sufficiently to 

the Security Service. I mean, it is one thing to stand 

strong when you are being formed/and so forth, and 

getting all this control over the three Cryptologic 

Agencies, but you don't run them that way, if you want 

a harmonious arrangement. I think Ralph's side of this 

feud dealt primarily with failure to delegate 

sufficiently,and on Bassett's side was failure to win 

some accommodation of the Service views. I am sure it 

was complicated by the fact that they couldn't see eac~ 
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FARLEY 

EL.AKE 

FARLEY 

SLAKE 

~ 
.rtt'¾lel.,-.c, when I became his subordinate, there was a 

relationship there that starts with a totally different 

viewpoint and he knew, of course, what I had said about 

the necessity to recognize our relationship. 
()::db. ,.,...,_ ,_,, 

He was a fine ~•&Aoy. I remember. 

Yes, he was, yeah, yeah. 

Sir, had the ELINT controversy arisen by this time? 

This was the problem of who would manage and who would 

con~rol the collection of electronic intelligence. 

Yes, that was on the books at that time and continued 

as a matter of some cont:oversy and in a combination 

for some time, as: recall. 

Right. 

It is still going on. 

It has been sort of like a tennis game, but I guess the 

Air Force has it now for sure. Before we move to 

DIRNSA, any comments on your assignment as 
,;;_ 

Vice Commander a.Re Chief, and Chief of Staff 
Pflc4F 

in PlsCOfi' 
'71'+ 

and 11~ CONAC? Anything that stands out that you 

would like on the 

Oh, I don't think 

record for NSA? -n~ 
we ought to take time.+ 

A 
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~I have taken a lot of time already, it is a quarter 

of ten now. There is one thing about CONAC. The 
PtW.t:Jf 

assignment at w.soF was a very pleasant assignment, of e-~-
course. My boss ,.,1 O'Donnell, ~ was the Commander of 

that flight to the Philippines, 

been a friend for years. Mr I loved Hawaii, 

and it was totally away from intelligence and other 

matters. Oh, I continued to have an interest in it 

obviously, but when you are Vice Commander you tend to 
y Col--

kind of keep your nose out of that DCSe ~ don't want 

the front office running the staff, so ;t:;~~e tendency 
;,i. }i 

is to kind of back away and leave 1 thern. In CONAC I was 

flabbergasted when I was put on the three-star list as 

Commander of CONAC, which runs the Reserve Program., 
u..:.t 

because I ~had a nickel's worth of experience with 

it.·""Gere were some people, notably one a classmate of 

mine, Major General Robert Eaton, Bob Eaton, who had 

had a lot of Reserve experience and at the time was the 

staff man in the Pentagon. 
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Right. 

And here was this three-star Field Command down in 

Georgia and instead of giving it to Bob Eaton, they 

gave it to me. I thought to myself, I said, "Eaton 

must be livid at this point." And I didn't know /,Jf at: 

the time that I was given that assignment to keep me 

from retiring. ~~6~~5.a matter of fact, I 

was going back to talk to people in New York and AT&T• 
1he-\ 
~ had offered me a very interesting assignment with 

no conflict of interest at all, and I was going back 

for final disc~ssion on that in June1•59 when this 

whole thing broke a;.d Rosie O'Donnell's mother died and 

I had to cancel that. When he came back, he told me 
....;,' 'y Ci,L 

t~are on the three-star list and it will be out 

tomorrow." And he said, "I know that you planned to 

retire," he said, "I hope you think it over ... I said, 

"Well, we'll talk it over at lunch, my wife and I, and 

I' 11 let you know." I went home to lunch and two a;..~ 
ttr4-~-~ ~ Aides came in sheepishly with their hands behind 

their back, and they said, "Sir, we know we are not 

supposed to give you anything, but hope you won't 
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mind," and they handed me this little box which had two 

of these three-star things you put on your collar. 
,, _:r AoV\·i kv,.....: · 1h,:s 

l~ -~~,.4~,y 
And I thanked them, and I said, "Cm.,~f~4i:Pliii.~ 

Beautiful. 

'na.s "to 10 ·...u,~ 
ef ,ei~~ before the Senate and it wa&R't effective 

~.e.. I, 

~-~ the 1st of October, and all that sort of thing ...... 
,. 

will wear these. I 

didn't say anything about my quandry. I looked at my 

wife and I said, "You know, they wouldn't understand if 

I did anything else but accept it." She said, "I have 

been thinking our boys would fee: the same." They were 

both Junior Officers :n the Air Force at the time. 

They are both Colcne:s now. So: we~t to the phone and 

called Rcs.:.e and sa:.c, "Rosie, ! mi.:st have rocks in my 

head, but if the Chie: wants to make me a three-star 

General, : am honored." 

That's great. 

I didn't find out until much later tha: LeMay had put 

me on ice at CONAC because he wanted to nominate me as 

Director of NSA. That's the reason I br:ng this scary 
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__ r-n_l_l.d.._f_' _,. -1-+fX) __ J ___ . .11 __ , that 's great. 

A_:ptc:.(u.4-'Jack Frost was under some nebulous status 

because of the Martin/Mitchell case. 

Yes. 

I didn't know tha~ because Jack was a World War II 

friend and I very much felt badly about coming in over 

his prostrate form.fw) 

~ -----

.. ~d he understood that, ){iUL-4., 

It happens, Sir. When you became DIRNSA in July '62 

and you anticipated it, what unresolved problems were 
,r .. _I__! O .,_ t 

passed from Admiral Frost? Was there any~ in 
✓ 

the punlac spy case, and then Martin and Mitchell? 
:,_)/.., >-~ ..z'-/J .l 

~~hadn't been resolved? 

Martin and Mitchell was still a trauma in the Agency. 
, ✓ J><A.,..,ol.r 

The v<i..,ref£ati;case, of course, happened later on on my 

watch,~ 

~~~.5~~•-~~~!!~1r-----/~~ .~~!:ffi~o t.. 9 ! '1'\ \ 
'-..::::: .--fh Q. /. cY .... V\- -.,._ f 

~2i_~,case was one that I had to front for, and 

it took a lot cf footwork. It may be, I never thought 

about this, but looking back on it, it may well be that 
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coming so soon after the Martin and Mitchell case, 

which was a more important case, obviously, than the b~~1~r 
...._J/J..,/r'8/case, and the sac;rifice of Frost in that one• p\«· 1 ~ I hz-.u.? 
/btr may have been~to get rid of a second 

4' 
Director so soon, theugh I may have benefitted by 

,:.-L. 
Frost's demise. It was a case of far less import, ~ 

it took a lot of talking to Congressmen and the 

White House, Defense Department, and so on and so 

forth. 

Right. Sir, you have probably answered this question 

already, but you inherited a reorganization, in that 

reorganized NSA as well as a Second Management Board 
Jhl 

which had bee~ established by Frost,~ you continue 
i.:fL·/1.,<•t.• 

the declared objectives or eeunsei or revise the 

guidance? 

I don't remember. 

That facet of NSA, I don't remember too much about 

actually. It must not have been very important to me 

at the time. 

Well, I think you said earlier that you didn't consider 
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yourself r. new broom, so maybe you just let it drift. A~ 
I don't recall coming out with any great management 

!/;t;9:.es_, internally ·t,1 
A•£i~, fine. Let's get into one of the big ones. 

A 'JI Soc r\. 
&,,~ '1. 1,af{~.l\.stl~after you were getting your feet on 

cv-u,s. 
the ground came the Cuban Gtu.~ I would like to talk 

about the support to the White House, the JCS, the 

State Department, and so forth, and the White House 
~a..i:-

SIT Room,~ do you recall about that? What you 

did ... 

There are two things about that that I remember most 

vividly. First has to do with the USIB, the 

Intelligence Board which the Director, of course, is an 
..141-- ·YI·~ ... • '1h,s 
(t{f..f::JS'1'4 member, and we were meeting. t~ particularli 

centered on a weekend, and we were meeting almost 

constantly. tf 

Yes. 

__ v,k would recess for a few hours so the staff could 

type something, and then we would come back again, and 

the basic question we were addressing is, if we 

belly-up to the Russians, what will they do? Well, I 
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am sure you realize how hard that question is because 

you talk about intent, you see, and you don't read any 

messages that give you intent. And I recall our final 

paper on the subject to the President, pretty much 

bottom line is "we think the Russians will blink", and 

so Kennedy did go ahead with essentially the blockade 

approach, and so on and so forth, and that leads up to 
;~~- re,..ew-~r" .. ce. 

the second significant ~ ;_A There were 
t( Cv.1,,d) 

Russian ships steaming for the Philippinesfand from 

aerial reconnaissance, as I recall it, we were 

convinced that they carried missiles and so what 

happened to those ships was a crucial indicator. 

people that you tell this to.t"-

Yes. Did you mean that the Russian ships were going to 

the Philippines or Cuba? 

Oh, no, they were going to Cuba. 

OK, you said ... 

They were out in the mid-Atlantic, you see. 

OK, you mentioned Philippines, and I ... 
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Did I say Philippines? 

OK, Cuba. We wanted to correct that for the 

transcript. 

Yes, correct that. 
,._,.:.,~ ~- ,, ' . • .. lr.-r~, Sir. 

I don't know where the Philippines came in there. 

Anyway, they were enroute to Cuba and they were out in 

the Atlantic. I don't remember how far away from Cuba 

they were, but they turned around and went home. And 

it was a 

intelligence ed and, of course, 

a great sigh of relie: in the whole USIB Community. 

Oh, I never hearo what Kennedy had to say about the 

subject, but he mus: have had a sigh of relief also. 

That's right. Sir, I was working the Watch Committee 

area at the same time '-t..,'"'-:.:L ;.;~!/-G.,.. ;,:r:,.·,., __ .,,..,.:,A, _.1.,,_~· ;:L.,d 

..A A ,,,,.,_, ) A and I know pretty much 

that there was much SIGINT used. What percentage of 

SIGINT was used in ~he OSIB discussions? 

A lot of it. As a matter of fact, my general 

impression cf USIB over the three years I served on it 
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was that., in terms of hard rock intelligence, SIGINT is 

the predominant source. 

Good. Sir, did you have to make many command-level 

decisions or adjustments in collection or distribution 

of product during the Cuban crisis, or did you have a 

good OPS Officer? er did,, n eee,,. 

I didn't make many personally. The emphasis, 

obviously, went on trying to get information• .a"ft:d ~ 
-+ -rt '5 

~-~-B:y :g-Oe~i nto .-.-.:~'5\. not my way of delegating 
.• ti.~l.:--r 

really to say, "Alri;~t now, we want to emphasize this, 

now you come back in with the specific tasking for my 

approval." I did~'t d= that. I think if! had I would 

have been the biggest thorn in the side cf progress 

that you cou:d possibly imagine. 

You were wise.· 

You often j~get it in daily br:.efi:1c;s and things like 

that, you know, we have taken these down and put these 

up,or we double our effort here and we had to sacrifice 

this for awhi:e .• suppose at the time I might have 
I w tl.'f / 

said, "Well tell me more .,e::i; ~" if I was curious. I 

don't recall ever making that kind of specific "drop 
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Well, that's low level. 

Well, I wasn't smart enough to do that to begin with 

(laughter), I was smart enough to realize that. 
~-<.,.1.,, 

Sir, did you~ ring::]iown A, phone to the 
? White House, or the SIT Room, or CIA, or State . .o(.A,' 

Yes, there was a special phone there that linked pretty 

much the OSIB members and I think, it seemed to me, 

that there was a White House Watch Phone on it too, 

although I am a little hazy on this. The general 

pattern, in my time, was that we didn't by-pass CIA too 
ihLt 

much to communicate with the White House. rt was 

pret!r ~uch,1v\t't~MY the CIA's job. That was McCcme's 

~~~t job to brief the President at 

the Interface, the Community with the President, and so 

I don't recall too many 

~the 
_ _..;:: ___ ver 

White House. I recall a lot of them with 
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Marshall Carter was the Chairman of the Watch 

Committee, as I recall, during that critical period. 
A ~ ,JJl M.e.~ ... 

Yes. Well, ~sKgaR. , I remember ~,was present 

during a lot of that Cuban stuff# lut you are right, 

the Deputy Director classicallyt,t.(..J.s-c.:rvel ~ a.s C \.....,f~<t.K. • __ ... / 

(
-· --------::;;-◊ <C> :: --;-;::--: ----------

•7.. - '-..:>' 
~ 01111.e... ~ O=ie- to start with, of course, was Dicky Helms, and he 

pretty much worried about that sort of thing. 

Sir, is there anything else about the Cuban erisis we 

should record? 

I don't think so. 

We looked pretty good.µNSA looked pretty good during 

t:ia t ~~rs.~\.-._ cv--: s; s-, 
I 

Yes, we were effective in that crisis, I think. 
tai..:'1-•. 

Let's move on to another~~ When you moved in to 

take command of NSA, what was your view when you became 

aware of the cliques in the Agency, and the tight 

control exercised by some high level civilians? Did 

you attempt to correct it immediately? 

Well, on this subject, I always lead the law 

Tordella. I had a great deal of respect for 
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were many activities there that generally fell in the 
- ec-,,-.,-.' b' Mt.¥. 1 t~ 
~•xdUMSWi.a, category, and activity of that kind 

/ Ir ·-'"" 

tends 

toAcliquey. The security features of that were 

extremely sensitive, the number of people limited, and 

NSA25X3 I took the view abou and things like that, ik-b 

FARLEY 

::!LAKE 

FARLEY 

ELAK:S 

BLAKE 

BLAKE 

,.plk are now out in the open as a result of the 

4fiz~-1\ar.~ "..-r'u331c. 1'c1 lace:' 

Yes. 

Un for tunately,..J 

That it would be better for NSA and for those 

activities if I left that to Tordella, and that was our 

working relationship. And so while I usually had a 
J JJe,,,. o-n-. ~~1rn" ... i.. 

general knowledge of this }1>~.rff.\flt]'~~ and that c~rc.,.tM1:.,.t,,, 

~~Mt, I made no attempt to be really 

k~owledgeable about it and, therefore, just less 

involved security-wise. 

~.but Directo.,& come and 

"!ha C _, a point . 

. for them to become a repository of every last little 
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S~ never ~truck me as being really very useful. 

Very fine. I'/ 
There were so many of· them anyway that if you tried to 

·"-' 
do that, ~-probably miss;,¥ some things you ought to 

be doing. 

Yes. That's a good answer, Sir, I like that. Let's 

switch to Congressional Committee Hearings and the 

/estimony by DIRNSA before some of them. How difficult 

was it to tell the complete story under the security 

restrictions imposed on you? 

Well, it was very difficult and, therefore, we didn't 

do it. And my technique for that dealt with two 

gentlemen who were very cooperative and being able to 

talk more frankly to them and let them see to it that 

the rest of the Commi~tee didn't get too far afield was 

obviously a tremendous boon to the Director and his 

budget activities. Those ~wo gentlemen were 

Gerald Ford, who was in the House Appropriations side, 

and Senator Russell, who occupied a similar position on 

the Senate side. And I would have a private meeting 

with those two only4.,l.,\_ 
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ll,s 
talk rather frankly, fl;,,du1t..A......-t.h!J tended 

to concentrate 

·-erc_;qq I s+. 

~financially and I would answer their questions 

freely and when this session was over, in effect, they 

were satisfied. And when we held the classified 

hearing with the rest of the Committee, I suppose they 

talked to thei:: Committee people and said, "We have sat 

down to all the fine, highly classified, details of 

this." That was my technique, and it worked 

beautifully. 

I see. Sir, during some of the public hearings where 

you had the entire Committee participating, reading 

some of the testimony looks to me like some of the 

Congressme~ we::e deliberately antagonistic or anti-NSA, 

or we~e they just plain unfriendly? 

Well, I don't i<now. /t~\,"~I can't give you any 

names., li'but I reca.:.: that sort of thing. Perhaps I 

tend to brush this off because when I was Director of 

Communications tor the Air Force, I spent four years 
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giving a lot of Congressional testimony, not only the 

budget, but I remember one committee was investigating 

a flap involving the ARK-34, which was a new 

UHF Airborne Communications System that was in a big 

flap with RCA and became the subject of Congressional 
_;)J, s~ 

investigations,v;._r became the lead witness, $,c.\ I was 

.really an old hand on the Hill and so maybe I. was a bit 
) n.ti.. re,J 
eR~u:&d to tendency to kind of attack the 

Defense Depart~ent witnesses a bit unfriendly about all 

the money tr.at was being spent, and probably bridling 

somewhat at the sec~r:ty restrictions that their own 
(!)'__,._:, 0>t---' 
CbairMa-R we:e impcsi~g as indicated by what : had to 

say about M:. Ford a~d Mr. Russell. But I don't have . .: 
.,,,t,..,·Jt.~•-4• 

any burning recollec:ion ofAi..~~ A, a, er C, and 

perhaps it's because you comet~ expect that and it's 

like water 

and doesn't become something you live with the rest 

of your life• #el\.-¼, You gc h~me and forget it. 

Right. Sir, was there a single "Intelligence Oversight 

Committee" during that period, or were there two ad hoc 
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committees on the Senate side and the House side? 

Well, I regret to say, I don•t remember the formation 

of Oversight Committees and I don't know historically 

when were they formed. 

I think that was a little bit later. I think before 

that ~Ure single.~on the House side and one on 

the Senate side. 

I don't have any recollection of ever appearing before 

an Oversight Committee such as you read about now with 

Goldwater and 

... what's this New York fellow's name who quit? 
~z9uu··t -~-' Mony, "h._"'-"7,' 

j lf32Llk. 

fV\ on,/, ~a. 'r\. 

M~yrnha p, and, 
He.-

of course, Frank Church. ~~t.e was on 

,.,. f4:a-Z hr.....c... ~l to blow the 1 id, I recall, 

just reading the papers.,... 

Right. When you participated or were involved in 

budget hearings, in general, did you achieve most of 

the funding that you wanted? 
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For the most part. Our big fight really was the 

Pentagonx who were the CCP aspects in terms of how the 

overall budget for the three Cryptologic Services and 
IAS~ 1..._ tly 

the NSA fit together, and that the money was U.9e.f=e--¼lr,ud 

programmed and results measured. My recollection of 

the budget process was that the real hurdles were from 

b-At e. a.,.-".l. company in the Pentagon rather than over 
b • < /, 

on the Hill. 

Was this time an austere period? Was 
7?Z,P,,;,".h, 

it more difficult to get ~oney when you were DIRNSA 
,.. ..... ~ 

than before that u..i subsequent to that? 

Well, I have ~o way of measuring before and after. It 

was not easy, it teak a lot of homework and we had to 

be a little hard-nosed to ourselves to begin with. f'.JAi.b.I ·~ 
jt was a time of growth for NSA, of course, a new 

building was being built, we we:e in a position of 

considerable favoritism in terms of our mission and the 
..t, ....... ; 

whole growth of 11sab1-e electronics, I think, obviously 

reflects in· an activity of that kind. My recollection 

is a pretty successful three years in te:ms of 

resources. 
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Yes, very much. Sir, would you try to discuss your 

meetings and association with Dr. Fubinie ~·r have 

heard so much about this man, I am just wondering 

whether it was his modus operandi or was he truly a 

difficult person with whom to deal, or was his 

repucation distorted? 

Well, from my point of view, I don't know what 

reputation you are putting together from what you said 

introducing the subject, I guess, my guess would be 

that maybe it's distorted,, because I saw him so much 

that I probably saw all sides of him and we had, I 

think, essentially a work relationship that was 

produc:ive. It had its moments of conflict and serious 

discussion. He was a brill:ant man, scientifically he 

was utterly fascinated, I a:ways thought, with the 

nature of the cryptologic operation. It was the sort 

of thing that appeals intellectually to a man like 

Fubi~i. This led, of course, to a considerable probing 

in the kind of detail that normally a man in that 

position isn't going to fool with. But he was so 

curious about it, he was so intellectually stimulated, 
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and sometimes this has some good results -- his 

questions and his suggestions and so I really looked 

on that facet as one·of those plus and minus things and 

you politely try to respond to his intellectual 

curiousity in a very small detail. I am sure 

confessing, "Look, Gene, I don't know enough about that 

kind of detail_.+ #J I' 11 send a guy down who does._ 

OK 

If ~~~ant,eg. to chat with him, that would be fine. If 

you have any suggestions, please communicate them to me 
,, ,I, ., 

rather than tell him what to do,~ nature was 

such chat that's a lesson he had to learn because his 

tendency would be to start reinve~ting with cur low 

level engineer who knew all about this .t· 

~;;t Together. start inventing. Some of this interplay 

probably was useful. 

Right. 

But when you start changing things and issuing new 

directives and say, "Well, let's do this," instead of 

that, my problem was to get him in channels, and I 

think by and large we managed to do that. 
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Excellent. 

The care and feeding of Fubini became one of my 

principal chores, and I like to think the way he acted 

when we were together and when I left that essentially 

there was a situation of mutual admiration for our 

respective personalities and ways of doing business 

that produced a useful rather than a disastrous result. 

It was the kind of situation that could be disastrous. 

Some of this centered around the CCP, of course. There 
,, 

Fubini was merely reflecting Robert McNamara's pull 

things in from a ~,.i:A.•••cN;ifJ broad decision point of 
,, . 

view to the Defense Department, and that's what ,,,t-Lc 

McNamara"s. regime is famous for and, cf course, it has 

pretty much continued in that vein ever since. The CCP 

was the mechanism fo~ that. The problem of NSA was to 

retain sufficient control over the preparation of the 

CCP and the compromises and the decisions, and not have 

those made for us without the benefit of the kind of 
a ... A 

give and take~ family discussion that we could bring 

to it. And here again, I look back on that as being 

not totally successful, but I was satisfied with it, 
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1\.f..c 3.if e "fala.,e " 
::-fhe ™1LLE £11\i!iilAcg.. says I am most 

famous for square dancing and the Travis Trophy 

(laughter) and that suits me fine• #ff I had talked 

to that author, which I would not have done., (laughter), 

,oo-4 if he had asked me, "What do you think was your 

most important contribution to the National Security 

Agency?", I would say, "Bringing the CCP on board and 

the new relationship with the senior officials in the 

Defense Department." ~ Vance was involved in this.1 

d . ~ d l. . Cy I too. I ~a quite a _ew ea ings with~, not on my 

initiative• I had never tried to bypass Fubini to get 
Cy 

to Vance, but~ wcu:d often call both of us in on some 

very important ma:te:. And so as I leek back on it, 

that's the place w~ere I contrib~:ed the most to the 

mission o: the Agency. 

Excellent. I am ve:y pleased wit~ that. 

And that is f~llowed closely by a ~ew team wor~ with 

the Cryptologic Ager.cies. I am the only Director who 

ever served as the Chief of Cryptologic Agency, which 

struck me as rather odd. I would thinK that over the 

years that this would happen more often than that. 
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It would be good basic training, wouldn't it? 

Well, it has its merits. 

Sir, would you care to comment on Jack O'Gara? Did you 

have much dealing with O'Gara? 

Yes, we had a lot of dealings with O'Gara (laughter) 

and the care and feeding of O'Gara presented some of 

the Fubini-type problems, but never seriously enough. 

Jack could be helpful and sometimes we had to 

straighten him out, and sometimes we had to 

accommodate, particularly if he happened to be 

reflecting some directive. A flamboyant character• I 

always liked Jack, --<J 

~ 

.__. we got alcng. 
ai: ,.;,_, 

Yes, I knew him when he worked Q.Wt ef lower echelon at 

the Hall. Let's move to another area, Sir. During 

your tenure at NSA, were there any major internal 
<.: 'L.~::>~ . ..;,, 

~risis that you had to resolve, and I am talking about 

compromises, spies, defectors, ~1n.e., ~~..:..,... with the 

SCA's? 

There was the of course, which we 
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y.~·4,,t•M f 

already talked about. I don't recall any SCA c=ieis. 

~ had a relationshtp with people there that was very 
. t~ J 

fruitful, Dick C~ttg??? h of course, I knew 

well because he had worked for me when I was in the 

Security Service, and I'm trying to remember the name 

of the Army fellow~~~-o-w __ _ 

TAPE II of II - SIDE l 

?ARLEY 

BLAKE 

FARLEY 

BLAKE 

.:ARLEY 

BLAKE 

Let's see, I don't remember who was the Chief of the 

Army Security Service then. 

He was a shor~ kind of chubby fellow, bald-headed.W 
--Roly..._,: 

Wasn't Ho:.a•c:::::-:a? , ( spel i: ar;?::'"7) 
(b,.,,.,..I 

No, but I thir.k the head of the~and Navy Cryptologic 
-:r h.a.J 

Service~ knowing ~had their job, gave me a leg up in 

teamwork with them. We didn't have any problems with 

them. ') 

t,i.J.t.i 17'"!'(, 
Alr1~ Sir . 

iµ. 
A,~~€\yr\:,9 ~(e t\..!'a~v.,~ ~ 

wa..~ 
Navy's effort to push the TRS concept, w.s that 

,-iv 
something that you had to decide on~ act on? 

I don't even remember what TRS stands for. 
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Se.it,.bo<t\Cl 

That I s the S&WOIU, Collection Operation, the Technical 

Research Ship&. 

Oh, the Technical Research Shi✓-yes, SIGINT ships. 

You know, the PUEBLO and .Kh~h oT~,a..--.s -----My recollection of that is that that was a very, very 

potentially useful exercise and we tried to give strong 

support to it. I don't recall any feuds over this. 

OK 
"t..••iaut~-t.C 

We may have 1n1aci<ed them back from a dollar point of 

view simply because that often had to be done, but I 

don't recall any crises where the Navy got up in arms 

and said NSA is stabbing us in the back. 

Yeah, and I think you certainly favored also the 

Air Force Airborne Collection Operation. 

Yes, these were new and there were some inklings that 

someday they might have some satellites, too, and I am 

happy to see that come about later on. 

Sir, how strong was the influence on NSA by other 

Intelligence Community Agencies, the CIA, and State, 

and DOD, and FBI? 

Well, this mostly took place, as I recall, in USIB in 
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customers. We would often be in conversations, 

particularly the Navy fellow, I don't remember his name 

either, I heard him on TV the other 

day. ft,\Roger 

~~.and Roger was a very likeable fellow and very 

intelligence-minded and he and I would on the d~ ,, 
occasionally, but I don't recall any knock down, drag 

outs where they said you are not doing what we want you 

to do, or please do this, we need it. Our whole 
we. 

attitude was these guys were customers• w,e are not 

d~ing this just for our own pleasu.r...::.., I"' 

Ml~At -----

~~-;d- i-;::--think it is useful in this direction, our 

first response ought to be, "Yeah, let's try that." 

FARLEY Good. Sir, there was one point where CIA was doing a 

BLAKE 

their own product with their own serial, and this was a 
)>. 

controversial area,~ you remember that, Sir? 

Yes, I remember that, and it seemed to me, as I recall, 
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I left that one to Lou for some reason or another to 

sort it out. 
{dldi.~1£ 
Al!=~ fine, fine. 

Be and Dick Helms were thick as thieves and I recall 

enough about that sort of 

say, "Lou, see if you can 

thing that my tendency was to 

I 
,, 

put that one in :r ~ce' .J'J" \', ltr 
Good enough. 

You probably will want to interview him.,,.· 

You know, I have been trying to for two years and he 

won't talk. 

He won't? 

But I will tell hi~ I interviewed General Blake.t4 

If I get up for the Travis Commission and see Lou, I'll 

have to chide him on that. 

Good. 

I think any history of NSA that doesn't have a lot of 

~ou Tordella input is grossly inadequate. 

Absolutely. Sir, do you have any comments on the 

controversial subject that has been plaguing NSA and 

its precessor Agency for years, that the Agency is a 

producer of raw mater~al rather than finished 
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intelligence, and we got this from DIA later? 

No, no, that I treated when I became involved in it 

from time to time as an interesting~ intellectually 

philosophical argument. Obviously, if we are reading 

their mail to the extent that you get a message that is 

absolutely incontrovertible and you hand that to 

somebody that needs that information, you handed him 

finished intelligence. If he prefers to call it "raw" 

and put his own stamp, I believe, on it, that's his 

privilege, that's his job real:y. I~ he starts, and of 

course he does with great glee and gusto, if they ever 

started which I never recall a case, by saying, "Well, 

we're not toe sure tr.at these g~ys know what they are 

talking about," becal.!se we were usu:ally the first,.1'ttis 

one thing tha~ I always ad~ired and certainly 

supported, that to the exten: that it is raw and 

requires some analysis, and has got some holes in it, 

and I recall a famous message having to do with the 

Tonkin Gulf and the single wore, r don't ~now what that 

word was now, but I recall being briefed on this 
1-v~t 

particular subject,~ was that word, was it "key" 
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and it cast some shadow on the Tonkin Gulf message that 

I guess still exists. 

Yes, 

But I never fought about that. I dismissed it.~4 • .JJlt ,rt 
depends, it may be raw as can be, and it may be 

finished, or maybe somewhere in between, and I expect 

the customer to receive what we give them with whatever 

analysis we may tack on tending to validate or say, 

"Wait a minute, now don't put $100 on this one, the 

odds are a bit long," and as long as we were honest, I 

never worried about that~because we produced a lot of 

finished intelligence. 

I know, call it what you will. Sir, you may have 

answered this, how deeply were you personally involved 

in the Bross Committee, '63, '64, in their discussions 

and decisions and actions? 

Well, I remember the Committee and I don't really 

remember how much I met with them. Don't even remember 

how i~ turned ou~. 

OK, well I can check that, and you talked about the CCP 

already. Relationship with other producers, were you 
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pleased with the agreements between the Agency and the 

Second (the British), Second Party Organizations, and 

was the division of effort mutually beneficial? 

Well, I don't recall any great discussions over the 

fine print of the contract, and I probably didn't pay a 

hell of a lot of attention to the exact terms of the 

contract. I regarded it as an arrangement that w.as 
:t-kc tltL 

al ready mad~ ::ii:fld liad the potential for useful 

contributions, probably given the resources and the 

capability for the ones involved, and I am talking 

about GCHQ 

and NSA in 

one-sided. 

and the Canadian and the Australian outfits 
- ·~ • 1./ ·"';1"'- &..•<- .~,..,,, ~<< • ·';r 

terms of who got what, ~-,,f./v,,..f-f?ret ty 

3ut historically, it, of course, had its 

great benefits in War World II. Maybe we continued to 

live on that. I recall, and I visited all of these 

activities at one time or another: GCHQ more than any 

other, I visited Australia only once,~ net 

recollection is that to confirm my one-sided feeling 

about the matter, primarily because what I saw was 

pretty old fashioned. But I was never motivated to 

say, "Well, let's throw this in the ash can, or let's 
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change the rules." I simply continued by personal 

relationship with the Directors of those activities to 

try to promote a useful arrangement. 
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~~,,, 
~Bfp@t,~6ij~ ~@ 8ran~e"g~Oe~fi!l",A~•i~ys~co EAe bick·-~ 

room. I don't think he ever realized that. 

Good. 

I am sure he went away, "Boy, NSA really gave me the r1..n.c h. tl\,. 
NSA25X1 

Kansas." On a visit I made a 

point to put myself at his disposal. I said, "I would 
~ .• ,.;:;,r.;:,,'<,. 

like to visit your field stations," and •rima~ive is 
f'~c.i..'i 

the only word to describe them•~~~ what we 

got there didn't have much to do with better SIGINT, 

but hopefully it had the potential of having something 

to do with keeping our own more sophisticated 

operation~ ..... 7 ....--
~ --..... c. extent that that didn't happen 6 I guess I'd 

have to say I didn't acconplish anything. 

Uh-hum. 

But that was my purpose with respect to how much SIGINT 

we got• I don't suppose under those circumstances I was 

too excited about it. I recall one little incident 

with great pleasure because it was kind of unique. 
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BLAKE 

NSA25X1 
=-.:.o·=-·: .......... --... 

NSA25X1 

are a distinguished visitor that they turn the 

Honor Guard out for, their rule is that you command 

that Honor Guard. You are not just there along side 

the Commander, but you actually command it. Now for a 

foreign visitor with a language problem, and so on and 

so forth, technically they do that, but they give the 

commands. 

I see. 

Well, I found out about this, and I don't remember the 

dark-haired 

commands." So I learned those. Another interesting 

thing about the way this ceremony takes place is the 

troops respond, and when you say to them, "Welcome 

scld.:.ers," I have 

forgotten the commands that I learned, but I told 
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Boy, he was fascinated. And the troops 

were fascinated. Here was this American three-star 

General ... 

That's the "Welcome, soldiers." 

Oh, I see, I see. 

That's when they ccme back with 

What does that give them, the port arms, or the ~resent 

arms? e,-fh /.t?' 

No, that's 

Oh, I see. 

later ·.J;I 

ll: µ(,.., 

---~ you 
'-lou.. 
;z.e,t1 come to 

l'l"ee l: 
first 4';.•hem, you say kind of "Welcome," 

the sal~:e ?OSition, which I think was 

present arms, but I don't recollect that, then you come 

back to normal position, and you walk by just·as you do 

in the U.S. Honor Guard. So the commands I had to 

learn, I think, were about four of them, very simple. 
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NSA25X1 
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don't 

remember his name either.~ kept in touch with me, 

kept sending me Christmas cards long after I retired. 

Very nice young fellow. 

A military man? 

IA.n-''\ 
Good. A general question, Sir. ,SJ..dt_,d.1n:,~ your 

\.: cl...~ 
tenur;i ~cl"ff the Third Party relationship across the 

board worth the investment at the risk of a possible 

loss of intelligence as a result of a compromise? 
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Well, I don't think we gave them enough so that there 

was a tremendous risk in compromise. I don't recall 

this was a heavy investment, maybe my memory is faulty 

on that score. All I can say is that I was not 

motivated to make any dramatic changes either up or 

down. 

Good, that's fine. I think that covers the Second.and 

Third Party without any problem. And you have already 

answered part of this, but just let me ask again. What 
--

projects and programsi1(thow are we doing for time, a 
7 ('2,1'\. /\I 

~alf hour.t,Ac:7Mi we make it for a half hour? 

Oh, yeah, sure. 

Good. What projects and programs developed or 

completed during your tour are you most proud? You 

mentioned the CCP and the development of the 

association with the SCA's and the improvement in that 

area, but is there one or two projects or· programs that 

might stand out? 

Well, one thing that's hard to remember the specifics, 

but I recall a lot of attention, a lot of money went to 

the increasing sophistication of the computer 
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capability in the basement. 

Good. 

Part of this, of course, was buying new hardware and a 
Vie....,,. Lv,:.n, , L 

significant,part of it went into~~1-f\ remember some 
...,,'J!hJ~ /1\ .... \t,·. "';1\,oi'\. 

researchA with IBM. fir~~ dollar projects which 

hopefully would lead to greater sophistication. 
,~ .. ..l; 

Essentially, you are-7, trying to handle more data in .less 

time and, of course, we were on the threshold of very 

significant changes which had taken place. (Laughter) 

I always use as a simple example, I quit carrying a 

watch. I carry this now. 
/4.,t .. ,.c.:. --~ 

A computer, I'll be &tl,c:IM., A little vest pocket~r···•-

To go back when I was Director and put this in a box of 

some kind, I don't know how big it would be, and I can 

remember some philosophical discussions about whether 

the basement would be big enough, the ~ious hope that 
bd 

this would take care of the basement, e:=:t if there is a 

single broad area that we put a lot of 

would have tc say that that's probably 

remember the best. 
,vti},.: ... .,;.,.i_ 

Excellent. And you sort of elueed to 
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\J~I).~ 

~percentage of the Agency's operation were being 

accomplished by outside contractors, Agencies, 
-u-...t.: t,._ 

corporations whetT you were Director? Was that the 

beginning, primarily the beginning, of the contractual 

agreements? 

Frankly, I don't recall great emphasis on this other 

than this computer hardware. I had, of course, over in 

COMSEC shop there were contracts there 

and we were contracting essentially for communications 
-re.\-<. t,res 

hardware• ~i\ ... )~'\V\J\9'QVv4'tele.t~ and all that kind 

of stuff, that we were expanding that. The amount of 

information collected and handled, I am sure increased 

dramatically during the time I was there, not so ~uch 

through any decisions I made, it was just the natural 

trend of what was happening. The Air Force was putting 

in all of these Wollenweber stations. That whole 

process started, I didn't mention this, the Security 

Service, I think it is very important historically, 
r..,:/_..,..., 
.w!=.e-A. I came co the Security Service, if I may digress a 

minute, there were no real R&D programs and no 

construction programs for the /ollection ~tations. 
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Essentially it wcs a little family that didn't really 

participate in these broad Air Force programs. I had 

just come from the Pentagon defending these for 

everybody else and then as Chairman of the Budget 

Committee which ex officio went with the 

Deputy DCS OPS hat, so I was very, very sensitive to 

the Air Force budget process. Here was my new command 

that had none of this and so I marked on two major 

programs~ one was to build the SIGINT stations overseas 

so they were decent places to be and operationally 

efficient, and to launch an R&D program which the 

Wollenweber was one of the PR-9, I think they called 

it, was one of the major items financially. But 

programs l:ke that and the Navy SIGINT ships, for 

example, :he whole airborne thing, all of this was 

piling more stu:f i~to the building and handling it 

computer-w:se and transmission-wise.I like to think 

that some of :he neat ways that it is being done now, 

because you have dramatically altered the response 

time, I guess----

::,,, . =-== ~ 
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~is the way to look at it, and tnose tended to be 
' 

pious hopes or fond dreams that we were trying to move 

toward. I don't remember how much we succeeded moving 

in that direction. I like to think so. We eertainly 

recognized the need for that kind of change. 

I am talking about contracts also for linguistic 
C: 101.ster", 

support, something like ~tOISTER~ I don't know if you 
(: lo,·s j t!l" 

recall CT,OIS'"li.R or not. 

I remember that name, but I can't remember its 
·/ • 1" I 

,,(.-l,,·1'~ ~!"M'':/-': ..._ 

I remember that, but I don't remember the size of this 

or the extent of it. 

Insignificant, I would guess less than 20 people• I 

have no idea. And also contracts for management 

surveys and studies."'t"-

I probably did very little of thae-because I don't have 

too much faith in that instinctively. I probably did 

very little of that. I don't recall any, but that 
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doesn't say that you couldn't find one if you went 

through the books. 

Of course not. But the question, too, right now the 

trend is to contract just about everything out, and I 
Wr,o-\l 

have a question, woe~er-you think that this technique 

would weaken the effectiveness of the Agency Analysts, 

Engineers, Linguists, Researchers by taking away some 

of their basic responsibilities? 

Oh, absolutely. I have never been a very strong 

believer in this sort of thing. I find that unless you 

structure that study effort very carefully that you 

#most of your time educating the study team, using 

the people that could do it themselves better~, 

Jk&V-±:a: ..i:i. •"P-_ ---------· ___ ---~~ 

c;~and I'm very chary about this technique. I think it 

needs very tight control and a very realistic approach 

to i~. If we are going down that road, all I can say 

is I hope it works. 

It's interesting that you say that because I remember 

some management group came out and interviewed all the 

Analysts, put the notes down and bound the book and 
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sold it back for $50,000. 

I think you are wasting the taxpayer•s money. 

That's the tragedy. I think you have already answered 

this one. I'll ask it just to make sure. Comments on 

the?~ value of the Collection activities by the 

TRS and the Airborne Collectors, was it worth the money 

for the material that they provided? 

Well, I think it was worth the money because it is a 

technique you have to use because it is unique in terms 

of what it can reach. When you ask, "Is it worth 
£dct:J. 

it?" 

I draw an analogy with ~eath care here. If you say, 

"Is this heart operation worth the expense?" 
~ 

i!lRQ tt•e 

Good 

,;t{~<f I thir.k i: is very difficult to put a price on a 

unique s:GINT source. It may be valuable enough in the 

right kind of a crisis that you don't give a damn what 

it costs, and yet you may look at it historically and 

you haven't conc~ibuted hardly anything. But because 

of the nature of the input, you have to do it. What ,t.. do~s 

this whole satellite thing cost now? But it's a unique 
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look right into the heartland. 

Yes .. 

You can't do that any other way. 

Right.., 

What does that mean? Maybe nothing. Maybe it is worth 
/r,A~-t. ;;..,_ 

the ~i~Ate ef Kansas. So you can't answer that 

question really)~ 

i'-:i:-tte, fiAe, ./ 

-~~hilosophically. FOIA (b)3 

Of course, of course. Sir, you mentioned 

sometime ago and the Communications Security 

Organization. Did you have any problems with that 

/rganization, that is, insofar as maintainin~ control - - ':, 

or keeping it under the Agency umbrella? FOIA (b)3 
I always considered- a loyal I don't think so. 

1...'hO 
subordinate~ was effective in a very difficult 

area. I found some of the same frustrations that I 

spoke of as Director of Communications when I had to 

tell Congress, "Sorry, that box isn't ready yet, but it 
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will be next year. they tell me." 

Right .. FOIA (b)3 
And so I suppose I would needleAabout those experiences 

and say, "I see you haven't succeeded in inventing that 

thing yet." 

Good, 

But I do think that some of these cryptographic black 

boxes began to come of age again, perhaps because the 

time was ripe in terms of development and in ter~s of 

electronics .. My service there and the period following 

it, and some period before, were at the beginnings of a 

real electronic revolution, 

~:.::.:·--------
extent some of that came to fruition during 

my watch, I don't know that I claim too much credit for 
--:!·t' f .:1 '-'. s 7 Tlla. • It 5 

it• ~ time was there. 

" OK. Many of the people who work in COMSEC or the 

S Organization have the attitude that they should be a 

separate organization, not responsible to DIRNSA at 

all. In fact, I've been chastised myself for referring 

to them as S Group, rather than the S Organization. Do 
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you have any thoughts on that? 

Well, I recall vaguely some of that, but it never 
a.. b~<n,.-.1\. , ~ s" < 

became an aberra\i-io~ when I was Director, and I guess 

you could organize it that way, if you wanted to do so. 

There is an interrelationship, the opposite sides of a 

coin, and I always thought that was a sensible way to 

organize it. When you start reorganizing on that 

basis, sometimes the presumed advantages to the very 

people who were plugging it, turn out to be a bit 
I" .... \I\. 

nebulous when you find oat", "Well now I've got to 

move," and so on and so forth, I don't recall that as a 

have just a few more questions 

here, I am sore of p~cking and choosing.t" 

Sure 

Would you care to comment on whether ~~ere was any 
t.1~ ,...z,,." ....... .!.. ~ -

SIGINT post faccc related to the ~~of 

President Kennedy? 

No, I don't remember anything in that vein at all. I 

remember being at my desk when word of Kennedy's 
-~_.;__.t..-
~~ came in, .but that's all. 
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{Jitl~. 
~1£i~ that's fine. Another question right out of 

the blue, what was your attitude toward the practice of 
, ~-~~_1_aftw-.e""ts 

establishingM'Alt.~~in the Agency? Did they 

serve a purpose? Do you think it was overdone? 

It could have been overdone. I didn't have any strong 
,2.. ·:,·'..rA:.,, _., -- ~ 

feeling on that. I thought they weref~n~.._,-Ey~ 
:c.~"-

security measure, ~acdiR~ to restrict the knowledge of 

sometimes an activity that would have been hard to 

restrict without that technique. Given the traumatic 

approach to security i~ an Agency like NSA, probably 
-.-1..A /Ah.<:" ..... p ...... \"'"·--ts 

~li.rn&,..tend t= get overdone, but that's just an 

observation . 
(..:f,l.. ,~ .:. c, • ,... ~1 

A.1 -i;h Sir. Shou.:.d certain material, now this is 

collected 

do you thi~~ it shculd be made available to anybody 
--1o i, S ~ c.r d- C'c J ~ .... ,..,. ! 

with a !'et' ~n.-r -C006';iil0RD clearance, or should there 
M, Co"'f'L..-t r.•""" f'·" 7 

be another ~AR~~ hese people . .,w,.. 

I don't have any thoughts on that except generally. 

Your clearance is just one step and I always thought 
../Jc-" 'lt'IA to ~Nu.' '' 

that the second step, ~~"1[0\.-i.$~, shoul~ be carefully 

applied, that that's the real control over how many 
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people are involved and exactly who they are. 

Beautiful. Thank you, Sir. Again, just bits and 

pieces here, in the spring of 1964, Public Law 88-290 

was enacted provided for a full background 

investigation, provided for a three-member Appraisal 

Board to evaluate suspected security risks and the 

employment of any employee or office;J to be terminated 

if in the national risk. What was the immediate impact 
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of the law, as you remember? 

r·don't even remember that law. 

Didn't you? 

When was it passed? 

This was in the spring of 1964, probably May '64, and 

the question was, do you recall whether any employees 

were discharged? 

Don't recall the law, don't recall any application of 

it. (Laughter) 

?ine. Also, in March '64, the DOD Resident Audit Group 

was established and moved into the Agency. Any changes 

~hat were brpught about as a result of this within the 

Agency? 

I don't remember that either. 
(.J±,,1~.t, t,?.:c:·/.~.C.,. 
~~ A.:.ri¥t, maybe this one -- the Gulf of Tonkin 

incident occurred i~ August '64. What actions did you 

take? Did you establish a Task Group, a SIGINT alert, 

any adjustment of tasking? You talked about the 

message, the question on one word.,f 

The only thing I recall there was when SIGINT became so 

crucially important to whether the Tonkin Gulf incident 
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was exactly as it was portrayed. That was one of the 

few cases that I remember being briefed on very 

specific detail of that particular input, and I suppose 

the reason for that was that sometimes the Director had 

to be in a position to say, "Yes, I know all about 

that, I have gone into every last detail of it, and I 

believe what we say." That was probably the reason 

that I wanted to be on top of that particular one, but 

~t•~.3'~}c~I wish I could remember that word. It had 

different meanings.~~ 

on exactly how the thing was used. 

: should dig it out cf the Archives and send you a 

copy, if I can. (Laughter) No? 

Don't worry about i:. 
a.ti.:/. .c::.fi. 
Alr:,jj,t. In April '65, I guess you were still there in 

April '65? Yes.~ 

Yes, but I ret:red at the end of May '65, so it was 

near the end of my watch. 

OK, in Aprjl '65, we had the Dominican Erisis, and the 
lS 

question ~ "Did the Agency look good? Did we 
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wu< 
contribute? Did we produce, or ~we ill-prepared for 

this type of crisis?" 

I don't really know. It will be interesting to see 

what history says about that. It's the kind of a 

crisis, looking back on the things we were paying 

attention to, that I would tend to suspect that maybe 

that's the impression I got 'from 

Yes, we were in bad shape. 
~ ... t-

in retrospect. 

papers, 

···tha'l:Awe weren't tasking the right things at that 

particular point, in retrospect. 

Of course. Sir, the discussions concerning the need 

for a National Cryptologic School, it was established 

in May '65 and has been in existence every since. Who 

did you se:ect as the first Commandant, and did you 

have any reasons f,or _choosing that i?dividual'? .., 
-? /:.t ...... -b U:. 1 W . t ((.0 1.,&J lei"\ • 

Remember, was it iioulett.e-? 45 • 

,\~•t.,.h. ,<ow\e:\t 
It was -N~~-i-¥@-E-~..,., or Walter ... what the hell was his last 

( ; 
name ·L, 

Jacobs? Walt Jacobs? No? 
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I'm trying to remember now. 
.tJ..,,,. . .tf.·-a: 

,c.., .. ,-&,,tc. ~ 
Was it .Re1:1lette? I'd be 

surprised if I put Roulette in there. Maybe I did. 

Was he the first Commandant? 

(Laughter) FOIA (b)6 

OK, so the reason "\Nit- - - • 

I remember a lot of discussions about this school and 
Lt. t 

generally feeling that it had useful potential "A that. 

you have to wait and see if the potential is realized. 

A lot depends upon the caliber of the instructions and 

who goes to it, and so on and so forth, and I would be 

interested in~has it turned out to be a useful thing! 

Very much so, very much so. 

Well, I am happy that it got started on my watch then. 

How much pressure ... 
7"'.J.:J.; 

That isn't tne perscn I have in my m+ftd eye. A 

scholarly fellow, were glasses, medium height, ~7 
FOIA (b)3 

hair, not overly bald Wonder 
,:.,.-arc 7 

why we put iil-··lette in,w.,so near the end of my tour,. I 

might have said, "Leu, you pick." That's possible. 

OK 

You have to live with.who it is. 
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Right. Did you have pressure from outside the Agency, 

from other Agencies, for the establishment of a 
"" /l.,, ... "'d'"•·~ 

Cryptologic School; beeauoe a lot of individuals from 

these Agencies are coming out to the school for 

orientation-type coursesl# 

No, I recall it mostly as an in-house proposition. I 

suppose that we saw students from other walks of life 

as a useful broadening of the base of understanding . 
. 6'11..:,t # :r: 

T!.iat 's probably part offr1~--~-hink it was viewed 

primarily as a farn:ly inst~tution. 

R • h ~(' .. f:" . I h d 1 bl 19 t. n1r1 5 n,.,..,. gcca. t as prove very va ua e. 

You were involved in the Cuban €risis,_ 
fl . 

~the G..:l: cf :'onkin., a::: t:;a: time did you fee·l 

that there should be a central:zed area to control the 

operations cf the Agency, and I am :alking about a 

Watch Off:ce, a Corr..c.and Center?~-

I remember we die some planning~ about internal 

arrangements, primarily not so much changing the 

organizati=nal make~p. but just be:ter facilities, a 

better place to de it, faster communications, faster 

analysisf"t,~)ol iY'.J b~rte< Y"~!,ft,1.:; ... • 
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A:li-J-ill~u::.::=-

•-~ose were the things that I recall we tended to 
tt.·'..e.. 

work toward rather than any sweeping change,piol.~,\.W&-

already hadA-4:9"'7~'~) people who were charged with 
fit ..... ~ 5l' ~.~-,1~, 

reporting/\....a4 so fo4:.h, and I think some of that has 

come about, as I recall, in some of my visits up 

Right. The Command Center was established during your 

tenure. 

We tended to be a little fragmented and mostly the 

place to do this and the facilit~es to cut corners and 

:alk to each other, and get to the customer rapidly. 
-t.rl .. 2-{, '-l'A,; l~lt'1<" 9?4 fj,.~f;; 

Tht~response time 4 bothered me the most. 

Right. Were you responsible for establishing the 
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I remember that, but my memory doesn't tell me whether 

it came about while I was there or later on. Do you 

e. ,.r',._ 1\,· .. L "'~., 1 7. the date of its... 71~~ ~P ~ 

I don't have the date, Sir. I really don't• l{~t\..~)~'L 

~ 
My recollection is that it happened a bit after I left. 

----------~ 
__ !.~tsQttau~---·------·--------

<;-~ was the subject of considerable discussion. This 

FAR'!:..EY 

BLAKE 

?ARLEY 

3I:.AKE 

:ARLEY 

NSA25X1 

BLAKE 

was a whole new area., ~~:::&'.e,_au\d:::; 

Right 

Ar would be interested in knowing if that came on my 

watch or later. 

I'll find out. 

If I were to bet, I wou:d say a little later. 
tJ1:(,¥t: ~ 
Alri~. Did y~u support the establishment of such 

"1 ~Gs-, 
units as the ~Hitree6, NSA Operational Groups, which 

, 
and interpret or support or provide SIGINT 

'7 
information ,do\. '.'.\ :-\._,,... 

Well, I did support the idea that we ought to be close 

to the customer in the field. That's one way to do it. 
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3LAKE 

I don't particularly remember . • ~ units that 

were actually created during my time there. It's 

possible that some were. Certainly it is the kind of a 

thing that improved our ability to deliver;:::::=--"? 
., .. ----· __ .......... . 

,~ _k-----·-·

,.,,..--:; 
_ .-and understanding of what we have delivered. 

"'_..,.,,;:.,r.:-<•,-. ¥L 

Right. Sir, you have aa..,4,;~~·these 

achievements, contributions, did you ever attempt to 

implement any changes but could not do so for any 

reason? I am wondering about ,l:,t.1, ~f/\~1k 1 1\j • 

I don't remember any, but I 1 m sure there are some. I 

tend to forget my failures. (Laughter) 

Don't we all? Don't we all? How would you compare 

your tour as DIRNSA to other .e'ommand or management 

positions you held during your career? 

Well, it's the only joint Defense activity that I ever 

established so it had some different facets than other 

commands I had. A fascinating operation in terms of 

what its working with and trying to do. In a way, it 

sort of capped a lo~ of command experience. I notice 

now these young fellows, thinking of my two sons, for 
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example, and others, command opportunities seem to be a 

lot harder to come by now. I spent 34 years on active 

duty, 17 of it roughly in command positions~ eefflfflan~ing 

everything from a Detachment to a_.Mational .,Kgency, you 

know, Squadron, Group, Wing, 
,t 

Division, two major 
·-·· ::J,<,- .... -

Air Commands, and so;(the top of that heap 

.,J(gency. 

Right 

-th.t.. 
is .National 

" 
A very satisfying career because leadership is the 

bottom line really. 

Absolutely. Sir, is there anything else? I have run 

to the bottom of the list of my questions. Are there 

any other comments you have, or anything else you would 

like to put on the record? Any guidance to the 

youngsters coming along? (Laughter) Let me ask 
.,.(.,., .. J..' --

this -- what~ your attitudeA excuse me, I don't 
\', rte. 

mean to talk over youAthat, the transcriber will~ 1'0 
rt W~\a:l 7 

/4. wild, ""4hat did you say, what did you say": ~ '(ol,(_r 

attitude toward the future of the intelligence 

community? Are we in good shape, bad shape? Do you 

have confidence in them? 
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Well, I have a great deal of confidence in them, and I 

particularly have a great deal of confidence in the 

people at NSA which I have always had, and everytime I 

go back there, usually for the Travis Trophy, which I 
.~.,,,.,,,/.. 

have a sentimental interest in, a&Ei as an excuse to get 

some space available orders, but I'm usually tagging 

along with the Commander of the Electronic Security 

Command, and so I find myself with maybe the afternoon 

of Travis ceremony, and they very kindly ask if I would 

like to~-~ kind of look around a little, and 
j., 

nat'..1rally : take that up., s-e- I find myself in the 

bowels of the place for a few hours just being kind of 

caught up in what that particular segment is doing. It 

is always fascinating and it reinvigorates my 

enthusiasm ~or the people ther~ because I have a chance 

to see their own enthusiasm, their own tech confidence, 

and to some extent the end result. I think as long as 

you have that anc given the nature of SIGINT as a 

potential contr:butor to the intelligence problem 

overall, I think that is very comforting and I would 

expect, unless some very revolutionary change takes 
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BLAKE 

BLAKE 

FARLEY 

BLAKE 

J '1A. C d.:r, u. s c 

•}·all that beautiful speech or rub it out. 

Yes, I do. No, no, it was beautiful. That was 

excellent. 

, ·- .. , ---: ;--: .. ~- ~"'" ~ r_. .. ,,, 

,. ... - - -
CANNOT TRANSCRIBE THIS SECTION BECAUSE BOTH TALK!-NG·A~ 

I 

a.'HE SAME TI~. 

1/.. .:,, ~-..,, . -;:::..,'-,c..C 
'-- / 

--;:come from the heart tend to be better, I think. 

That was outstanding and I do appreciate that. You 
./-,..,,;_.,..,__,,.,, ''"1'"'-31lt --fa.lad",·· 

mentioned the rash of ~ftE9._PUULE1-PALACR.tbeing the 

most recent. Do you think that these people should be 

permitted to continue to do this type of revelation? 

Well, the answer to that is a resounding HO, but more 
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significant is how d::> you go about it• &M- ve don't 

have what England has, for example, or the 

United Kingdom, the Official Secrets Act, and so the 

mechanism for doing something about disclosures, you're 

confronted with the rights of free speech and all that 

sort of thing, and the rights of people to know against 

the necessity to control your sources. And this 
~u.'tf L \ ~ to 

conflict is not going to go away. It's eYilain\ our 

society and, of course, the nature of those protections 

of liberty we all support and don't want that taken 

away. So it's a very difficult problem and it happens 

too often and it happens by people that should be 
So 

willing to do better•~ you have to ask yourself, 
7 

is it deliberate on their part, or is it ignorance. il-ftd 
-41 /\o 
11if,Athe extent that the media, both electronic and 

written, are in this sometimes. I will only say there 

are occasions when I would like to see a greater sense 

of responsibility by the media and to the extent they 

need to overcome some ignorance that maybe that's a 
pi..t 

source of hope for some correction of this. t,:a,,t 

everytime I see it, all I can do is say that shouldn't 
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BLAKE 

FARLEY 

BLAKE 

FARLEY 
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have happened. 

Absolutely. Our big problem, Sir, is the Freedom of 

Information Act. Being in the History and the 

Archives, it's amazing the information that the people 

on the outside are asking for and it's also more 

amazing that we have to give it to them in general. 
J.r.L.-~~-,.- ,,::,.· /·rb.-ifk· 
.J,<\t:l'l\:_ftJe\_$.@'.ca,u,d~ ~pa it's being much more loosely 

intended than it really should be. 

Sir, do you have any other comments that we should 

record forever? 

I think not. 

~r;~~b·e· First of all, I do appreciate your time, and 

we came pretty close to the allocated time. 
,:.:'·:. /,..:;:✓-'t' 

Oh, that's .1,igt,:t. I just want to use the next hour 

to run two or three errands ... 

Of course, of course. I understand. 
\\j\i'.\I'\.. 

.Y.ana ttft:r~ grab a quick lunch and check on Mrs. Blake 

who I haven't seen since last night. 

Well, I hope she is doing better. 

Well, we were very happy with the results.-rAf 

That's great. 
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BLAKE 
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BLARE 

FARLEY 

BLAKE 

FARLEY 

That's right. Sir, this has been a very, very pleasant 

experience.fJf 

I enjoyed rehashing old times. 

This is wonderful. It has been a delightful interview 

and I want to thank you.,-,. 

Let me give you back your microphone. 
iJ!//!Ai''• 
Alrj;ht..r before you take it off, let me ask you how we 

shall classify it. I think TOP SECRB'J.' •.. 

I think you will have to make that decision. I'm not 

privy to the classification of some of the things that 

we have talked about freely, and I think when you 

finish transcribing it, you will have to look it over 

and say, "What do we put on it?" 

OK, I suggest TOP SBCRBT COMill"l' CBAIIRBLS. Sir, I am 
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going to leave you a form.llI don't think Generals have 

to get a dispensation from their oath, do they? But if 

you do, I have one here. 

The Maxwell people and the Chanute people asked me to 

sign some kind of release, which I, of course, did. 

I can leave that with you, Sir, it's a thank you letter 

and it also contains an agreement, an accessibility 

agreement whereby you designate who should be able to 

hear these tapes, who should be able to see the 

transcripts, and you have to designate who you would 

like to be permitted to hear them, but there's no 

urgency. You can, as I say, read those at your 

leisure~ AMb~~ I would like to take your picture 

before I go and I'll just switch this off at the 

moment. Thank you again, Sir. 
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